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Abstract 

Reduced Component Model for Double-Angle Shear Connections 

Considering the Contribution of the Concrete Slab for Cyclic Analysis 

of Steel Structures 

Stalin Vinicio Armijos Moya, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

Supervisor:  Patricia Clayton 

Double-angle web shear connections are commonly used in steel gravity framing, 

and they are usually idealized as pinned connections during analysis. The nonlinear 

behavior of these connections has been studied during the last decades by researchers 

aiming to develop methodologies to simulate double-angle shear connections in common 

structural analysis. Thus, three types of methodologies have been developed to simulate 

these connections: 1) detailed finite element analysis, 2) component models, and 3) 

simplified rotational springs.  

The primary objective of the current research study was to study the cyclic 

nonlinear behavior of double-angle connections and to create a simplified component 

model in OpenSees to simulate their response. A component model for bare steel and 

composite double-angle web shear connections is proposed based on components 

developed in previous studies. Additionally, analysis work pertaining validation and 

response analysis in OpenSees of the individual components and the component models 

was conducted. Finally, conclusions, recommendations and research gaps are presented.  

Co-Supervisor:  Michael Engelhardt
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Chapter 1. Introduction   

1.1 OVERVIEW  

The traditional seismic design of steel structures in The United States of America 

looks for structures with enough inelastic capacity deformation, or ductility, so that the 

collapse of the structure can be prevented during an earthquake. The conventional seismic 

design guidelines consider two general systems: the seismic force-resisting system (SFRS) 

and the gravity system of the structure. The first one is the lateral force resisting system, 

which is designed to provide lateral stability and to accommodate several cycles of inelastic 

behavior produced by earthquake motions. On the other hand, the gravity system, which is 

comprised of idealized pinned connected frames, is designed to carry only gravity loads, 

and its contribution to resist lateral loads is neglected. Nevertheless, laboratory cyclic tests 

on shear connections in gravity framing systems have shown that the flexural capacity of 

these connections can be 10-20% of the plastic moment (Mp) of the bare steel beam and 

between 30-60% of Mp when the concrete slab is considered as a result of composite action 

[4]. Thus, the study of the hysteretic behavior of typical shear connections is an important 

topic of research to better quantify the capacity of steel structures against seismic collapse.  

A common type of shear connection used in steel gravity framing is the double-

angle web shear connection. The configuration of double-angle connections can vary 

considering that the angle legs attached to the beam and the supporting element (i.e. column 

or girder) can be welded or bolted as shown in Figure 1.1. From this point forward, when 

describing a type of double-angle connection, the first word describes the type of 

connection with the supporting element and the second, the connection with the beam (i.e. 

a bolted-welded double-angle connection is bolted to the column and welded to the beam). 

Usually, these kinds of connections are idealized as pinned during design; nonetheless, 

they possesses certain flexural capacity and rotational stiffness as stated before. It is well 
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know that the inelastic behavior of bolted-angle connections in general is complex due to 

the contribution of several individual components such as, bolts, angles, plates, and the 

concrete slab on the total connection response. On that basis, the cyclic nonlinear behavior 

of double-angle shear connections has been under study for several years in order to better 

understand their monotonic and cyclic behavior [1, 3, 5-7]. Some efforts have been made 

to translate research findings into practical tools or models to allow structural designers to 

account for the flexural resistance of shear connections in nonlinear analysis [1-3, 7-11]. 

Due to the intense time and computational resources associated with development of 

complex refined finite element models limiting the practicality of these tools in design, 

several simplified component mechanical and empirical models have been developed [1-

3, 7-11]. 

 

Figure 1.1 - Types of double-angle connections [12] 
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During the last decades, several researchers have made advances in understanding 

the nonlinear behavior of bolted-angle connections used in semi-rigid and flexible 

connections. To simulate their behavior, simplified component models consisting of rigid 

bars and deformable axial elements (i.e. springs) have been developed [Figure 1.2]. Each 

spring is intended to represent characteristics of the different components of the connection 

(i.e. shear in bolts, angles in bending, etc.) through nonlinear constitutive relationships. 

The springs are arranged in series and/or in parallel, and the monotonic or cyclic response 

of the connection can be simulated by coupling the response of each spring in tension or 

compression.  

 

Figure 1.2 - Schematic of a simplified component model of semi-rigid connections [2] 
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Reasonable work has been done in order to represent the hysteretic response of 

bolted-angle connections through simplified component spring models. Most of the 

previous work done to simulate the response of bolted-angle connections was based on 

research on partially-restrained connections with top-and-seat angles, as well as web 

angles. On that basis, some spring models have been proposed to simulate the monotonic 

and hysteretic response of bolted-angle connections [1-3, 7, 12]. Different effects have 

been studied and included in the aforementioned spring models. The contact produced 

between the angle and the supporting column flange [12], as well as the interaction between 

the column bolts and the angle leg deformation and bolt slip [2] are effects already 

implemented in the reported spring models. In addition, other spring models have 

considered flexural and shear deformations [3] as well as the fracture of bolts in tension 

[7]. Some of these hysteretic responses are based on analytical approaches, while others 

are empirical. Detailed information about the previous work on simplified component 

spring models will be provided in Chapter 2.  

Besides component models for bare steel connections, some research has been done 

to assess and model the contribution the concrete slab in the monotonic and cyclic behavior 

of steel connections. A number of researchers have proposed constitutive relationships to 

simulate the response of the concrete slab in tension and compression [9-11], which include 

different effects such as the cracking and crushing of the concrete, the reinforcing steel 

response in tension, and others. In fact, effects like the slip between the concrete slab and 

steel beam [9, 11], as well as contribution of concrete in tension [9, 11] are considered in 

some of the models proposed. Further discussion about simulation of concrete slab in 

simplified component spring models is given in Chapter 2.  

It is clear that significant research has been done in the recent decades to simulate 

the behavior of bare and composite steel connections particularly for partially-restrained 
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and moment-resisting connections. However, there has been little focus on the specific 

behavior of double-angle shear connections, including consideration of additional limit 

states such as, bolt shear, and bolt bearing on the plates. Additionally, the contribution of 

the concrete slab in the hysteretic behavior of this type of simple shear connection has not 

been analyzed and validated. The purposed of the current study is to present and validate a 

robust simplified component model of double-angle web shear connections capable of 

predicting the moment-rotation response of the connection under cyclic analysis.     
 

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE THESIS 

The objectives of the current research study are outlined below: 

 Study and understand the behavior of bolted-angle and composite connections, as 

well as the principles of simplified component models through the analysis of 

previous research reported in the literature. 

 Understand and evaluate different simplified component models for bolted-angle 

and composite connections developed in former research studies. 

 Develop a multi-spring component model for bare steel and composite double-

angle web shear connections by combining individual components developed in 

previous research studies. 

 Evaluate and validate the response of the component model developed in the 

current study, as well as its individual component response, by comparing the 

model response obtained with OpenSees against experimental test results.    

 Simulate, in OpenSees, a structural system including the multi-spring component 

model proposed and evaluate its response. 

 Identify the pros and cons of applying simplified component models in the element- 

and system-level type analyses.  
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1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 

The order and content of the following chapters is the following: 

 Chapter 2 contains a brief review of previous research studies related to the 

behavior and characterization of bolted-angle and composite partially-restrained 

connections, as well as the results of cyclic experimental test of double-angle web 

shear connections with and without the inclusion of the concrete slab. 

 Chapter 3 describes the development of the proposed multi-spring component 

model, as well as the assumptions and features related to the constitutive 

relationships implemented in the axial nonlinear springs which conform the 

component model.  

 Chapter 4 contains the response and validation of individual components against 

the response obtained in reported experimental results. Additionally, the hysteretic 

response of the bare steel and composite connection component models are 

evaluated and validated against previously reported experimental results. Finally, 

an application of the component model is carried out. 

 Chapter 5 presents a brief summary of the important findings obtained during this 

study, as well as, conclusions and recommendations for future studies.   
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Double-angle shear connections are commonly used in steel buildings to provide 

gravity frames with sufficient strength to resist gravity loads. Although not accounted for 

in design, they also provide some lateral resistance under seismic events. This chapter 

summarizes some recent studies performed to develop simplified component models for 

double-angle connections under monotonic and cyclic loading. The previous research 

about behavior and characterization of the composite double-angle shear connection is 

organized by its two primary components: the double-angle web connection (Sec.2.2) and 

the composite concrete slab (Sec.2.3). Additionally, previous experimental studies about 

cyclic tests of double-angle shear connections are presented (Sec.2.4). Lastly, a summary 

and conclusions attained after studying previous studies are presented (Sec2.5). 

2.2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH ABOUT SIMPLIFIED MODELS OF DOUBLE-ANGLE 

CONNECTIONS  

2.2.1 M. De Stefano & A. Astaneh (1991) [1] 

The authors presented two models that describe the monotonic nonlinear behavior 

of double-angle connections under axial loads based on observations from four monotonic 

tests conducted by [13]. The first is an analytical model based on the physical behavior of 

the test specimens, which was derived considering the flexural behavior of the angle legs 

through first-order analysis and considering the geometric stiffening and membrane force 

effect from second-order analysis. The second model is a trilinear empirical model based 

on mechanics and experimental results which is composed of six key parameters. Finally, 

comparison of the two models with the experimental results were reported. 

Two angles placed back to back and loaded as depicted in Figure 2.2(a) were used 

to define the physical behavior of double-angle connections. The double-angle connections 
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analyzed in this study had one leg welded to the column (i.e. outstanding leg) and the other 

one bolted to the beam (i.e. back-to-back leg) as shown in Figure 2.1(a) and (b). The general 

behavior of the double-angle beam-to-column connections is described through the 

following phases. First, during the initial elastic range the outstanding leg is subjected to 

bending while the back-to-back leg resists the axial tension. While the axial load increases, 

the outstanding leg experiences inelasticity through formation of plastic hinges in the weld 

line and next to the angle fillet while the back-to-back leg remains elastic [Figure 2.2(a)]. 

When the axial displacement becomes large enough, the outstanding leg experiences 

membrane action effects and the plastic hinges develop large rotations with increasing 

capacity due to strain hardening of the material. The final shape of the connection after the 

above stages is depicted in Figure 2.2(b). 

The mechanical model of the double-angle connection in tension was defined 

considering three initial assumptions and built based on the physical behavior of the 

double-angle connection already described. It was assumed that: 1) plane sections remain 

plane in the beam web, 2) the double-angle connection can be divided in independent 

segments of length a [Figure 2.1(a)] to simplify the analysis, and 3) the shear forces in the 

connection are neglected because they do not affect the properties of the angle segment in 

tension or compression. To create the analytical model, the behavior of a single angle 

segment subjected to an axial load F [Figure 2.3] was analyzed due to the symmetry of the 

connection. By applying structural theory and experimental observations, the flexural 

behavior of the outstanding leg A-B [Figure 2.4] was analyzed and was assumed to behave 

as an inelastic beam. Due to the fact that the real boundary conditions of the beam (i.e. the 

outstanding angle leg) were complex to define, it was assumed that both ends of the beam 

were fixed. A bilinear stress-strain constitutive relationship (i.e. elastic with strain 

hardening) was assumed in order to integrate the stresses in the section of the outstanding 
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leg. Solving the mechanical system by first-order inelastic analysis, assuming distributed 

yielding of the angle leg, a relationship between the axial load, F, and the displacement, , 

prior to hinging in the outstanding leg was found as described in Equation (2.1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 - (a, b) Double-angle connection and (c) analytical model [1] 

Figure 2.2 - Double-angle connection under tension loading [1] 
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Figure 2.3 - Stress distribution on the cross-section of the outstanding leg [1] 

 

Figure 2.4 - Assumed deformed shape of angle under tension force [1] 

 

 

 

 

(2.1) 

Where L is the outstanding leg length, EIs(x) is the secant flexural stiffness of the 

angle segment leg cross section at x, and the axial load, F, and the displacement, , are 

shown in Figure 2.2. 
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After flexural hinging in the outstanding leg A-B, the stiffening effect of the angle 

segment through axial membrane force was evaluated by second-order analysis and was 

included in the analytical model. The axial force, N, produced in the outstanding leg A-B, 

the shortening and tangent axial stiffness of the outstanding leg, and the tangent shear 

stiffness of the back-to-back leg were the key factors taken into account to establish the 

effect of the membrane force. Hence, the final expression which includes the stiffening 

effect is presented in Equation (2.2), where FIor is the previously defined first-order force 

[i.e. F in Ec. (2.1)]; FIIord is the second-order tension force that includes the membrane 

effect; i the displacement on step i; Ni the axial force on step i; and L represents the length 

of the outstanding leg [Figure 2.3].  

 

 

(2.2) 

 In addition to the previously described analytical model, an empirical model for the 

angle response was proposed which was developed by applying mechanics and the 

experimental results. The force-displacement curves from the experimental results 

displayed three main zones: one principally elastic, another representing strain hardening 

and the last one illustrated the kinematic hardening zone which was produced because of 

the membrane effect. Considering the response curves obtained from the tests, the tri-linear 

empirical model was proposed [Figure 2.5]. The model was constructed by defining six 

key parameters: the initial stiffness, k1; the first yielding load, (2F)y; the strain hardening 

stiffness, k2; the final displacement of the strain-hardening zone, ’; the final displacement 

of the kinematic hardening zone, ”; and the expected increment in strength due to 

membrane effect, F. The three first factors were defined based on mechanics examining 

the outstanding leg as a cantilever beam for the initial elastic phase. The value of F was 
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defined considering that the back-to-back leg remains elastic, so it was assumed that the 

maximum shear developed in the back-to-back leg is equal to the maximum axial load in 

the outstanding leg. The values of ’ and ” were taken directly from the experiment results 

in order to build the trilinear model. De Stefano and Astaneh [1] recommended more 

studies to compute both parameters.  

 

Figure 2.5 - Parameters defining the trilinear empirical force-displacement model [1] 

Lastly, the two models were compared against the experimental results. The 

analytical curves, with and without second-order effects, showed more deviation from the 

experimental response in the initial elastic zone. This discrepancy was produced due to the 

rigid boundary conditions assumed in the elastic analysis of the outstanding leg, resulting 

in larger values of initial stiffness than the ones observed in the experimental curves [Figure 

2.6]. However, the strength and stiffness in the inelastic range showed good agreement 

with the test results concluding that the material and kinematic hardening were well 

represented. As shown in Figure 2.7, the empirical model which was based on the four 

specimens expectedly did a great job emulating the monotonic behavior of the four 

specimens not only in the elastic zone, but also in the inelastic one. Finally, the authors 
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recommended study of other failure modes not considered in this study, such as failure of 

bolts or different limit states for angle failure.    

  

 

Figure 2.6 - Comparison between analytical and experimental results [1] 

 

Figure 2.7 - Comparison between empirical and experimental results [1] 
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2.2.2 M. De Stefano and A. Astaneh. (1994) [12] 

The authors reported a somewhat simple mechanical model to simulate the cyclic 

moment-rotation behavior of steel double-angle connections subjected to large inelastic 

bending demands. The double-angle connections under study were simulated using a 

combination of rigid and deformable elements as shown in Figure 2.8, known as a fiber 

model of the connection. When used in a fiber model, the axial response and geometric 

distribution of the deformable elements can define the axial and flexural response of the 

connection. In order to define the inelastic axial behavior of the deformable elements, or 

springs, [12] studied the nonlinear behavior of angle segments connected back-to-back 

loaded in tension and compression. The main phenomena taken into account to build the 

spring model were the inelastic behavior of angle segments and the boundary nonlinearities 

produced by contact between the outstanding angle leg and column flange during cyclic 

loading. Finally, numerical predictions were compared to results from cyclic tests of 

double-angle connections conducted by [14].   

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 - Mechanical model - double-angle connection [12] 
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The mechanical fiber model for a bolted-bolted double-angle connection was 

idealized as two rigid bars connected with nonlinear springs. The column flange and the 

beam web, which were simulated by the rigid bars, were assumed to have negligible 

deformations compared with the double angles. Each nonlinear spring was defined to 

represent the response of a single angle segment with length a, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. 

Based on the idealization used in [1], the axial response of an angle segment under tensile 

and compressive demands [Figure 2.9(b)] was governed by the inelastic behavior of the 

outstanding leg, represented as a fixed-fixed beam element with distributed plasticity. The 

monotonic force-displacement relationship that describes the inelastic response of the 

nonlinear springs was adopted from the work completed by [1] and discussed in Section 

2.2.1. This force-displacement constitutive law is shown in Figure 2.10, and the secant 

stiffness, Kbsi, can be calculated with Equation (2.3) where L is the outstanding leg length, 

and EIs(x) is the secant flexural stiffness of the angle segment leg cross section at x.   

 

 

 

 

(2.3) 

The angle model in this study did not consider second-order membrane effects. 

Since Kbsi varies at each step depending on the state of the material and the size of the 

increment of displacement established, an incremental solution algorithm was applied to 

solve the nonlinear problem. Furthermore, the monotonic bilinear stress-strain constitutive 

relationship that was assumed in [1] was extended to include cyclic hysteretic yielding 

response by considering kinematic hardening. 
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Figure 2.9 - Development of mechanical model for double-angle connections [12] 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 - Force-displacement relationship for angle segments in tension [12] 
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In addition to the inelastic behavior of angles, the mechanical model proposed takes 

into account the gap between the outstanding leg and the column flange which opens and 

closes alternately when the connection is subjected to large bending demands. The gap 

element, which activates when the outstanding leg is in contact with the column flange, 

works in parallel with the nonlinear spring as depicted in Figure 2.9(b). It is assumed that 

the gap element behaves elastically based on test results that suggest that the column web 

and flange do not experience inelasticity due to the cyclic loading. Hence, in order to 

consider this contact effect, it is recommended to increase the angle deformation spring 

stiffness by ki based on [15] that can be calculated with Equation (2.4).  

 

 

(2.4) 

Where twc is the thickness of the column web, E is the steel modulus of elasticity, h 

is the length of the angles, dc is the depth of the column, and a is the length of a double-

angle segment, as shown in Figure 2.9.  

When the angle is not in contact with the column flange (i.e. when the angle spring 

has tensile deformations), the stiffness of the nonlinear spring corresponds to Kbsi; 

otherwise, when the angle experiences contact (i.e. when the angle spring has compressive 

deformations), the nonlinear spring stiffness is equal to Kbsi + ki. After establishing the 

nonlinear behavior of the deformable elements, the moment-rotation response of the 

simplified connection model, or fiber model, was obtained by applying an incremental 

solution algorithm that couples the tension and compression responses of the springs 

through compatibility and equilibrium in the connection.  

Lastly, when compared with experimental results, it was concluded that the 

analytical model had good agreement with the general flexural response of the double-

ki = 
1

2
 

twcE

h
2

 ln  1 + 
dc

h
 
𝑎 
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angle connections. The satisfactory agreement is based on the symmetry of the hysteretic 

loops in the moment-rotation response and on the accurate prediction of the flexural 

strength of the connection as shown in Figure 2.11. Moreover, the phenomena of pinching 

and stiffening due to the gap and contact of the angle with the column is well represented 

in the model response. In fact, the reduction of unloading and reloading stiffness in the 

moment-rotation response due to the gap between the angles and the column flange is well 

simulated, as well as the sudden increase of stiffness in the response when the angles make 

contact with the column flange. However, the model presents limitations in its ability to 

predict connection response. First, the hysteretic energy dissipation as represented by the 

area encircled by the loops of the moment-rotation response [Figure 2.11] is different in 

the prediction model and in the experimental results. Additionally, the model neglects the 

softening effects due to phenomena such as slippage in the bolted connection or stiffness 

and strength deterioration that may occur in the yielding angle under cyclic loading.  

 

Figure 2.11 - Comparison of experimental and numerical results [12] 
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In conclusion, the authors presented a simple analytical model to simulate the 

flexural response of double-angle connections without empirical parameters that can be 

built based on the geometry of the connection and the stress-strain relationship of the 

material. It is able to simulate cyclic connection response that compares well with 

experimental results such as initial stiffness and peal strength. Moreover, the simplicity of 

the model could allow structural engineers to determine acceptable estimate values of 

strength, stiffness and energy dissipation capacity of double-angle connections in spite of 

its limitations. Further studies about additional factors that can impact the cyclic behavior 

of steel double-angle connections such as bolt slippage and cyclic material deterioration 

were recommended.       

 

2.2.3 J. Shen and A. Astaneh (2000) [2] 

The authors built upon previous work [6] to study the behavior of bolted-bolted 

double angle connections. The goal of this research was to develop a straight forward 

model to simulate their hysteretic behavior when subjected to seismic loads that includes 

such factors as, the inelastic flexural behavior of bolted-angles, the interaction between 

outstanding leg and bolt, and slippage. The hysteresis rules developed in this study for the 

cyclic behavior of the double-angle spring model were established based on experimental 

observations. The spring double-angle connection model developed in this study was 

compared with experimental results of double-angle connections under cyclic axial loads. 

Finally, a fiber model built with multiple axial springs was used to simulate semi-rigid 

connections with double-angle web connections and top-and-seat angles under flexural 

loading.    
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Figure 2.12 - Deformation patterns observed in the experiments [2] 

The double-angle axial spring model was defined based on previous experimental 

observations and fundamental structural theory. During the first part of the study the 

authors conducted cyclic tests of bolted-bolted double angle connections with unequal leg 

length angles loaded axially (i.e. with no moment applied to the connection). From the 

experimental observations, two dominant patterns of deformation were identified that 

significantly affected the behavior of the bolted-angle in the post-yielding region. The first 

pattern [Figure 2.12(a)] was identified in connections with low angle strength relative to 

the bolt (i.e. thin angles with big bolts). In this type of connections, formation of plastic 

hinges occurred only in the outstanding leg of the angle while the bolts on that leg remained 

elastic. The second pattern [Figure 2.12 (b)] was observed in connections were the angle 
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strength was larger relative to the bolt (i.e. thick angles with small bolts), and the plastic 

deformations were localized in the angle fillet and in the bolt. Thus, the analytical angle 

deformation model was developed to consider two different cases: the first when the 

double-angle connections contained “thin” angles (i.e. deformation pattern 1) and the 

second one for connections with “thick” angles (i.e. deformation pattern 2).   

 

A trilinear model [Figure 2.13], built based on structural theory, is proposed by the 

authors where six key factors were defined depending on the deformation pattern of the 

bolted-angle connection. First, experimental results suggested that the inelastic response of 

the connection was affected by the mechanism of deformation. On that basis, expressions 

for the first yielding load, Py; the initial stiffness, Ko; and the transition zone stiffness, Kt, 

that applied to both patterns were defined. Then, expressions for the second yielding load, 

Ps, were determined for each pattern according to the mechanism of yielding. The 

formulation of Ps was defined considering plasticity concentrating outside of the hole in 

the outstanding leg for pattern 1, and plastic deformations in the bolt for pattern 2. Then, 

the maximum strength, Pu, and the corresponding displacement, u, of the model were 

determined for each case considering structural theory and the change in angle geometry 

observed during the experimental tests. For pattern 1, Pu and u were found by evaluating 

the outstanding leg in tension with a simplified large-deformation analysis and neglecting 

second-order effects, while the expressions for pattern 2 were determined by taking into 

account the prying action and ultimate rotational capacity of the angle based on its ultimate 

strain u, as shown in Figure 2.12.  
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Figure 2.13 - Envelope of hysteresis model of angles [2] 

In addition to determine key points in the bolted-angle backbone curve, hysteresis 

rules that define the cyclic behavior of the model [Figure 2.14] were determined based on 

the experimental results of double-angle connections loaded cyclically in tension and 

compression. From the experiments, it was noticed that the response during small cycles 

in the inelastic range depend on the peak inelastic deformation ever experienced before 

that cycle. On that basis, material evolution rules for the stages of loading, unloading, 

reverse loading and reloading, were developed. The hysteretic rules were defined only for 

the spring model representing the inelastic flexural behavior of the angle segment. 

 

Figure 2.14 - Hysteretic behavior of bolted-angle model [2] 
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In addition to the angle deformation spring model, a bolt slip model [Figure 2.15(a)] 

was included to work in series with the spring that represents the angle in flexure [Figure 

2.15(b)]. In the slip model, when the applied load reaches the maximum slip capacity of 

the bolted connection, the stiffness is completely lost until the bolt bears on the angle hole. 

For the current study, a cyclic friction coefficient of 0.25 was assumed as average from 

cyclic tests, and the pretension in the bolt that supplied the normal force was assumed to 

be equal to 125kN (i.e. 28.10 kips) and 227 kN (i.e. 51.03 kips) for bolts of 19mm (i.e. 

3/4in) and 25mm (i.e. 1in) diameter, respectively. Finally, the angle spring model and the 

bolt slip model are used in series to simulate the cyclic behavior of bolted-angles [Figure 

2.15(b)]. 

 

 

 

        

         

 

 

Experimental results from the cyclic tests of double-angle connections loaded 

axially were compared with a model of the connection as shown in Figure 2.16. The 

proposed model did a great job predicting the strength and stiffness of the bolted-angle 

connection. A difference of about 4 to 11% was observed in first yielding load, second 

yielding load and peak cyclic load, and a difference of about 3 to 6% was observed in the 

plastic loading stiffness. The authors concluded that the model can capture the most 

Figure 2.15 - Hysteresis behavior of slip model [2] 

a) 
b) 
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important characteristics in the behavior of the bolted angle, such as bolt slip and hysteretic 

yielding of the angle and/or bolt [Figure 2.16]. Based on the good agreement between the 

experimental and analytical results for a connection under axial loads, it was suggested to 

apply the aforementioned model to simulate the flexural response of a steel connection 

with bolted angles. The authors later used the proposed model to simulate the response of 

a couple of semi-rigid beam-to-column connections tested by [16] [Figure 2.17(c)] and 

[17]. By building and analyzing a fiber model of the connection using the proposed angle 

spring and bolt slip models [Figure 2.17(d)], it was concluded that the model is capable of 

predicting the general hysteretic behavior of the connection including capturing the 

hysteretic pinching [Figure 2.17(b)]. Further studies of additional factors, such as cyclic 

slip, low-cycle fatigue, and shear on cyclic behavior, were recommended. 

 

 

Figure 2.16 - Comparison of analytical and experimental results [2] 
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Figure 2.17 - Comparison between analytical and experimental results - Harper spec. [2] 
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2.2.4 M. Garlock et al. (2003) [3] 

The author conducted an experimental and analytical study to understand the 

behavior of bolted-angle connections and developed a component model to be applied in 

post-tensioned steel moment-resisting connections with top-and-seat angles under seismic 

loads. First, seven bolted double-angle specimens were tested under axial load as shown in 

Figure 2.19 to identify how factors such as angle size and gage length impact the inelastic 

behavior of the connections. Then, a mathematical spring model based on mechanics and 

empirical formulations was proposed to represent the nonlinear behavior of bolted-angle 

beam-to-column connections under cyclic loading. Only flexural and shear deformations 

in the angle were considered in the development of the spring model, and the contribution 

of other components in the behavior was neglected. Results from the proposed 

mathematical spring model were compared with those from the experimental investigation 

were contrasted.  

 

     

           

Figure 2.18 - Specimen configuration [3] Figure 2.19 - Test setup [3] 
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The experimental study consisted of testing seven specimens of two angles placed 

back-to-back by pulling and pushing the back-to-back legs [Figure 2.19] in order to 

quantify the stiffness, strength, energy dissipation, and low cycle fatigue behavior of 

bolted-angle connections subjected to cyclic loading. In the experiments, three different 

types of angles were tested (L6x6x5/16, L8x8x5/8 and L8x8x3/4), and the gage length g2 

in Figure 2.18 was varied. Additionally, a washer plate was included between the 

outstanding leg and the bolt nut [Figure 2.18] in order to set a clear boundary for the 

location of the plastic hinge in the angle leg and to reduce the effect of prying action. It 

was found that the washer plate did not affect the strength and stiffness of the angle, but it 

did appear to accelerate the effects of low-cycle fatigue, resulting in earlier angle fracture 

compared to specimens without the washer plate.  

During the tests, three modes of failure were detected and reported as “Mode A”, 

“Mode B”, and “Mode C”. “Mode A” was characterized by necking and fracture of the 

back-to-back angle leg next to the angle fillet. Complete fracture of the outstanding leg 

adjacent to the fillet was observed in “Mode B”. “Mode C” was caused by failure of the 

column bolts due to prying and low-cycle fatigue. Besides modes of failure, some common 

features in the nonlinear load-displacement response of the tests were outlined. First, 

strength deterioration was not detected as the hysteresis loops showed stable behavior. 

Second, the elastic loading stiffness remained constant during the inelastic cycles, and it 

was parallel to the unloading stiffness. Third, pinching of the loops occurred when large 

deformations were applied, and it delayed the Bauschinger effect in the loops. Fourth, the 

stiffness of the loading branch after yielding was practically linear and the reverse loading 

branch was approximately parallel to it. When the angle made contact with the column 

flange, the angle stiffness became very large.      
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Figure 2.20 - Scheme of force-displacement behavior of tension angle [3] 

Based on the findings obtained in the experimental investigation, a mathematical 

spring model [Figure 2.20] proposed to simulate the nonlinear response of bolted-angle 

connections. A bilinear model composed of an expression to define the yielding load, Vac, 

and two expressions that define the elastic and post-yielding stiffness of the connection 

were presented. The initial stiffness of the model was based on elastic theory with small 

elastic displacements. The load that produces the yielding mechanism, Vac, was obtained 

through plastic analysis and empirical expressions. The yielding mechanism to define Vac 

considered three plastic hinges: two next to the fillet in each angle leg and another in the 

outstanding leg adjacent to the washer plate. On that basis, the theoretical value of the load 

that causes the yielding mechanism was derived assuming small deformations, small axial 

force in the outstanding leg, and no strain hardening after the mechanism occurred. In order 

to get the final value of Vac, the theoretical value is multiplied by an empirical expression 

that accounts for the thickness of the angle. Additionally, the post-yielding stiffness was 

modeled using empirical formulations that take into account the geometric hardening 

produced by large deformations, axial load in the outstanding leg, and material hardening.    
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Figure 2.21 - Comparison of angle model to experimental results [3] 

The mathematical model proposed showed good agreement with the experimental 

results in terms of initial stiffness and correct strength during pulling [Figure 2.21]. 

However, the proposed model presents some limitations in its application. The equation 

given for the initial stiffness of the model is very sensitive to the gage length assumed, 

which can be further complicated by the several ways in which gage length was defined in 

the model (i.e. g1 and g’1 in Figure 2.18). Additionally, due to the fact that the rounding in 

experimental curves was most prominent during subsequent cycles, the analytical model 

overestimated the reloading stiffness. Furthermore, it underestimated the resistance of the 

connection during reverse loading when the gap approached to zero. Then, the prediction 

of the cumulative energy dissipated was approximate 10% less than the total energy 

dissipated in the experimental tests. Another clear limitation is that the force-displacement 

model is applicable only for angles with thickness equal or bigger than 5/8”. The bilinear 

mathematical model reported by the author considered only the inelastic behavior of the 
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angle in flexure and shear deformations since the contribution of other factors such as bolt 

slip, axial bolt deformations, and bolt bearing deformations, among others, contributed less 

than 5% of the strength of the bolted-angle connection. Further research was recommended 

to study other factors that can affect the behavior of bolted-angle connections. 

2.2.5 B. Yang and Kang Hai Tan (2013) [7] 

The author studied the physical behavior of bolted-angle connections subjected to 

tensile loading through experimental tests and proposed a mechanical model to simulate 

their monotonic inelastic behavior. The experimental investigation aimed to study the 

influence of factors such as, angle thickness, gauge length, bolt size, and material 

properties. Based on experimental findings, a mechanical model was built to represent the 

connection components using nonlinear springs with a multi-linear force-displacement 

relationship representing their inelastic behavior. To develop the model, the behavior of 

angles in bending and the fracture of bolts in tension were the primary responses that were 

investigated. The test results of fourteen specimens were compared with the mechanical 

model results.  

During the tests the bolted-angle connection specimens [Figure 2.22], five stages 

in the nonlinear response and five modes of failure of the bolted-angle connections in 

tension were identified. The five zones depicted in the response of the connections were: 

1) the elastic branch before bolt slip, 2) bolt slip (i.e. A to B in Figure 2.23), 3) the elastic 

zone after slip (i.e. B to C in Figure 2.23), 4) the transition zone (i.e. C to D in Figure 2.23), 

and 5) inelastic deformation after formation of yielding mechanism (i.e. D to E in Figure 

2.23). The load-displacement responses of the experiments showed that the nonlinear stage 

comprised a larger portion of the deformation capacity than the elastic stage. 
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Figure 2.22 - Specimen configuration [7] 

 

Figure 2.23 – Schematic of mechanical model of bolted-angle connection [7] 

Additionally, the five failure modes observed during the tests were: angle fracture 

at bolt holes 1) with and 2) without yielded bolts, angle fracture close to the heel 3) with 

and 4) without yielded bolts, and 5) bolt fracture with yielded angles. On that basis, it was 

concluded that the relative strength between the angles and bolts plays a big role in the 
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response of bolted-angle connections. Additionally, it was found that the strength and 

stiffness of these connections decreases by increasing the gauge length. On the other hand, 

by increasing the angle thickness, the strength and stiffness increases.  

To create the mechanical model [Figure 2.23], the primary considerations were the 

interaction between angles and bolts, the pattern of connection failure used to define the 

deformation capacity, and the limit state produced by bolt fracture. For the elastic stage, 

the initial stiffness, K1, and the strength to form the yielding mechanism, FTRd, were 

proposed to be calculated according to [18] and [19], respectively. The bolt slip was 

considered to occur when the friction force between the angles and the beam web, produced 

by pretension in the bolt, is exceeded until the gap between the bolt shank and bolt hole 

becomes zero. A value of K2 equal to 1/7 of K1 was suggested by [18]. Finally, large 

deformation theory was used to define expressions to for the nonlinear zone of the model. 

Assuming that the angle is loaded in pure tension, the effect of tensile membrane action on 

the stiffening of the nonlinear response was considered. Additionally, a variable  was 

defined to identify the relationship between the angle and the bolt strength to take into 

account in the dominant response of the connection. The modes of failure could be 

predicted based on ranges of values established for  (i.e. for  less than or equal to 0.2, 

angle fracture is predicted). Finally, in addition to angle fracture, the limit state of bolt 

fracture was included in the mechanical model to find Fu and u based on the work by 

[20].    

Lastly, when compared with monotonic test results as shown in Figure 2.24 the 

model shown good agreement with stiffness, ultimate strength, and ultimate deformation. 

The ratio of predicted-to-experimental results was used for comparing. For ultimate 

strength, the most un-conservative and conservative ratios of actual-to-predicted strength 

were 1.18 and 0.90, respectively. Furthermore, the actual-to-predicted ultimate 
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deformation ratios ranged from 1.17 (the most unconservative) to 0.83 (the most 

conservative). Furthermore, the values of  were not able to predict all the failure modes, 

demonstrating some limitations of the proposed model.  

 

Figure 2.24 - Comparison between experimental and predicted results [7] 
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2.3 PREVIOUS RESEARCH OF SIMPLIFIED MODELS WITH CONCRETE SLAB  

2.3.1 G. A. Rassati et al (2004) [11] 

The authors presented a mechanical model composed of several springs arranged 

to simulate the behavior of partially restrained steel connections under cyclic and dynamic 

loads. The model was built to represent the influence of different components of the 

connection such as bolt slip, the interaction between the concrete slab and the steel girder, 

cracking of the concrete slab, and others. Two models (i.e. TRS1 and TRS2) were 

developed and evaluated, and the predicted results were compared with experimental 

results to validate the model.  

The first model (i.e. TRS1) [Figure 2.25] was reported as a “simple component 

model” which was built to consider only the components that might play a more important 

role in the behavior of the connection. Six different types of springs (as shown in Figure 

2.25) were defined to represent: (1) steel elements connecting the flanges to the column 

(i.e. top-and-seat angles, T-stubs, end plates, etc.), (2) the column web in tension and 

compression, (3) panel zone deformations due to shear, (4) the portion of the concrete slab 

that interacts with the column, (5) slab reinforcement, and (6) the bearing of the concrete 

on the internal faces of the column flange due to asymmetric loading of the connection 

through a “re-direction” spring. The “re-direction” spring (i.e. spring #6 on Figure 2.25) 

represents the localized behavior of the concrete between the column flanges and 

immediately outside of them. The force-displacement relationship curves for each spring, 

except for the concrete slab spring, were defined as bilinear elastic-plastic cyclic 

relationships with 5% strain hardening based on the work reported by [21] and [22].  
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Figure 2.25 - Mechanical model TRS1 [11] 

The constitutive relationship for the concrete slab component was defined as an 

elastic-perfectly plastic response in compression; in tension, an elastic response was 

assumed up to cracking, followed by a softening branch representing the tension stiffening 

effect as shown in Figure 2.26. Most of the key parameters to construct the aforementioned 

force-displacement curves were defined according to the simplified expressions reported 

in Sec. 4.4.2 of Appendix J of Eurocodes 3 and 4 [19, 23].  

 

Figure 2.26 - Concrete slab constitutive relationship [11] 
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The stiffness corresponding to the “re-direction” spring was determined based on 

[24], and the strength was defined based on of the mechanism that primary influenced the 

behavior (i.e. concrete crushing on the flanges or column web panel yielding). The 

nonlinear springs were considered as zero-length elements except for the bar reinforcement 

and the concrete slab which were assigned a length equal to 1.5 times the column depth 

according to [22].        

 

 The second model (TRS2) as shown in Figure 2.27, represented a more detailed 

component model. In addition to the six components outlined previously, extra components 

were considered in the second model. The changes from the first model are: the 

improvement of the bilinear constitutive relationships to trilinear curves with hysteresis 

rules similar to the ones proposed by [25], the inclusion of the shear connection 

components (i.e. shear tab or double-angles) including bolt slip, and the incorporation of 

the effect of slip between concrete slab and steel girder on stiffness and strength. Thus, 

eight springs were defined for this model as shown in Figure 2.27: (1) the steel components 

connecting the flanges of the beam with the column, (2) the column web in tension and 

compression, (3) the shear connection components, (4) interface slip between slab and 

beam, (5) panel zone deformations, (6) the concrete slab, (7) steel reinforcement in the 

slab, and (8) the “re-direction” spring. The characteristics to build the constitutive 

relationship were similar to those in TRS1.     
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Figure 2.27 - Mechanical Model TRS2 [11] 

 Both models were compared with experimental results reported by different 

authors. The first model (TRS1), was used to simulate the cyclic no-reversal behavior of a 

one-story, two-bay frame with different span lengths (i.e. 3.5m and 7m) as reported by 

[26]. The load and deflection at midspan of both girders was evaluated. The response using 

the mechanical model was in good agreement with the experimental results for the long 

beam, while for the short beam the model did not adequately predict the response. The first 

model was also used to simulate a symmetric frame tested by [27]. The moment-rotation 

response predicted by the mechanical model was in good agreement with the test results. 

The second model (TRS2) was also used to simulate the two previously mentioned tests. 

The responses of the two frames using the TRS2 model was very close to those reported in 

the experimental results, suggesting that the inclusion of specific details in the model 

helped to obtain better predictions. Figure 2.28 shows the experimental and predicted 

response using TRS2 for the two bay test with unequal spans. Additionally, the second 

model was applied in modelling a 3D test performed by [28]. Considering that during the 

experimental test severe damage was reported in the concrete slab, a new model for the 
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concrete slab was suggested. For this new model of concrete, the contribution of concrete 

in tension was neglected, while in compression, the model was defined with an elastic 

branch until the maximum strength at 0.002 strain with a softening branch that unloads to 

zero at 0.0035 strain. After incorporating this change in the concrete constitutive law, the 

simulation results showed good prediction of the stiffness and strength of the connection 

with errors less than 5%. In addition, the model was capable of simulating the loss of 

strength and stiffness in the positive and negative moment zones.  

 

Figure 2.28 - Comparison of experimental and predicted results [11] 

Finally, more studies about the “re-direction” spring behavior were suggested due 

to its complex behavior. The factors that were suggested to influence the response of the 

“re-direction” spring are: the effective width of the slab that interacts with the column, the 

column web under compression, the column flange in bending, the bearing surface of 

concrete between the column flanges after several cycles of loading, the influence of 

transverse structural elements connected to the connection, and the steel reinforcement 

detailing around the column.     
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2.3.2 Braconi et al (2007) [9] 

The author proposed a component model [Figure 2.29] to predict the inelastic 

monotonic behavior of beam-to-column interior and exterior semi-rigid connections for 

composite moment resisting frames. In general, the model was developed to be able to 

capture effects such as large plastic deformations, the slip between the concrete slab and 

steel girders, the uneven stress distribution in the concrete slab section, and the crushing of 

the concrete at the column flange and the slab interface. Then, the component model results 

were validated by comparison with monotonic tests performed previously.  

 

Figure 2.29 - Component model interior joint [9] 

The fiber component model was composed of nonlinear springs to obtain the 

moment-rotation behavior of endplate connections including the contribution of the 

concrete slab. The components considered in the analysis were: the contribution of the end-

plate in flexure analyzed as equivalent T-stubs at the top and bottom of the beam, the shear 

deformations in the column web panel zone, the concrete slab in tension and compression, 

and the contribution of shear studs in the interaction between concrete slab and steel 

girders. Phenomena such as column web and beam flange buckling were neglected in the 
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analysis. The key parameters to define the constitutive laws for all the springs that represent 

the connection components were determined based on [19, 23] and the models already 

reported. The spring representing the behavior of concrete in compression was defined 

based on the stress-strain constitutive law reported in [29], and two different types of 

concrete in compression were considered (i.e. unconfined and confined). For the 

unconfined concrete, a parabolic stress-strain curve with peak concrete strength at 0.022 

strain was adopted, while for confined concrete, a parabolic curve was used. To define the 

strength and stiffness of the spring, the effective width and length of the concrete in 

compression were equal to the width of the column flange and 180mm, respectively, 

according to experimental observations. Second, the concrete in tension was represented 

by a model reported by [30], which was composed of a linear elastic response until cracking 

of the concrete in tension followed by an exponentially decreasing softening branch. The 

effective width and length of concrete in tension used to define the spring properties were 

equal to 1000mm and three times the depth of the column, respectively, based on test 

results. Third, the contribution of the steel bars in tension was represented with a bilinear 

load-displacement constitutive relationship. Moreover, the behavior of the slip between the 

concrete slab and steel girder, which is associated with the flexibility of shear studs, was 

simulated using the model reported by [31]. The response produced by the shear 

deformations in the column web panel zone was defined as a multi-linear force-

displacement relationship based on the guidelines in [19] and on the model reported by 

[32] for interior and exterior connections. Finally, the behavior of the end plate was 

modeled using an equivalent analysis of T-stub connections on the top and bottom of the 

flange as described in [19].       

The mechanical model proposed to simulate end-plate connections with the 

contribution of the concrete slab was validated with four full-scale monotonic tests (i.e. 
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two interior and two exterior joints). The test setup was a cruciform shape built of steel 

beams with a composite slab and an actuator imposing lateral loads at the top of the column. 

First, the load-displacement response measured on top of the column during the tests was 

compared with the results obtained during the simulation of the test using the proposed 

model. The model response [Figure 2.30] did a very good job predicting the initial stiffness, 

the progressive softening, the maximum capacity, the drop of capacity due to crushing of 

the concrete, and the residual capacity obtained after large deformations. Second, the 

monotonic moment-rotation response of the interior connections resulting from the tests 

was compared with the simulations as shown in Figure 2.31, and the agreement was good 

even after crushing of the concrete.  

 

 

Figure 2.30 - Experimental and modeled global lateral load-displacement response [9] 
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Figure 2.31 - Experimental and modeled moment-rotation response - interior joint [9] 

 

2.3.3 V. Piluso et al. (2011) [10] 

The author presented a mechanical model to simulate the moment-rotation response 

of top-and-seat angle composite connections and end-plate composite connections under 

“hogging” and “sagging” moments. The “hogging” moment, referring to a negative 

moment, and “sagging” moment, referring to a positive moment in the connection, were 

studied individually to assess the behavior of semi-rigid connections under seismic events. 

Based on the component fiber method, the author presented force-displacement and 

moment-rotation relationships to represent different connection components of a semi-

rigid connection such as top and seat angles, web angle bolt rows, concrete slab, steel 

reinforcement, and others, as translational and rotational springs. In addition to the multi-

linear component models, an iterative procedure to obtain the moment-rotation response of 

a connection was presented. Experimental and analytical results were compared to assess 

the accuracy of the proposed model.  
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The top-and-seat angle simplified fiber model was built by dividing the whole 

connection in components, represented as nonlinear springs, which behave according to 

force-displacement or moment-rotation relationships assigned to them. The connection 

model was developed to simulate response under cyclic loads, so all the component 

response models were defined in tension and compression. For top-and-seat angle 

connections, force-displacement relationships for the seat angle, web angle bolt rows, and 

the top angle were reported. Because the web angle bolted connection is the component 

most relevant to the research presented in this thesis, only the results related to this portion 

of the component model are discussed here. The force-displacement relationship for web 

angle connections was defined considering the response of components such as the column 

web in tension (cwt), the column flange in bending (cfb), the web angles in bending (wa), 

the web angle bolts in shear (vwa), the web angle in bearing (wab), the web angle in tension 

(wat), the web angle bolt in tension (bt), bolt slip (slip), the beam web in bearing (bwb), 

and the beam web in tension (bwt) [Figure 2.32]. Each one of these components were 

modeled with an elastic-plastic response [Figure 2.33], except for the beam web in tension 

(bwt) component which was modeled as rigid-plastic. The springs representing each 

component were arranged in series at the location of each angle segment to simulate the 

combined response of the connection. The springs were arranged in a form so that certain 

components such as bolts in shear or plates in bearing act after the bolt slips. Figure 2.32 

presents the components that are acting during each part of the response next to the 

corresponding branch. For instance, the web angle bolts in shear component (vwa), which 

is modeled to work only after bolt slip, is presented in the loading zone after the bolt slip 

has finished. The expressions to define the strength, FRd, and the initial stiffness, k, for each 

one of the components were obtained based on structural theory [10].     
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Figure 2.32  - Scheme of force-displacement for web angle bolt rows [10] 

 

 

Figure 2.33 - Idealization of individual connection components [10] 

Additionally, force-displacement and moment-rotation relationships were defined 

to take into account the concrete slab and the steel reinforcement in tension. Two spring 

components were included in the model to consider the contribution of the concrete slab 

and the steel reinforcement in tension. First, the axial stiffness of the un-cracked concrete 

and the steel reinforcement were considered in the same translational spring (i.e. k1t in 
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Figure 2.34] to simulate concrete in tension. The load Fcr represents the first cracking of 

the concrete under tensile loads, after which only the steel reinforcement is considered in 

the tensile response. FRd is the load when the steel bars yield, and Fu corresponds to the 

ultimate capacity of the steel bars in tension as shown in Figure 2.35. However, the authors 

suggested that the contribution of the un-cracked concrete in tension could be neglected 

for the sake of simplicity, relying on only the resistance of the reinforcement in tension 

[Figure 2.35]. Additionally, the un-cracked concrete in tension need not be into account 

during cyclic loading, recognizing that the contribution of the concrete in tension occurs 

only in the early stages of loading.  

 

Figure 2.34 - Axial behavior of concrete slab and reinforcement in tension [10] 

 

Figure 2.35 - Axial behavior of reinforcement in tension [10] 
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The second spring was defined as a rotational one that represents the flexural 

behavior of the concrete, which is coupled with the axial behavior of the concrete. The 

rotational spring is intended to work simultaneously with the translational spring. The 

constitutive law for the rotational spring, similar in shape to the translational spring [Figure 

2.34], was developed assuming that the moment between the column flanges and the slab 

is equal. On that basis, the moment Mcr represents the slab bending moment at first cracking 

of the concrete. MRd was designated as the moment when the steel bars yield, and Mu 

corresponds to the moment at the ultimate capacity of the steel reinforcement. As 

mentioned before, a simplified mechanical model was recommended by the author that 

neglects not only the contribution of the concrete in tension, but also the flexural behavior 

represented by the rotational spring. In the simplified mechanical model, only the 

contribution of concrete slab in compression is considered and simulated by a translational 

spring. The behavior of the concrete compressive spring is based on the stress-strain 

relationship for concrete in compression defined in [29], which is a parabola-rectangle 

curve that reaches the design concrete resistance at a strain of 0.002 and crushes at a strain 

of 0.0035. By integrating the stress over the effective area of the concrete slab the 

compression force in the spring can be found based on its elongation. The effective area of 

the concrete slab in compression is calculated by the product between the effective width, 

Beffe, and the thickness of the concrete slab in contact with the column flange. The effective 

width is calculated according to [23].  

Similar to the top-and-seat angle semi-rigid connections, a model end-plate 

connections was also developed and force-displacement relationships for the different 

components were proposed. The model to simulate concrete in tension and compression 

was the same used in the model of top-and-seat angle connections.  
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The results from the mechanical model were compared with experimental results 

obtained by [33] for top-and-seat angle connections. The connection specimens were tested 

monotonically under negative moment (hogging) [Figure 2.36] and positive moment 

(sagging) [Figure 2.37] separately. The experimental results were compared with the 

proposed model accounting for the un-cracked concrete in tension, the simplified model 

neglecting concrete in tension, and the model from [23]. Subsequently, it was concluded 

that the simplified model and the proposed model with concrete tensile resistance produced 

good agreement with the experimental results in terms of stiffness and strength including 

capturing the effects of the bolt slip under monotonic loading in positive and negative 

moment demands. Additionally, the ratio of energy corresponding to the experimental 

curve (i.e. the area under the curve) to the energy of the simplified model was equal to 

0.86, while the energy of the simplified model represented 90% of the energy of the 

proposed model considering the un-cracked concrete. This result suggested that the 

difference between considering and neglecting the un-cracked concrete in tension makes 

only a small difference. Comparison between analytical and experimental results for the 

end-plate connections was carried out but are not reported here.          
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Figure 2.36 - Comparison mechanical model vs experimental results - hogging moment 

[10] 

 

 

Figure 2.37 - Comparison mechanical model vs experimental results - sagging moment 

[10] 
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2.4 PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ABOUT DOUBLE-ANGLE SHEAR 

CONNECTIONS 

2.4.1 A. Abolmaali et al. (2003) [5] 

The authors performed an experimental study of the cyclic behavior of double-

angle web shear connections. Two types of connections were tested: 1) bolted-bolted (i.e. 

bolted to the beam and column), and 2) welded-bolted (i.e. welded to the beam and bolted 

to the column). A total of twenty specimens, encompassing the two types of connections, 

were tested, and the moment-rotation responses obtained during the tests were reported. 

Additionally, the limit states observed for these two types of shear connections during the 

experimental tests were identified and presented. Finally, the values of stiffness, strength 

and ductility of the specimens tested were compared with the corresponding values of flush 

end-plate moment connections reported in literature.   

The experimental program consisted of cyclic testing of 12 bolted-bolted and 8 

welded-bolted web shear connections. The angle shapes (in metric units) used for the first 

type of double-angle shear connections were L102x102x6, L102x102x10, L102x102x13, 

L102x102x16, L127x127x10, L127x127x13 and L127x127x19 (i.e. L4x4x1/4, L4x4x3/8, 

L4x4x1/2, L4x4x5/8, L5x5x3/8, L5x5x1/2 and L5x5x3/4 in inch units). In addition, the 

bolted-bolted connections consisted of double-angles connected to the beam through one 

column of bolts containing from 3 to 6 bolts. The double-angles were connected to the 

column by two columns of bolts, one on each angle, and the gauge distance, gc, equal to 

114mm (i.e. 4.5in) was kept constant for all the test specimens [Figure 2.38(a)]. Bolts with 

diameter equal to 19mm (i.e. 3/4 in) were used to connect the L4 angles, while bolts with 

diameter equal to 16mm (i.e. 5/8in) were used to connect the L5 angles. The bolts were 

reportedly pretensioned up to 70% of the minimum tensile strength of the bolts.     
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Figure 2.38 - Double-angle connection conf. a) bolted-bolted, b) welded-bolted [5] 

Concerning the welded-bolted connections tested, the angle shapes used for this 

study were L76x76x6, L76x76x13, L102x102x10, L102x102x16, L127x127x13, 

L127x127x19, L152x152x13 and L152x152x19 (i.e. L3x3x1/4, L3x3x1/2, L4x4x3/8, 

L4x4x5/8, L5x5x1/2, L5x5x3/4, L6x6x1/2, L6x6x3/4). Different from the bolted-bolted 
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specimens, the gauge length, gc, varied from 64 to 140mm (i.e. 2.5 to 5.5in) depending on 

the specimen size. Additionally, the bolts used to connect the double-angles to the column 

had diameter equal to13, 16, 19 and 22mm (i.e. 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, and 7/8in) depending on the 

size of the angles connected.     

The experimental tests were carried out in a test setup which consisted of a rigid 

frame with a stub-column attached to one of the frame columns as shown in Figure 2.39. 

Besides the rigid frame, a cantilever beam of 70in long was connected to the stub column 

with a double-angle shear connection. The cantilever beam, and stub column sections used 

during the all the experimental tests were W410x67 and W200x100 (i.e. W16x45 and 

W8x67), respectively. Additionally, lateral bracing at the end of the beam was provided in 

order to avoid out-of-plane stability issues.  

 

 

Figure 2.39 - Test setup [5] 
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Figure 2.40 shows the cyclic loading history applied in the experimental tests. The 

experimental test consisted in a load controlled test during the first cycles which later was 

switched to displacement controlled test. The load controlled test consisted of three sets of 

cycles, each one of which consisted of three full cycles with peak loads equal to 4.45, 8.9 

and 13.35kN (i.e. 1, 2 and 3kips). Subsequently, two full cycles with peak loads equal to 

17.78kN (i.e. 4kips) were applied and the load controlled test was carried out until a 

difference in the rotation between positive and negative peak values was noticed. Then, the 

specimens were subjected to a displacement control test with peak displacement increments 

equal to 2.5mm (i.e. 0.1in) up to 25mm (i.e. 1in), and 5mm (i.e. 0.2in) up to failure.     

 

Figure 2.40 - Loading history - load control [5] 

 Two modes of failure were observed during the test of bolted-bolted double-angles 

shear connections. The first mode of failure reported was the “Angle yielding” (typical 

response for this failure mode is shown in Figure 2.41) which was defined due to excessive 

yielding producing rotations between 0.03 to 0.05rad. This failure mode was reported for 

connections with angle thickness lower than 10mm (i.e. 3/8in). The second mode of failure 
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reported was “Web bearing” (as shown in Figure 2.42) which was defined for failure due 

to bearing of the bolts on the web of the beam. This failure mode was observed in 

connections with angle thickness bigger than 10mm. The second mode of failure was 

characterized by a “Flat Region” that represented the loss of stiffness in the response due 

to the ovalization of the holes in the connection. 

 

Figure 2.41 - Moment-rotation resp. DW-BB-102-10-19-114-3-406 -"Axial yielding" [5] 

 

Figure 2.42 - Moment-rotation resp. DW-BB-102-16-19-114-4-406 - "Web bearing" [5] 
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After the analysis of the experimental responses for bolted-bolted connections, 

some conclusions were outlined. First, by visual inspection, it was concluded that the 

energy dissipated by the specimens that failed by “Web bearing” were larger than those 

that failed for “Axial yielding”. Additionally, the moment capacity of the connection 

increased by increasing the thickness of the angle. Similarly, by increasing the angle 

thickness the connection initial stiffness increased as well.   

Concerning the welded-bolted connections, two modes of failure were observed 

during the experimental tests. First, “Axial yielding” was a failure mode observed similar 

to the bolted-bolted shear connections tested. Additionally, the “Bolt fracture” failure 

mode was reported for this type of connection. These results are not discussed in detail 

here, as the current study focuses on bolted-bolted double-angle connections. 

 Finally, the results obtained in the experimental program were compared with 

reported values in literature for flush end-plate moment connections. However, this 

comparison is not described here due to the fact that is out of the scope of the current study. 

Moreover, the experimental results of the double-angle connections were not compared to 

any analytical or numerical models. 

2.4.2 R. Leon (1990) [34] 

The author presented the results obtained during the experimental study of the 

behavior of semi-rigid composite connections. Four types of composite semi-rigid 

connections were considered during the study; however, only the findings observed during 

the test of the “Type 4” connection are discussed here, because the other three connection 

types are out of the scope of the current study. The semi-rigid connections contained a floor 

concrete slab on top of the beam and they were tested monotonically and cyclically in order 

to analyze their hysteretic nonlinear behavior. Additionally, the connections were designed 
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to avoid non-ductile failure modes and are representative of semi-rigid connection 

applications in zones of low to moderate seismicity.   

The “Type 4” connection was a double-angle web shear connection with a metal 

deck and concrete slab on top of the beam as shown in Figure 2.43. This double-angle web 

shear connection was considered as a semi-rigid one because of the contribution of the 

concrete slab. Two “Type 4” connections were analyzed: 1) the connection on left side of 

the column in Figure 2.43 (i.e. SRCC6CL), and 2) the connection on the right side of the 

column in Figure 2.43 (i.e. SRCC6CR). The cruciform test setup used to test these two 

connections is presented in Figure 2.44. Additionally, the test was performed by 

displacement control on the beam tips by imposing full reversal cycles with peak 

displacements at 0.1, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0% drift.  

 

Figure 2.43 - Connection configuration - Spec. SRCC6CL [34] 

 

Figure 2.44 - Test setup [34] 
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Although both connections were detailed identically, their responses [Figure 2.45 

& 2.46] were different since each connection exhibited bolt slip in different stages of the 

test. The connection in the left side of the column started to show slip at 0.10 Mp (i.e. 

plastic moment) of the beam, while the connection in the right presented a gradual bolt 

slip. After 0.75% drift, the slip in the connection was constant. At 2% drift, local elongation 

of the bottom bolts and some yielding on the beam was reported. Additionally, it was 

noticed that the steel reinforcement bars in the slab did not yielded and the concrete showed 

some cracking at 2% drift demands. Lastly, the moment capacity of the connections was 

equal to 0.33Mp. Only experimental results were presented in [34]. There was no 

discussion of or comparison with analytical or numerical models for these specimens. 

 

Figure 2.45 - Moment-rotation curves for SRCC6CL [34] 

 

Figure 2.46 - Moment-rotation curves for SRCC6CR [34] 
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2.5 SUMMARY 

A general synopsis of the previous studies is outlined below:  

 Fiber models (i.e. spring models) have been developed to simulate flexible, semi-

rigid and moment connection response through static equilibrium and 

compatibility. These fiber models divide the section of a connection in multiple 

components whose response under axial loads and displacements is represented by 

axial nonlinear springs.  

 Different force-displacement constitutive relationships that will define the response 

of the axial nonlinear springs have been developed for double-angle shear 

connection components. Explicit effort has been done in the study and modelling 

of double-angle segments under tensile demands. 

 Most of the component models reported in the literature are intended for monotonic 

analysis, while relatively little research has been done related to the hysteretic 

response of the axial nonlinear springs.  

 A few studies about component models consider the contribution of the floor 

concrete slab by including axial nonlinear springs which represent the contribution 

of elements such as concrete in compression, steel reinforcement in tension, slip 

between the concrete slab and the beam, and others. Nonetheless, these studies have 

been done with partially-restrained and moment connections, and suggest very 

different assumptions for concrete modelling parameters.  

 Limited amount of experimental tests results about the cyclic behavior of double-

angle web shear connections is reported in the literature. This includes both bare 

steel and composite connections. 
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Clearly, the application of component model to represent bare steel and composite 

connections has been under study during the last years, yet some research needs still exist:  

 Most of the previous research about simplified component models has been 

intended for semi-rigid and moment connections, so it is necessary to expand this 

methodology to represent shear connections to be applied in nonlinear analysis of 

steel structures (i.e. to consider the contribution of gravity frames in the lateral 

resistance of the system).  

 The component models for double-angle shear connections developed in previous 

research studies only consider a few components, which limits its general 

application to all connection failure types. Hence, it is essential to build a 

component model that includes all of the critical components in order to be able to 

predict the most common failure limit states, without a priori knowledge of the 

governing failure mode.   

 Component models that include the contribution of the concrete slab have been 

focused on semi-rigid and moment connections. Thus, it is important to extend 

these models to shear connections such as double-angle web shear connections.  

 Most of the component models reported in literature are intended to represent the 

monotonic response of the connections. Hence, it is necessary to develop a 

component model that includes hysteretic rules for the different components.  

 Although some work has been done to represent the response of shear connections 

by simplified means [35], more effort has to be applied in the study of double-angle 

shear connections. 

In order to answer to those needs, the following chapters describe the structure and 

evaluation of the proposed component model for double-angle shear connections which 

includes multiple steel components and the contribution of the concrete slab.  
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Chapter 3. Double-Angle Shear Connection Component Model 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

As a common practice, shear connections in gravity frames are conservatively 

considered as pinned during design analysis. However, these types of connections possess 

some flexural stiffness, strength and ductility, which can contribute to the lateral resistance 

of steel structures. In order to incorporate the real behavior of shear connections in the 

analysis of steel structures, there are three main methods: 1) detailed finite element models, 

which are highly detailed and accurate in their response but their applicability in system 

level analysis is not feasible due to large computational demands; 2) mechanical or 

component models, which are defined by a set of extensional and/or rotational springs and 

rigid bars; and, 3) simplified analytical models, which are empirical rotational springs that 

are less accurate and less robust than the component models but are simpler to apply [11]. 

In the current study, a component model is proposed to simulate the nonlinear cyclic 

behavior of double-angle shear connections, including consideration of the contribution of 

concrete and steel reinforcement on top of the steel beams. The present chapter describes 

the different elements and the conceptual structure of the component model, as well as the 

assumptions adopted for its development (Sec. 3.2). 

3.2 COMPONENT MODEL OF DOUBLE-ANGLE SHEAR CONNECTIONS  

Double-angle shear connections are composed of several components that work 

together to define the nonlinear response of the connection. All the connection components, 

including bolts, angle segments, floor slab, and framing members, interact with each other, 

producing a complex problem that leads to several possible modes of failure. In order to 

better understand the global nonlinear behavior of the connection and the contribution of 

each component to the response, a component model that is capable of representing the 

cyclic inelastic behavior of the double-angle connections has been developed.     
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The component model developed in the current study considers not only bare steel 

elements, but also the significant contribution of concrete and steel reinforcement in the 

floor slab. Experimental tests have shown that the nonlinear cyclic response of shear 

connections is highly affected by the presence of concrete slab [4], thus motiving the 

inclusion of a slab component in the present study. The primary components in the 

proposed mechanical model are those representing various responses of the steel elements 

of the connection such as angle segments in bending, slip of beam bolts, bearing of beam 

bolts on the beam web and the angle legs, shear deformations of the beam bolts, and others. 

The nonlinear response of double-angle shear connections is simulated by nonlinear 

extensional springs representing the aforementioned responses of the steel and concrete 

elements, placed in series and parallel according to the connection geometry as shown in 

Figure 2.27. Each component response is simulated by an extensional spring element with 

a nonlinear force-displacement constitutive relationship, often represented as piece-wise 

linear model, which approximately represents the mechanical behavior of every connection 

component. The nonlinear component relationships used in this research were developed 

in previous studies, as will be described later in this chapter. Hence, the goal of the work 

is to develop a detailed component model for double-angle shear connections by combining 

component response models from previous studies focused on other connection types.  

 A component model can be employed in almost any commercial available analysis 

software capable of simulating nonlinear material behavior through axial spring elements. 

In this study, the proposed component model is developed in OpenSees framework, (i.e. 

“Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation”) [36], since it contains a large 

library of constitutive relationships (i.e. uniaxial materials) that provides a wide range of 

options for simulating the nonlinear behavior of the various component responses. While, 

this material library does not contain constitutive curves able to represent the expected 
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behavior of all the components considered in this study, practically any nonlinear response 

can be obtained by combining existing OpenSees materials in series and/or parallel or by 

creating a user-defined material model.      

 In the following parts of this chapter, the constitutive relationships, assumptions, 

and modeling parameters of each connection component are described. After defining the 

nonlinear response of each individual component, a description of how the component 

springs are arranged to represent the double-angle shear connections will be presented.  

3.2.1 Component Models in OpenSees 

 First of all, OpenSees is an open-source object-oriented package intended to 

simulate the response of structures that are exposed to hazards such as earthquakes. The 

capabilities of OpenSees allow the user to perform analyses from the element level to the 

system level including, but not limited to, linear and nonlinear analysis of structural 

systems. On that basis, OpenSees allows users to build and run models composed of 

springs, rigid bars, and elastic and inelastic elements, which makes it a good option for 

executing nonlinear analysis of component models such as the one proposed in the current 

thesis work.    

 OpenSees contains a broad library of elements (i.e. truss elements, elastic beam-

column elements, force-based nonlinear beam-column elements, displacement-based 

beam-column elements, etc.), constitutive relationships known as uniaxial materials (i.e. 

Concrete01, Steel01, Elastic Perfectly Plastic Material, etc.), and other objects intended for 

modelling and analysis. In the current study, the element used to simulate each connection 

component is the “ZeroLength Element”, which acts as an axial extensional spring with a 

specified force-displacement response. The response of the preceding element depends on 

the uniaxial material assigned to it. The uniaxial materials are force-displacement, or stress-

strain, constitutive relationships that can be assigned to certain elements in OpenSees. 
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From this point forward, the term uniaxial material will be used instead of constitutive 

relationship when discussing modelling in OpenSees. Appendix A (Sec.A.1) contains more 

details about elements, uniaxial materials, and OpenSees objects used in this study.     

 Despite the fact that OpenSees contains an extensive library of uniaxial materials, 

it was not possible to represent a component or sub component with only one uniaxial 

material model. Hence, in order to obtain the correct response of each component, groups 

of uniaxial materials arranged in parallel and/or series are capable of providing the 

expected response of every single component. Additionally, the open-source nature of 

OpenSees allows the user to create new uniaxial materials or modify existing ones. In the 

current study one existing uniaxial material model was manipulated to obtain the expected 

response of one sub-component. Appendix A contains the description of this modified 

material. 

3.2.2 Angle Segment Component  

The spring that represents the Angel Segment Component is composed of two 

different sub-components: 1) the bolted-angle segment in bending, and 2) the contact 

produced between the angle heel and the column flange. The sub-component constitutive 

relationships and how they are arranged in order to produce the response expected for a 

single Angel Segment Component are explained.  

3.2.2.1 Bolted-Angle Segment in Bending 

 When a double-angle shear connection is subjected to cycles of positive and 

negative moment, the moment at the end of the beam is transmitted to the connection angles 

through the bolts. Parallel forces in the bolts in opposite directions are produced to transmit 

the moment demands [Figure 3.1]. The horizontal bolt forces along the height of the 

connection show that some segments of the double-angles are being pulled or pushed, 
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towards or against the column, depending on the location of the center of rotation (i.e. CR) 

and if the moment is positive or negative. The forces that pull the double-angle away from 

the column are tension forces (i.e. T1, T2), while the ones that push the angle towards the 

column are compression forces (i.e. C1, C2).  Thus, it is assumed that the double-angle 

connection is divided in segments of length w (i.e. distance between midpoints between 

consecutive bolts as shown in Figure 3.1), and these double-angle segments can be 

represented by extensional springs with axial loads of pulling (i.e. tension) and pushing 

(i.e. compression).     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As described in Chapter 2, the mechanical behavior of angle segments subjected to 

axial loads [Figure 3.2] has been already studied [1-3, 7, 12]. From these studies, the force-

displacement curve reported by [2] has been selected to simulate the nonlinear behavior of 

double-angle segments in this study due to several reasons. First, the derivation of this 

constitutive relationship is based on fundamental structural theory, using assumptions 

based on experimental observations, so it contains no empirical formulation. Second, the 

equations proposed to define the values of force and displacement to form the constitutive 

relationship are relatively easy and straightforward to be applied. Additionally, the study 

Figure 3.1 - Distribution of forces Figure 3.2 - Double-angle segment in tension [2] 
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proposes hysteretic rules to define the cyclic response of the double-angle model, whereas 

many other models only define monotonic backbone response. Lastly, the results obtained 

during the validation of this model (to be described in more detail in Sec. 4.2.1) are more 

accurate compared to other models that have been proposed. Hence, the model presented 

by [2] is considered to represent the Double-Angle Segment in Bending sub-component in 

the component model proposed in this study. A brief description of the development of the 

constitutive relationship proposed by [2] is presented in the following paragraphs.  

 

 

Figure 3.3 - Elastic model half of a double-angle segment [2] 

  

  

  

First, the behavioral analysis was performed considering an angle segment of length 

w shown in Figure 3.2 due to symmetry. The elastic structural model presented in Figure 

3.3 was assumed to define the equations for the first yielding load of the angle in tension, 

Py [Eqn. (3.1)], and elastic initial stiffness, Ko [Eqn. (3.2)]. Where g1 and g2 are the gage 

lengths on the outstanding and back-to-back legs, respectively; My is the yield moment 

capacity of the angle section; E is the steel modulus of elasticity; and I is the moment of 

inertia of the angle segment. This structural model considers the outstanding angle leg (i.e. 

segment AB) as an inelastic beam element acting in bending, the back-to-back angle leg is 

Py=
4g1+g2

g1 2g1+g2 
 My 

Ko=
12EI

g1
3
 1-

3g2

4 g1+g2 
  

Kt=
3EI
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(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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restricted to move towards the beam web but not allowed to bend, and the axial and a 

rotational springs with stiffnesses Kx and Kθ represent the interaction between the column 

bolt and the outstanding leg and the prying action, respectively.  

After first yielding (i.e. Py), experimental results suggest there is a transition zone 

between first yield of the double-angle segment and the point at which the post-yielding 

stiffness stabilized to a constant value (i.e. Ps) as shown in Figure 2.13 [6]. To obtain the 

tangent stiffness, Kt [Eqn. (3.3)] corresponding to the transition zone, the elastic model in 

Figure 3.3 was modified into a plastic model by changing the stiffness of the translational 

and rotational springs in node A based on the assumption that the yielding occurs in the 

angle leg at section A. Two general deformation patterns were observed after yielding in 

the experimental tests [6]. Pattern 1 was observed in experiments when “thin” angles were 

part of the connection or when the angle strength was lower than the column bolt strength. 

On the other hand, Pattern 2 was present in bolted-angle connections with “thick” angles, 

or in connections where the strength of the angle was higher than the bolt strength. The 

assumptions considered to define the values for second yielding load, Ps [Eqn. (3.4) & 

(3.5), for patterns 1 and 2, respectively], ultimate load, Pu [Eqn. (3.6) & (3.7), for patterns 

1 and 2, respectively], and ultimate deformation, u [Eqn. (3.8) & (3.9), for patterns 1 and 

2, respectively] for each pattern are described in the Section 2.2.3 in Chapter 2. The 

progression of deformation as well as the free body diagrams assumed for each pattern are 

presented in Figure 2.12. 
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               Pattern 1      Pattern 2  

    

 

  

  

 

 

  

A detailed example showing the application of Equations (3.1) – (3.9) is presented 

in Appendix B where all the variables are explained.  

The assumed force-displacement envelope curve representing the flexural behavior 

of the double-angle segments is presented in Figure 2.13, which has to be built with the 

aforementioned parameters. Furthermore, hysteresis rules [Figure 2.14] were defined so 

that this constitutive relationship could be applied not only under monotonic loading, but 

also in cyclic analysis [6]. First, the angle behaves elastically until first yielding occurs Py 

(i.e. segment oa in Figure 2.14). During loading in the transition (i.e. segment ab) and post-

yielding zones (i.e. segment bc), the behavior is inelastic and depends on the deformation 

pattern produced. The unloading (i.e. segment cd) is linear with the same slope of the initial 

loading (i.e. unloads elastically). The reverse loading stiffness is defined by the expected 

load in compression, Pe, and the plastic deformation (i.e. segment od). The authors 

suggested that the value of Pe are approximately equal to the value of load when unloading 

started (i.e. Pc). The reloading branch (i.e. segment oc) always targets the most recent 

unloading load (i.e. Pc).      

Ps=
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In the next chapter (Sec. 4.2.1), the Bolted-Angle Segment in Bending sub 

component is validated by comparing the model response with experimental tests [6]. 

Discussion about the main findings will be presented there.  

3.2.2.2 Contact  

As described before, while cycles of positive and negative moments are imposed in 

the double-angle shear connection, some double-angle segments are subjected to tension 

and others to compression loads. When the heel of the angle segment is in contact with the 

column flange due to compression, the stiffness of the response increases drastically [3, 

12]. In order to simulate this sudden increase of stiffness when contact is produced, the 

model reported by [12] described in Section 2.2.2 is adopted [Figure 2.9(b)]. 

The contact is simulated as a “gap element” that starts to work when the 

extensional spring representing the Bolted-Angle Segment in Bending is subjected to 

negative axial displacements. The “gap element” is considered as an elastic component 

[Figure 3.4] with the elastic stiffness, kcon [Eqn. (3.10)] proposed by [15].  The equation 

for the initial stiffness considers the column web as the main factor in controlling the 

connection deformation [12].  

   

 

 

  

Figure 3.4 - Gap element force-displacement curve 
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In Equation (3.10), twc is the thickness of the column web, E is the steel modulus 

of elasticity, h is the length of the angles, dc is the depth of the column, and w is the length 

of one angle segment [Figure 3.17].  

 The sub-components representing Contact and the Double-Angle in Bending are 

arranged in parallel in order to obtain the expected response. The increase in strength and 

stiffness in the connection response due to the binding, or contact, of the angle with the 

column flange are discussed in the next chapter. 

3.2.2.3 Modelling of Angle Segment Component in OpenSees 

The Angle Segment Component comprises two main sub components: 1) bolted-

angle segment in bending, and 2) contact between the angle and column flange. The 

characteristics and assumptions considered in the constitutive relationships for each one of 

these two components has been described in the previous sections. In the following 

paragraphs, the arrangement of these sub-components and the procedure followed to apply 

them in OpenSees are explained. 

 

Figure 3.5 - Angle Segment Component structure 

The general arrangement of the two previously mentioned two sub-components is 

depicted in Figure 3.5, in which the Bolted-Angle in Bending (i.e. DA BENDING) and 

Contact (i.e. CONTACT) sub-components are connected to work in parallel. It is important 

to mention that in OpenSees the constitutive relationships of the two sub-components are 
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combined in parallel (as shown in Figure 3.5) in order to obtain a single uniaxial material 

that represents the Angle Segment Component, rather than using multiple spring elements 

for each angle segment.  

Initially, the “Hysteretic” uniaxial material was selected to model the Bolted-Angle 

in Bending sub-component in OpenSees, because its behavior most closely matches the 

selected constitutive relationship [2]. Despite the fact that the “Hysteretic” uniaxial 

material is a trilinear model that can model the monotonic envelope of the proposed model, 

the hysteresis rules defined for this predefined uniaxial material do not entirely match with 

the hysteresis rules described in Section 3.2.2.1. Based on that, the source code of the 

“Hysteretic” uniaxial material was modified in order to create the new uniaxial material 

“AngleSegBend”, which contains the same backbone definition of the “Hysteretic” 

material but with modified hysteretic rules that comply with those of the selected model 

[2]. Figure 3.6 shows the hysteretic response of the new uniaxial material 

“AngleSegBend”. In order to apply the different uniaxial materials in the OpenSees script, 

tags or labels are assigned to each one by the user. For this particular example, the 

“AngleSegBend” uniaxial material was assigned a tag number 1, and the following uniaxial 

materials will be assigned consecutive tag numbers. The values to define this uniaxial 

material must be obtained with Equations (3.1) - (3.9). Moreover, the values for damage 

and pinching are defined equal 0 and 1 respectively since those two factors are not 

considered in the model.  

Appendix B contains a detailed example with the calculation of the key parameters 

to the define constitutive relationships, as well as the definition of each uniaxial material 

in OpenSees for all the sub-components and components described in the current chapter. 
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Figure 3.6 - "AngleSegBend" uniaxial material hysteretic response (Tag 1) 

Figure 3.7 - "Elastic Bilinear" uniaxial material response (Tag 2) 
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Figure 3.6 presents the response of the uniaxial material “AngleSegBend” under 

positive axial deformations. Nevertheless, the “AngleSegBend” sub-component will be 

subjected to negative axial deformations as well, due to the nature of the component model. 

In order to limit its response to the zone of positive deformations such that it does not 

accumulate plastic strain in compression, an “Elastic Bilinear” uniaxial material [Figure 

3.7] is included to work in series with the “AngleSegBend” uniaxial material. The high 

stiffness in tension and very low stiffness of the “Elastic Bilinear” uniaxial material in 

compression prevents the “AngleSegBend” material from being loaded in compression. 

The tag number 2 is assigned to this “Elastic Bilinear” uniaxial material in the example 

being presented herein. Next, the “AngleSegBend” and “Elastic Bilinear” uniaxial 

materials are combined in series using the “Series” uniaxial material predefined in 

OpenSees which creates a new uniaxial material identified with the tag number 3. Thus, 

the uniaxial material that represents the Bolted-Angle in Bending (i.e. DA BENDING -

Figure 3.5) in OpenSees is the one with tag 3 in this example [Figure 3.8].    

 

 

 

 

 

 

To model the Contact sub-component in OpenSees, the “Elastic No Tension” 

uniaxial material is used. This uniaxial material simulates the effect expected for the 

contact of the angle heel and the column flange. This material does not contribute strength 

or stiffness in tension, but loads and unloads elastically in compression with the elastic 

stiffness defined in Equation (3.10) as shown in Figure 3.9. That means that this material 

Figure 3.8 - Double-Angle Segment sub component structure (Tag 3) 
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only provides resistance when negative deformations are imposed in the Angle Segment 

Component. The tag number 4 is assigned to this “Elastic No Tension” uniaxial material 

in this example. 

 

Figure 3.9 - "Elastic No Tension" uniaxial material response (Tag 4) 

 Finally, the uniaxial materials representing the Bolted-Angle in Bending (i.e. tag 3) 

and the Contact (i.e. tag 4) sub components are combined in parallel using the “Parallel” 

uniaxial material in OpenSees to create a new uniaxial material. This new uniaxial material, 

assigned the tag number 5, simulates the nonlinear cyclic behavior of the Angle Segment 

Component in tension and compression [Figure 3.10]. 

 

Figure 3.10 - Angle Segment Component structure (Tag 5) 
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To simulate the effects of angle fracture under large tensile deformations, an axial 

deformation limit is imposed on the Angle Segment Component such that the component 

provides no resistance after exceeding the maximum value of deformation, u. The 

deformation limit, u, in the Angle Segment Component uniaxial material is imposed using 

the “MinMax” uniaxial material wrapper in OpenSees. This uniaxial material wrapper 

assumes that the Angle Segment Component fails if it exceeds the maximum deformation, 

u, and the component is immediately deleted from the model without compromising the 

rest of the model. By setting this limit using the “MinMax” wrapper, a new uniaxial 

material with tag number 6 is created which represents the Angle Segment Component 

behavior with a maximum deformation limit.   

 In the next chapter, the response of the Angle Segment Component is presented for 

several experimental tests and the effect of each sub-component in the whole response of 

this element is discussed.  

3.2.3 Bolt Slip 

Slip-critical type shear connections are sometimes used in steel structures in zones 

of high earthquake hazard risk [6], which are designed to avoid slip of the bolts under 

service loads. However, slippage has a high possibility of occurrence if a bolted-angle 

connection is subjected to strong earthquake motions [6]. From experimental tests [6], the 

slip between beam bolts and contact surface was observed in bolted-angle connections 

during the stages of angle loading (i.e. in tension) and reverse loading (i.e. in compression). 

The slip action is produced when the tension or compression force in the double-angle 

segment is equal or higher than the friction force developed between the bolt and the angle 

legs [Eqn.(3.11)], known as slip force, Pslip. The friction force is defined as the product 

between the pretension load in the bolt, PT, and the cyclic friction coefficient, c.  In this 

research, the cyclic coefficient of friction between the beam bolts and the double-angle legs 
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is assumed to be equal to 0.25, and deterioration of the coefficient due to cyclic loading is 

not considered. However, more study about this coefficient is necessary to better 

understand its cyclic behavior [2].  

 

 

 

 

When the friction load, Pslip, is exceeded, a sudden loss of stiffness is produced in 

the response until the shank of the bolt gets in contact with the edge of the bolt hole. In this 

study, standard holes are assumed in the angle legs and the bolts are assumed to be 

concentric with the holes. On that basis, the distance between the bolt center line and edge 

of hole (i.e. slip) is assumed to be equal to 1/32in. The constitutive relationship to simulate 

the previously described behavior is depicted in Figure 3.11, and it is taken from the work 

reported by [2].    

 

Figure 3.11 - Bolt slip hysteretic response 

𝑃𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝 = 𝑃𝑇 ∗ 𝜇𝑐  (3.11) 
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3.2.3.1 Modelling of Bolt Slip Component in OpenSees 

OpenSees does not contain a specific uniaxial material model that complies with 

all the characteristics for the bolt slip constitutive relationship assumed in the current study 

[Figure 3.11]. Based on that, the Bolt Slip Component is defined by connecting three 

existing uniaxial materials from OpenSees in parallel. The first one is an “Elastic Perfectly 

Plastic” uniaxial material, assigned tag number 7 in this example, which is essentially rigid 

until reaching the friction load, Pslip, in tension and compression [Figure 3.12].  The next 

two parallel materials are “Elastic Perfectly Plastic Gap” uniaxial materials, one with a 

gap length equal to slip and the other with a gap length of -slip [Figure 3.13 & Figure 3.14] 

followed by an essentially rigid elastic branch. The tag numbers 8 and 9 are assigned to 

these two uniaxial materials in this example. These two “Elastic Perfectly Plastic Gap” 

uniaxial materials are the ones that define the length of slip in both sides of the bolts which 

is assumed to be equal to 1/32in for standard holes. Lastly, these three uniaxial materials 

are arranged in parallel with the “Parallel” uniaxial material which creates a new material, 

assigned a tag number of 10 [Figure 3.15]. This combined uniaxial material, referred to as 

the Bolt Slip Component, is the one capable of simulating bolt slip during cyclic loading as 

shown in Figure 3.11.  

The Bolt Slip Component is defined to work in series with the Angle Segment 

Component [2]. Therefore, after the slip deformation, ± slip, the rigidity of the Bolt Slip 

Component ensures that the Angle Segment Component response dominated the combined 

response. Thus, failure of the combined material in series depends on the failure of the 

Angle Segment Component. In OpenSees, when two or more uniaxial materials are 

connected in series or in parallel, if an individual uniaxial materials fails the group of 

combined uniaxial materials fails as well. 
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Figure 3.12 - “Elastic Perfectly Plastic” uniaxial material response (Tag 7) 

 

Figure 3.13 - “Elastic Perfectly Plastic Gap” uniaxial material response (Tag 8) 

 

Figure 3.14 - “Elastic Perfectly Plastic Gap” uniaxial material response (Tag 9) 
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Figure 3.15 - Bolt Slip Component structure (Tag 10) 

The slip produced between the beam bolts and the back-to-back angle legs is 

considered a key component in the cyclic nonlinear behavior of double-angle shear 

connections with tremendous influence in ductility and energy dissipated by the 

connection. This topic will be discussed in the validation of the component model in the 

next chapter. Additionally, Appendix B contains a detailed example where the definition 

of the different uniaxial materials used to build the Bolt Slip Component is presented.  

3.2.4 Beam Bolt Component 

During the cyclic loading of a double-angle shear connections, positive and 

negative moments at the end of the beams are transmitted to the connections through the 

bolts in the beam [Figure 3.2]. After bolt slip, when the bolts are bearing on the angle legs 

and the beam web, the load in the connection is transferred through shear in the bolt itself. 

Due to this type of load distribution in the bolts, there are two possible modes of failure 

associated with the bolts in the beam: 1) failure of the bolted members due to bearing 

strength at bolt holes (i.e. excessive elongation of the steel plates or tear-out at bolt holes) 

or 2) failure of the beam bolts in shear. Thus, the Beam Bolt Component is defined to 

exhibit one of this two modes of failure or a combination of these two. The force-
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displacement relationships defined by Main and Sadek [37] are used to simulate the 

previously mentioned bolt-related limit states. The parameters needed to compose these 

constitutive curves were defined by the previously mentioned authors and are described in 

the following paragraphs.    

3.2.4.1 Bearing Strength at Bolt Holes 

Two possible modes of failure are considered when checking material bearing 

strength at the bolt holes: 1) bearing deformation of the bolt hole, and 2) tearing-out of the 

material of the components in contact with the bolt (i.e. the back-to-back angle leg and the 

beam web). Main and Sadek [37] considered these two limits to define the monotonic 

constitutive relationship that describes the Bearing Strength at Bolt Holes limit state 

behavior, which is shown in Figure 3.16.  

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

tybear = 1.5LctFy  ≤  3.0𝑑𝑏 tFy 

tubear = 1.5LctFu  ≤  3.0𝑑𝑏 tFu 

cybear =  3.0𝑑𝑏 tFy 

cubear =  3.0𝑑𝑏 tF𝑢  

dftbear =  Lc 

Figure 3.16 - Bearing Strength at Bolt Holes 

constitutive relationship 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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Equations (3.12) through (3.16) define key points in the Bearing Strength at Bolt 

Holes response, including the tensile or compressive force at first yield, tybear [Eqn. (3.12)] 

and cybear [Eqn. (3.14)], respectively; the ultimate tensile and compressive force, tubear 

[Eqn. (3.13)] and cubear [Eqn. (3.15)], respectively; and the deformation at which the tensile 

strength becomes zero, dftbear [Eqn. (3.16)]. These equations are based directly on the 

equations in Section J3.10 of the AISC Specifications (2010) [38] for bolt bearing limit 

states assuming that the deformation in the bolt hole at service loads is not a design 

consideration, thus a resistance factor equal to 1 is assumed. In Equations (3.12) - (3.16), 

Fy is the minimum specified yielding strength of the element connected (i.e. angle leg or 

beam web), Fu is the minimum tensile strength of the element connected, t is the thickness 

of the element connected, Lc is the clear edge distance from the edge of the bolt to the edge 

of the connected element, and db is de diameter of the beam bolt. Bearing strength material 

failure can occur in either the beam web or the angle legs, so both cases (i.e. thickness, t, 

of each one) are checked in the analysis and the one with lower capacity is the one that 

governs.  

Figure 3.17 - Double-angle shear connection detail (bare steel) 
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Clearly, the yielding and ultimate capacity in tension can be reached by tearing-out 

of the material (i.e. 1.5LctFy and 1.5LctFu, respectively) or excessive elongation of the bolt 

hole (i.e. 3.0𝑑𝑏tFy and 3.0𝑑𝑏tFu, respectively). The yielding and ultimate capacity in 

compression are defined only for excessive elongation of the hole due to the fact that 

tearing-out is not possible in that direction. In addition, the shape of the constitutive curve 

suggests that in the zone of positive deformations (i.e. when tearing-out is possible), the 

loss of capacity is gradual and the capacity is completely lost when a deformation of Lc 

[Figure 3.17] is reached (i.e. failure by complete tearing-out of the material). On the other 

hand, in the zone of negative deformations, there is no loss of capacity due to tear-out 

failure and perfectly plastic deformation of the bolt hole is considered after ultimate 

capacity in compression, cubear, is reached.       

In previous studies [37], the elastic initial stiffness, kbolt, and the deformations at 

ultimate loads deformation, u, are defined based on empirical equations obtained with 

regression analysis from experimental data for shear tab connections without slabs reported 

in FEMA 335D [39]. Since the rotations achieved in experimental tests of double-angle 

and shear tab connections are assumed to be similar [39], the empirical equations 

developed for shear tab connections are used in the current study. Thus, kbolt (in units of 

kips/in) for a single bolt bearing on holes is calculated with Equation (3.18) based on the 

connection rotational stiffness formulation reported in FEMA 355D [Eqn. (3.17)] and the 

location of the bolts in the connection. Where: dbg is the distance from the top bolt to the 

bottom bolt of the connection in inches and yi is the distance from the center of each bolt 

to the center of the bolt group [Figure 3.17].   

 

  

 

 

kcon = 28000 dbg  -  5.6"  kbolt  =  
kcon

 yi
2
 (3.17) (3.18) 
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The deformation at peak capacity, u, is calculated using Equation (3.22), which is 

based on an empirically estimated plastic rotational capacity of shear tab connections [Eqn. 

(3.19)]. Equation (3.19) considers the formulation of plastic rotation reported in FEMA 

355D and includes an additional 0.02 radians to account for elastic rotations to estimate 

total rotational demands [40]. Moreover, the maximum deformation in the bolt group [Eq. 

(3.20)] is assumed to be at the top and bottom bolts, and the center of rotation is assumed 

to be at the center of the bolt group. By combining Equations (3.19) through (3.21), the 

deformation at peak capacity, u, can be calculated directly from dbg using Equation (3.22).     

 

  

  

  

  

3.2.4.2 Shearing of the Bolts  

Similar to the Bearing Strength at Bolt Holes limit state, the force-displacement 

relationship for Shearing of the Bolts limit state reported by [37] [Figure 3.18] is used in 

this study. The key points that define the backbone of the Shearing of The Bolts are the 

tensile and compressive force at first yield, tyshear, [Eqn. (3.23)] and cyshear [Eqn.(3.25)], 

respectively; and the ultimate tensile and compressive force, tushear, [Eqn. (3.24)] and cushear 

[Eqn. (3.26)], respectively. Note here that the terms tension and compression refer to the 

deformation of the component spring (i.e. beam bolt moving away from or towards the 

column, respectively). In both of these cases, the beam bolts themselves are still being 

loaded in shear.  

 

θmax = 0.17 - 0.0036dbg 

δu = ymaxθmax 

𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑑𝑏𝑔 2  

𝛿𝑢 = 0.085𝑑𝑏𝑔 − 0.0018𝑑𝑏𝑔
2
 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 
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(3.23) 

 
(3.24) 

 

(3.25) 

 
(3.26) 

  

In Equations (3.23) - (3.26), Fv is the ultimate strength of the bolt in shear and Ab 

is the nominal bolt cross-sectional area. Again, the equation for yielding and ultimate 

capacity of the bolts in shear are taken from the AISC Specifications (2010) [38], Section 

J3.6, with a resistance factor equal to 1. In addition, the ratio between yielding and ultimate 

capacities of the bolts in shear is assumed to be equal to 0.75 as suggested in [37]. The 

values for the elastic initial stiffness, kbolt, and for the ultimate deformation, u, are 

calculated as described previously for the Bearing Strength at Bolt Holes limit state. Due 

to the nature of bolt failure, the drop in capacity after reaching the peak capacity in either 

direction of loading is more sudden for the Shearing of the Bolts limit state than for the 

Bearing Strength at Bolt Holes limit state. The values of -dfcshear and dftshear (as shown in 

Figure 3.18) are considered to be equal to 1.15 times u based on detailed finite element 

simulations performed in former studies [37].  

 

 

Figure 3.18 - Shearing of the Bolts constitutive relationship 
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3.2.4.3 Modelling of Beam Bolt Component in OpenSees 

As stated previously, the presence of bolts in the connection with the beam can 

produce two types of failure modes in double-angle shear connections: 1) failure due to the 

bearing strength of the material, or 2) failure in shear in the bolts. The Beam Bolt 

Component is built to consider that only one of these two modes of failure governs in each 

direction (i.e. in tension and compression). In fact, the OpenSees code for defining the 

Beam Bolt Component (and provided in Appendix A, Sec. A.3) checks which mode of 

failure governs in tension and which one governs in compression and defines the 

constitutive relationship for each direction of loading on that basis. Hence, the same failure 

mode can govern in tension and compression, or one can govern in one direction and the 

other one in the other direction.  

After defining the constitutive relationship in tension and compression, this 

behavior is modeled in OpenSees with the “Hysteretic” uniaxial material, which was 

assigned with tag number 11 in this example. The values to define the backbone of the 

uniaxial material can be found with Equations (3.12) - (3.16), (3.18), and (3.22) - (3.26), 

depending on which failure mode governs. Additionally, the values of damage due to 

ductility and energy used in defining the “Hysteretic” uniaxial material model are set equal 

to zero, such that there is no cyclic strength degradation apart from the negative stiffness 

region in the backbone response.  

Only the backbone response of these bolt-related limit states were presented in [37]; 

however, the cyclic response must be defined for application of seismic analysis.  

Pinching may be present in the cyclic response depending on the failure mode, so 

values for hysteretic pinching are specified for each failure mode. When the Bearing 

Strength at Bolt Holes limit state governs in tension and compression, the values of 

pinching in X and Y are defined to be equal to 1 and 0.1, respectively, to produce a pinched 
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response that is able to simulate the idealized loss of stiffness upon unloading due to 

ovalization of the bolt hole as shown in Figure 3.19. When the bolt shank re-engages with 

the edge of the hole by reaching the peak plastic deformation from previous cycles, the 

stiffness increases suddenly due to the contact between the bolt and edge of hole.  

 

Figure 3.19 - Bearing Strength at Bolt Hole hysteretic response – governs in tension and 

compression 

When the Shearing of the Bolts limit state governs in both directions, the 

“Hysteretic” uniaxial material is defined to have a response with no pinching (i.e. pinching 

in X and Y equal to 1) as shown in Figure 3.20. With these pinching parameters, the 

uniaxial material response maintains the elastic stiffness during unloading and the change 

in stiffness during reverse loading of the bolt working in shear [Figure 3.20]. It is important 

to note that the previous research by Main and Sadek [37] did not define cyclic behavior 

of the Shearing of the Bolts response, as well as Bearing Strength at Bolt Holes response; 

therefore, these pinching values to define cyclic behavior have been assumed. Further 

testing is necessary to better understand and define the cyclic response of these limit states.    
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When Bearing Strength at Bolt Holes governs in one direction while Shearing of 

the Bolts governs in the other direction, the hysteretic response is assumed to be a 

combination of the two previously described hysteretic responses. Considering the lack of 

experimental tests about the cyclic response of bolts combining these two modes of failure, 

the pinching values are only assumed. The pinching values in X and Y are set equal to 0.4 

and 0.01, respectively, and were selected to represent the partial loss of stiffness due to 

ovalization of the hole and the change stiffness due to reverse loading of the bolt as shown 

in Figure 3.21. Further research is necessary to more accurate define these pinching 

parameters for this combined mode of failure.  

 

 

Figure 3.20 - Shearing of the Bolts hysteretic response - governs in tension and 

compression 
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Figure 3.21 - Bearing Strength at Bolt Holes and Shearing of the Bolts hysteretic 

response – both govern in different directions 

The Beam Bolt Component is part of the proposed component model that works 

only if the beam bolt is in contact with the edge of the bolt hole after slipping. If bolt slip 

does not occur during the analysis of the connection, this component provides no resistance 

in the response of the connection. Thus, in order to represent this behavior in OpenSees, 

the “Hysteretic” uniaxial material defined for the Beam Bolt Component is combined in 

parallel with the “Elastic Perfectly Plastic” uniaxial material with tag number 7 defined in 

the Bolt Slip Component [Figure 3.22]. By coupling these two materials using the 

“Parallel” uniaxial material, a new uniaxial material with tag number 12 is created, which 

activates the Beam Bolt Component only after slippage of the beam bolt. Finally, similar 

to the Angle Segment Component, minimum and maximum limits are defined for this 

component such that the component will be removed if the deformation limits are 

exceeded. The minimum and maximum limits represent the ultimate bolt deformations and 
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are defined to be -dfc and dft, respectively, using the “MinMax” uniaxial material wrapper. 

This new material with the limits defined is assigned the tag number 13 in this example.    

 

Figure 3.22 - Beam Bolt Component structure (Tag 12) 

Appendix B contains a detailed example where the definition of the different 

uniaxial materials used to build the Beam Bolt Component based on the key parameters 

described in the previous section is presented.  

3.2.5 Double-Angle Component  

 The Double-Angle Component is a single uniaxial material defined in OpenSees 

that encompasses the response of the three previously described components (i.e. Angle 

Segment, Bolt Slip, and Beam Bolt components). The Double-Angle Component response 

is form by the combination of the Angle Segment, Bolt Slip, and Beam Bolt components in 

series using the “Series” uniaxial material [Figure 3.23]. The tag number 14 is assigned to 

the Double-Angle Component in this example. If bolt slip is not present in the response of 

the connection, the Double-Angle Component response is equal to that of the Angle 

Segment Component. On the other hand, if bolt slip occurs in the connection, the behavior 

includes the response from all three sub-components.  
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Figure 3.23 - Double-Angle Component structure (Tag 14) 

3.2.6 Binding Component  

When double-angle shear connections experience high rotations, it is possible to 

observe contact between the column and beam flanges. This action produces a sudden 

increase in the stiffness and strength of the connection according to experimental tests [4]. 

Similar to the Contact sub-component, the constitutive relationship that defines the 

behavior of the Binding Component is a nonlinear elastic force-displacement curve.    

3.2.6.1 Modelling of Binding Component in OpenSees 

In order to model the Binding Component in OpenSees, the constitutive curve is 

defined by the “Elastic Perfectly Plastic Gap” uniaxial material [Figure 3.24]. The length 

of the gap is equal to clear distance between the beam web and the column flange (i.e. 

clearance, Figure 3.17), and the elastic stiffness is equal to kcont [Eqn. (3.10)]. This uniaxial 

material is labeled with the tag number 24 in this example. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.24 - Binding Component hysteretic response 
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3.2.7 Concrete Slab Component  

A very common steel structural system for steel structures employs concrete slab 

on top of spaced steel beams [41]. The composite action of these two structural elements 

is attained by headed shear stud connectors on top of the steel beams which transfer 

horizontal shear from the concrete to the steel beam. Because of this composite action, the 

contribution of the concrete slab in the cyclic response of shear connections can be taken 

in consideration.  

Double-angle web shear connections are usually modeled as pinned connections 

due to their flexibility. However, these connections can be considered as semi-rigid ones, 

particularly when the contribution of the concrete slab on top of the beam is taken into 

account.  Laboratory cyclic tests on shear connections in gravity framing systems have 

shown that the flexural capacity of composite steel connections can be 30-60% of the 

plastic moment (i.e. Mp) of the beam as result of composite action [4]. The increase of 

flexural capacity can be attributed to multiple factors such as the concrete in compression, 

steel reinforcement in tension, slip between the concrete slab and the beam, among others. 

In this work, only the contribution of the concrete in compression under positive moments 

and the action of steel reinforcement in tension due to negative moments is considered in 

the proposed component model. 

3.2.7.1 Concrete in Compression 

The concrete on top of steel beams adjacent to columns (i.e. on top of connections) 

can be exposed to tensile and compressive strains during cyclic response produced by 

earthquake motions. On that basis, the concrete slab under compression (i.e. positive 

moment) can bear on the column flange or be pulled away from the column under tensile 

forces (i.e. negative moment). The concrete in tension is able to contribute in the response 

prior to cracking, which occurs only during very early stages of cyclic loading, making the 
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pre-cracked tensile contribution of the concrete negligible [10]. In contrast, the concrete in 

compression can produce significant impact in the stiffness and strength of the composite 

connection.   

In order to represent the behavior of the concrete slab in compression by means of 

an extensional spring in a component models, some authors have assumed elastic perfectly 

plastic or parabolic-rectangular force-displacement relationships [9-11, 40, 42]. These 

constitutive relationships depend on the mechanical properties of the concrete (i.e. modulus 

of elasticity, compressive strength, f’c), thickness of the concrete slab, the effective width 

of concrete working in compression, and the length of concrete slab responding in 

compression. Key points in defining the concrete compressive response such as the initial 

elastic stiffness, kconc, the modulus of elasticity for the concrete, Econc, the peak capacity 

of the concrete in compression, Fconc, and the displacements at peak and ultimate capacity, 

o and ult, respectively, depend on the aforementioned variables [Eqn. (3.27) - (3.33)]. 

The constitutive relationship assumed for the current study is parabolic [Figure 3.25] with 

constitutive parameters described below. 
 

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

Figure 3.25 - Concrete in Compression constitutive 

relationship 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

εo = 1.71
f'c

Econc
 

δo = εoLeffe 

δult = εultLeffe 

Fconc = 0.9f'cAconc 

     Aconc = Beffetconc 

Econc = 57000 f'c 

kconc = 
EconcAconc

Leffe
 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 
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Where, Leffe is the effective length of the concrete in compression, f’c is the concrete 

strength in compression in units of pounds per square inch (i.e. psi), Beffe is the effective 

width of concrete in compression, tconc represents the thickness of the concrete slab in 

compression, ult is the ultimate strain in compression, and o is the strain in compression 

at peak capacity. The modulus of elasticity, Econc, is calculated according to ACI318 [43] 

in the current study [Eqn. (3.28)]. 

The effective width of concrete slab, Beffe, working in compression because of 

positive moments may be defined based on the width of the concrete struts developed from 

bearing with the column [41].  For full-strength connections, Eurocode 8 [23] considers 

that compression forces can be transferred from the concrete slab to the column through 

two mechanisms if designed according to the code [44]. The mechanisms considered are a 

direct concrete strut acting over the column flange (i.e. mechanism 1), and two concrete 

struts inclined 45 degrees on the column sides (i.e. mechanism 2), as shown in Figure 3.26.  

The effective width of the concrete in compression can be determined based on these two 

load transferring mechanisms as described in Eurocode 8 [23].  

Additionally, Other researchers [45] have proposed other alternatives for 

determining the effective width of the concrete in compression based on the steel 

reinforcement and orientation of the column [Figure 3.27]. First, if the steel reinforcement 

exceeds 0.3% of the gross concrete area and composite beams are connected to the column 

in its weak direction, the possible effective width reported by [45] is represented 

qualitatively by the line solid line in Figure 3.27. Next, if the slab steel reinforcement 

provided is only for temperature and shrinkage effects and there are no transverse beams 

framing to the column, the transfer of compression can be qualitatively represented by the 

dashed line in Figure 3.27. Finally, if no transverse beams are present but the column has 

“adequate reinforcement” [45] around it, the effective width in compression can be 
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represented by the dotted line in Figure 3.27. Previous studies on component modelling of 

flexible and semi-rigid connections show that the definition of effective width varies from 

author to author, but two general trends are noticed. Some authors define the effective 

width according to the requirements described in Eurocode 4 [10, 11], and others consider 

the effective width equal to the width of the column flange [4, 9, 40]. In the current study, 

the effective width of concrete in compression is assumed to be equal to the column flange 

width in order to keep the model simple for application. The effects of this concrete width 

variable will be discussed in Chapter 4.  

 

Figure 3.26 - Mechanisms to transfer compression from the concrete slab to the beam [44] 

 

Figure 3.27 - Possible patterns of distribution of compression from slab to the column 

[45] 
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The effective length of concrete, Leffe, responding in compression corresponds to 

the portion of concrete along the length of the beam that “is engaged” when the connection 

is subjected to positive moments. Similar to the effective width of the concrete in 

compression, the definition of this length of concrete varies in the reported component 

models literature. One study defines this effective length of concrete equal to the depth of 

the column for external joints and half of the column depth for internal joints [10]. Another 

one assigns 1.5 times the depth of the column as effective length [11]. Another one defines 

the effective length according to experimental observations [9], whereas another study 

considers this length equal to the distance from the column flange to the center line of the 

bolt column in the shear connection [42]. For the current study, it is assumed that the 

effective length of the concrete working in compression is equal to 1.5 times the depth of 

the column because it is considered as an “average” value between the ones reported in 

the literature. The value selected for the effective length can significantly affect initial 

stiffness and deformation capacity of the concrete slab component and thus warrants 

further investigation. 

 The peak capacity of the concrete in compression, Fconc [Eqn. (3.30)], and the 

displacement of concrete at peak capacity, o [Eqn. (3.32)], are calculated based on the 

compressive stress and strain at maximum capacity in the Todeschini model for confined 

concrete [46]. Moreover, it is assumed that the ultimate crushing strain of the concrete, ult, 

is equal to 0.0035. Lastly, for the current research work, the response of concrete slab in 

tension is not considered because its contribution can be neglected for cyclic analysis, as 

stated before.  
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3.2.7.2 Steel Reinforcement in Tension 

When steel reinforcement parallel to the longitudinal axis of the connected beam is 

provided in the concrete slab, its contribution should be considered because it might greatly 

affect the response of the connection under negative moments. In fact, the contribution of 

the steel rebars working in tension to the flexural capacity of the connection during 

negative moments is significant due to their position with respect to the center of rotation 

[11]. This behavior suggests that while the concrete in the slab is able to provide enough 

confinement to prevent buckling of the longitudinal steel reinforcement, the contribution 

of the steel rebars in tension can be taken into account [10].  

In the present study, a bilinear constitutive relationship is used as was proposed in 

former studies [10] [Figure 3.28]. This force-displacement curve is composed of an elastic 

branch with initial stiffness, ksteel [Eqn.(3.35)], until the yielding load, Fysteel [Eqn.(3.34)], 

is reached, and a post yielding branch, khard, which represents the strain hardening of the 

steel with slope equal to 1% of the initial stiffness [Eqn.(3.36)]. Additionally, the steel 

rebars are assumed to yield simultaneously at strain 0.002, and the rebar ultimate capacity 

is assumed to occur before the concrete reaches its ultimate crushing displacement, ult, in 

compression. The proposed steel reinforcement model developed in this study does not 

account for rebar buckling and/or subsequent loss of tensile capacity after significant 

crushing of the concrete slab.   
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Figure 3.28 - Steel Reinforcement constitutive relationship 

  

 

 

  

  

 In Equations (3.34) - (3.36), Asteel is the area of steel rebars working in tension, Fy 

is the minimum yielding strength of the reinforcing steel, and y is the axial displacement 

at which the reinforcing steel yields. In order to calculate the area of steel rebars, Asteel, all 

the rebars present in and effective width equal to 7 times the width of column flange are 

considered as suggested by previous research [45].  

3.2.7.3 Modelling of Concrete Slab Component in OpenSees 

The Concrete Slab Component is composed of the two sub-components already 

described: 1) concrete in compression, and 2) steel reinforcement in tension. These two sub 

components are intended to work in parallel so that the Concrete Slab Component behavior 

is dominated by concrete in compression and steel reinforcement in tension. 

The Concrete in Compression sub-component is modeled in OpenSees with the 

“Concrete04 – Popovics Concrete” uniaxial material  whose envelope is defined using the 

model proposed by [47], which has an envelope that is identical to the model proposed by 

[36, 48] based on the assumption for that modulus of elasticity of concrete defined in 

Equation (3.28). The parameters to define this uniaxial material can be calculated from 

Fysteel = AsteelFy 

ksteel = 
𝐹𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙
𝛿𝑦

 

khard = 0.1ksteel 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 
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Equations (3.27)-(3.33). If the response of concrete in tension is being considered, the 

parameters to define tensile response can be calculated according to ACI318 [43]; however, 

concrete tensile response will not be considered in this study. The “Concrete04– Popovics 

Concrete” uniaxial material is selected to model the cyclic behavior of the concrete in 

compression since this material is capable of representing the loss of strength and stiffness 

due to cyclic loading [Figure 3.29]. This material is assigned the tag number 16 in this 

example. Furthermore, this uniaxial material is combined in series with an “Elastic 

Bilinear” uniaxial material (i.e. Tag 17) with very low stiffness in tension and essentially 

rigid stiffness in compression [Figure 3.30] with the “Series” uniaxial material as shown 

in Figure 3.31. This new uniaxial material with tag number 18 neglects the contribution of 

concrete in tension.  

 

  

 
           

 

Figure 3.29 - Concrete in Compression 

hysteretic response (Tag 18) 

Figure 3.30 – “Elastic Bilinear” uniaxial 

material (Tag17) 
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Figure 3.31 - Concrete in Compression sub-component structure (Tag18) 

 The Steel Reinforcement Component is modeled in OpenSees with the “Steel01” 

uniaxial material which is a bilinear model capable of considering kinematic and isotropic 

hardening. In the proposed component model, the hardening in the Steel Reinforcement 

Component is modeled as kinematic hardening. The parameters needed to define this 

uniaxial material are calculated with Equations (3.34)-(3.36). The tag number 19 is 

assigned to this uniaxial material in this example. Additionally, the cyclic response 

expected for the Steel Reinforcement Component is shown in Figure 3.32. In order to obtain 

this response and to limit the response of this material to the zone of tension deformations, 

such that it provides no negative resistance in compression as suggested in [10], the 

“Steel01” uniaxial material is coupled in series with an “Elastic Bilinear” uniaxial 

material, with tag number 20 that is essentially rigid in tension and very flexible in 

compression [Figure 3.33], as shown in Figure 3.34. The new uniaxial material is assigned 

with the tag number 21 for this example. 
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Figure 3.34 - Steel Reinforcement sub-component structure 

 Finally, the Concrete Slab Component is built by combining the two previously 

mentioned sub-components in parallel with the “Parallel” uniaxial material. The new 

uniaxial material is designated with the tag number 22 [Figure 3.35]. Similar to previous 

components, limits are defined to this uniaxial material in order to guarantee that the 

double-angle connection model keeps working after the Concrete Slab Component fails. 

The negative deformation limit is set equal to the maximum crushing deformation of the 

concrete, -ult, by applying the “MinMax” uniaxial material wrapper assigned with the tag 

number 23. After this limit is exceeded, the Concrete Slab Component is essentially 

removed from the analysis, and if other connection components are still functional the 

analysis keeps working.     

Figure 3.32 - Steel Reinforcement Component 

hysteretic response (Tag 21) 

Figure 3.33 - Elastic Bilinear uniaxial 

material (Tag 20) 
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Figure 3.35 - Concrete Slab Component structure 

Appendix B contains a detailed example where the definition of the different 

uniaxial materials used to build the Concrete Slab Component based on the key parameters 

described in the previous section is presented.  

3.2.8 Application of Components in the Connection Model 

Figures 3.36 and 3.37 show one example of the application of the component model 

proposed in the current study. The main components in the proposed model are: 1) Double-

Angle (Tag 14), 2) Concrete Slab (Tag 23), and 3) Binding (Tag 24). In order to model a 

composite double-angle shear connection in a simplified component model, each main 

component in the connection is modeled as a single horizontal spring element (i.e. a 

“Zerolength” element in OpenSees) with zero-length that behaves according the 

constitutive relationship assigned to each one. These “Zerolength” elements consider 

tensile and compressive deformations as positive and negative deformations, respectively. 

The location of each component depends on its relative location with respect to the 

centerline of the beam connected to the column.   

In order to model a double-angle connection, each bolt row (i.e. angle segment) is 

modeled as a horizontal axial spring with the Double-Angle Component characteristics. For 

example, for the connection shown in Figure 3.36, the double-angle connection is modeled 

by three horizontal spring elements with locations that coincide with the centerlines of each 
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bolt row [Figure 3.37]. Considering that the springs are elements with length equal to zero, 

the initial and the final nodes of the “Zerolength” spring elements have the same 

coordinates. For example, node 2 and node 7 in Figure 3.37 have the same coordinates and 

are connected by a “Zerolength” spring element. Additionally, it is assumed that the 

column and the beam web do not deform with respect to the double-angles, so the springs 

are connected to two rigid bars simulating the plane section in the beam web and the 

relatively rigid column flange. In the proposed component model, only one column of bolts 

is considered in the connection between the angles and the beam. If more bolt columns are 

needed, the component model definitions should be modified accordingly [2]. The Double-

Angle Component uniaxial material (i.e. tag 14) is assigned to each spring element as 

default; however, the user can manually assign different uniaxial materials to each 

“Zerolength” spring element to better understand the contribution of each component in 

the whole response of the connection.  

Furthermore, in order to simulate the transmission of vertical shear due to gravity 

loads from the beam to the connection, a vertical spring “Zerolength” element is placed in 

the location of each beam bolt in a similar way as described before. The constitutive 

relationship assigned to these vertical springs is the one defined for Shearing of the Bolts 

[Figure 3.18] which is represented in OpenSees with the “Hysteretic” uniaxial material 

with tag 15. Due to the nature of the “Zerolength” spring element, the materials in the 

horizontal and vertical directions are decoupled. Thus, if large gravity loads are expected 

to be simultaneous with large connection rotations, this decoupled bolt shear response may 

not accurately predict the occurrence of bolt-related limit states.     

Additionally, to include the concrete slab as a component of a composite double-

angle shear connection, a “Zerolength” horizontal spring element with the Concrete Slab 

Component uniaxial material (i.e. tag 23) must be located in the geometric center of the 
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concrete slab. This concrete slab component spring is attached to the other connection 

springs components via a rigid bar representing the plane section in the beam. Similarly, 

the contact between the column and beam flanges is modeled with a “Zerolength” 

horizontal spring element located in the bottom flange of the beam and is connected 

through the other spring elements through the aforementioned rigid bar.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.36 - Scheme of double-angle shear connection with concrete slab 
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Figure 3.37 - Component model of the connection in Figure 3.36 

The input scripts developed to define all the main components (i.e. Double-Angle, 

Binding, and Concrete Slab Components), including their sub-components, necessary to 

model the simplified component model of a composite or bare steel double-angle shear 

connection is presented in Appendix A (Sec.A.3). The tags used to label the uniaxial 

materials in this chapter are referential in order to clarify the constitution of the different 

main components. However, the user can vary these tags when different components are 

defined. Moreover, Appendix B presents a detailed example with step-by-step calculation 

of the key parameters to define the constitutive relationships described in this chapter and 

how this values are used to define the different uniaxial materials in OpenSees. 

3.3 SUMMARY 

A summary of the development of the double-angle shear connection component model is 

provided below: 
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 A description of the component model methodology applied in modelling of 

composite double-angle web shear connections is presented in this chapter. 

  The basic principles of modeling component models in OpenSees through 

definition of rigid and deformable spring elements is presented in Section 3.2.1. 

 Three main components (i.e. Double-Angle, Binding and Concrete Slab 

Components) are defined as principal elements of the proposed component model. 

 The Double-Angle Component is comprised of three sub-components: 1) Angle 

Segment Component, 2) Bolt Slip, and 3) Beam Bolt Component, which are defined 

based on other sub-components as detailed in Section 3.2.5 and summarized below. 

 The Angle Segment Component is formed by two sub-components: 1) Bolted-Angle 

Segments in Bending, and 2) Contact, whose constitutive relationships as well as 

the assumptions made in their modeling in OpenSees is presented in Section 3.2.2. 

 The effect of Bolt Slip is considered in the proposed component model and the 

characteristics of its structure and modelling in OpenSees is shown in Section 3.2.3. 

 The effect of the beam bolts in the cyclic response of a double-angle shear 

connections is considered in the Beam Bolt Component which is defined based on 

two limit states: 1) Bearing Strength at Holes, and 2) Shearing of the Bolts, whose 

constitutive relationships as well as the assumptions made in their modelling in 

OpenSees is presented in Section 3.2.4. 

 The contact between the bottom flange of the beam and the column flange is 

modeled with an elastic response with the Binding Component as described in 

Section 3.2.6. 

 In addition to steel components, the proposed model considers the contribution of 

the concrete slab which is modeled with the Concrete Slab Component. This 

component is comprised of two sub-components: 1) Concrete in Compression, and 
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2) Steel Reinforcement in Tension, whose constitutive force-displacement 

relationships as well as the assumptions made in their modeling in OpenSees is 

presented in Section 3.2.7. 

 Instructions about the application of the modeling of the proposed component 

model for composite double-angle shear connections is presented in Section 3.2.8. 

 A hierarchical list of the components and sub components considered in for the 

proposed component model is presented below: 

 

 Double-Angle Component  

o Angle Segment Component 

 Bolted-Angle Segment in Bending 

 Contact  

o Bolt Slip 

o Beam Bolt Component 

 Bearing Strength at Bolt Holes (Limit state) 

 Shearing of the Bolts (Limit state) 

 Concrete Slab Component 

o Concrete in Compression 

o Steel Reinforcement in Tension 

 Binding Component 

 

In the following chapter, the response of the proposed individual component 

models and of the entire double-angle shear connection component model will be validated 

and evaluated. The validation will include comparison with experimental tests reported in 

the literature for certain components and for double-angle shear connections.  
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Chapter 4. Component Model Validation 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 3, the assumptions, constitutive relationships, and modelling parameters 

considered to create the proposed component model for double-angle shear connections 

were described. The proposed double-angle connection component model is composed for 

three general components: 1) Double-Angle Component, which considers the cyclic 

response of double-angle segments in bending, contact, bolt slip effect, and beam bolts, 2) 

Concrete Slab Component, which represents the response of the concrete slab in 

compression and the steel reinforcement in tension, and 3) Binding Component, which 

represents the contact between the bottom flange of the beam and the column flange 

[Figure 3.37]. The first two aforementioned general components are composed of other 

sub-components in order to produce a more accurate response of the model as described in 

detail in Chapter 3. In the current chapter, the validation of some of these sub components, 

as well as the proposed component model will be presented. Validation will be shown only 

for those components and subcomponents for which sufficient experimental results exist 

in the literature. The validation is carried out by comparing the response of each sub 

component and the component model obtained with OpenSees against experimental test 

results reported in the literature [5, 6, 34].  

4.2 SUB-COMPONENT VALIDATION  

Every sub-component has a different impact in the response of the entire 

component model depending on the characteristics of the sub-component modelled and the 

geometry of the connection. The contribution of each sub component is evaluated 

individually, and then the subcomponent’s contribution in the response of the component 

to which it belongs and in the whole response of the connection component model is 

analyzed. The sub-components that are validated in the current study are: 1) Angle Segment 
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Component, and 2) Bolt Slip. The other sub-components (i.e. Beam Bolt, Concrete in 

Compression, Steel Reinforcement in Tension, Binding) are not compared against 

experimental results due to lack of data in the literature; however, the response of these 

subcomponents in OpenSees and their influence in the response of the component model 

are discussed.  

4.2.1 Angel Segment Sub-Component Validation  

First, the Angle Segment sub component is modelled in OpenSees without 

considering contact (i.e. only the  Bolted-Angle Segment in Bending sub component is 

considered), and then the response obtained is compared against experimental results 

reported in literature [6]. The experimental tests used for the validation of the Angle 

Segment in Bending sub-component consisted of cyclic tensile loading of bolted-bolted 

beam-to-column double-angle connections as shown in Figure 4.1. Six bolted double-angle 

specimens were tested, and a summary of test parameters and key test modeling parameters 

are given in Table 4-1. Further details on this test program can be found in [6]. 

The sub-component used to simulate these tests specimens is modeled as a 

nonlinear extensional spring with zero-length (i.e. “ZeroLength” Element) to which the 

Angle Segment in Bending uniaxial material (i.e. constitutive relationship) with tag number 

1 is assigned for this example. The boundary conditions of this spring element are fixed in 

one end and free in the end where the cyclic tension load is applied. The analysis of the 

sub-component is carried out using displacement control by applying positive cyclic 

displacements in the axial direction of the spring element. The cyclic history of 

displacements applied in the validation of this sub component is presented in Figure 4.2. 

While the displacement histories used in the OpenSees study are not exactly the same as 

those used in the experimental program [6], the key aspects of the hysteretic response of 
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the model (i.e. pinching, sudden increase of stiffness, and others) can be easily compared 

to the response reported in the literature.  

   

 

Figure 4.1 - Double-angle test specimens detail [6] 

 

Figure 4.2 - Displacement history Angle Segment Component 
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Table 4-1 - Double-angle test specimens configuration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My Mp Np Tb a 

(k-in) (k-in) (kips) (kips) (◦)

1 L4x3.5x3/8 3.50 4.00 0.375 0.75 3.00 2.50 49 72 1 0.053 13.78 20.67 40.20 - 20.70

2 L4x3.5x1/2 3.50 4.00 0.50 0.75 3.00 2.50 49 72 1 0.125 24.50 36.75 53.59 - 24.09

3 L4x3.5x3/8 3.50 4.00 0.375 0.75 2.60 2.50 49 72 1 0.053 13.78 20.67 40.20 - 22.32

5 L6x4x1/2 4.00 6.00 0.500 1.00 4.00 3.00 45 67 1 0.125 22.50 33.75 43.59 - 20.70

6 L6x4x3/4 4.00 6.00 0.750 1.00 4.00 3.00 41 63 2 0.422 46.20 69.31 - 70.69 -

7 L6x4x3/4 4.00 6.00 0.750 1.00 3.60 3.00 41 63 2 0.422 46.20 69.31 - 70.69 -

See Appendix B
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Table 4-2 - Comparison of sub-component model and experimental results - Elastic zone 

 

Table 4-3 Comparison of sub-component model and experimental results-Transition zone 

 

Table 4-4 Comparison of sub-component model and experimental results-Nonlinear zone 

 

[Eq.1] 

(kips)

[Eq.1] 

(kN)

Test 

(kN)

Paper 

(kN)

% 

Error
(in) (mm)

[Eq.2] 

(k/in)

[Eq.2] 

(kN/mm)

1 L4x3.5x3/8 7.84 34.86 32.00 34.00 2.46 0.017 0.44 447.98 78.45

2 L4x3.5x1/2 13.93 61.97 53.00 60.00 3.18 0.013 0.33 1061.87 185.96

3 L4x3.5x3/8 8.88 39.50 44.00 40.00 1.27 0.013 0.34 660.26 115.63

5 L6x4x1/2 9.72 43.22 49.00 45.00 4.12 0.021 0.54 461.22 80.77

6 L6x4x3/4 19.95 88.75 53.00 57.00 35.77 0.013 0.33 1556.61 272.60

7 L6x4x3/4 21.89 97.39 62.00 58.00 40.44 0.011 0.27 2073.96 363.21

Py Koy

Elastic Zone

Spe. # Angle Shape

[Eq 4/5] 

(kips)

[Eq 4/5] 

(kN)

Test 

(kN)

Paper 

(kN)
% Error (in) (mm)

[Eq.3] 

(k/in)

[Eq.3] 

(kN/mm)

1 L4x3.5x3/8 18.63 82.89 80.00 85.00 2.55 0.096 2.44 137.24 24.04

2 L4x3.5x1/2 35.10 156.15 175.00 160.00 2.46 0.078 1.99 325.32 56.97

3 L4x3.5x3/8 22.73 101.12 94.00 98.00 3.08 0.081 2.05 206.35 36.14

5 L6x4x1/2 22.74 101.14 116.00 102.00 0.85 0.115 2.91 139.34 24.40

6 L6x4x3/4 36.54 162.56 178.00 160.00 1.57 0.048 1.22 470.26 82.35

7 L6x4x3/4 41.08 182.72 190.00 180.00 1.49 0.041 1.04 635.39 111.27

Ps  s Kt 

Transition Zone

Spe. # Angle Shape

[Eq 6/7] 

(kips)

[Eq 6/7] 

(kN)

Test 

(kN)

Paper 

(kN)

% 

Error

[Eq 8/9] 

(in)

[Eq 8/9] 

(mm)

Test 

(mm)

Paper 

(mm)

% 

Error

Kg 

(k/in)

Kg 

(kN/mm)

Test 

(kN/mm)

Paper 

(kN/mm)

% 

Error

1 56.84 252.86 236.0 223.0 11.81 0.99 25.20 25.0 25.0 0.80 42.65 7.47 6.10 6.30 15.65

2 87.52 389.30 436.0 400.0 2.75 1.12 28.40 35.0 28.5 0.36 50.41 8.83 9.10 8.80 0.31

3 61.06 271.61 245.0 254.0 6.48 0.91 23.20 23.0 25.0 7.75 46.02 8.06 7.90 7.50 6.94

5 61.65 274.24 347.0 270.0 1.54 1.32 33.60 29.0 33.5 0.30 32.20 5.64 7.90 5.30 6.02

6 144.13 641.13 623.0 640.0 0.18 1.28 32.43 34.0 32.5 0.22 87.57 15.34 16.80 15.80 3.03

7 167.23 743.89 668.0 734.0 1.33 1.23 31.13 31.0 31.2 0.22 106.47 18.65 17.00 17.50 6.15

Ku 

Nonlinear Zone

Spe. 

#

Pu   u
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This sub-component model is validated with cyclic tests of the six bolted-bolted 

double-angle specimens summarized in Table 4-1 and presented in [6]. Figure 4.1 depicts 

the geometric information presented in the left side of Table 4-1. Additionally, the right 

side of the table lists some values related to the sectional properties that are required to 

calculate the key model parameters (discussed later). The equations for determining these 

values and example calculations are given in Appendix B. A modulus of elasticity, E, of 

steel is assumed to be equal to 29000 ksi, and the ultimate tensile strain of the steel angle, 

u, is assumed to be equal to 0.25 as stated in Section 3.2.3.  

Table 4-2 through Table 4-4, show the key parameters for defining the Bolted-Angle 

in Bending sub-component constitutive model in the elastic, transition, and nonlinear 

zones, respectively (as shown in Figure 2.13) as determined from the equations presented 

in Section 3.2.2.1. These value calculated based on specimen geometry and material 

properties are compared with those parameters reported from the experimental study 

(columns label as “Test” in Table 4-2 through Table 4-4). The authors of [6] presented the 

values of the key parameters to build trilinear backbone model for the six bolted-bolted 

double-angle specimens in [2]. These parameter values are also shown in the columns 

labeled as “Paper” in Table 4-2 through Table 4-4. For validation purposes, the values 

calculated in the current study obtained from Equations (3.1) through (3.9) in Section 

3.2.2.1 are compared directly with the modeling parameters reported in [2]; thus, the “% 

Error” column represents the percent difference between the column of values calculated 

in the current study (i.e. column “[Eq. 1] (kN)” for Py) and the “Paper” column. In each 

table, the load, displacement, and stiffness of the corresponding region are presented. It 

should be noted that of the six tests presented, the first four tests (i.e. Specimens 1, 2, 3, 

and 5) are considered to deform with the deformation pattern 1 presented in Section 2.2.3, 

and the two remaining specimens (i.e. Specimens 6 and 7) deformed with pattern 2. Hence, 
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the corresponding equations [Eqn. (3.1) through (3.9)] associated with the appropriate 

deformation pattern were used when calculating the theoretical values. Furthermore, the 

first three tests (i.e. Specimens 1, 2, and 3) exhibited slip of the bolts in the beam while the 

other three did not. The last three tests without bolt slip (i.e. Specimens 5, 6, and 7) are the 

ones validated in this section, while the others will be used in a later section on validation 

of the Bolt Slip sub-component.  

Due to the fact that the experimental results reported in the literature are presented 

in International System (SI) units, the values obtained in the current study are presented 

first, in Imperial units, and then in SI units for comparison purposes. The difference 

between most of the key parameter values reported  in [2] and the values obtained in the 

current study with Eqn. (3.1) through (3.9) range between 0.2 to 16% which is considered 

to be acceptable. The values for first yielding load, Py, for Specimens 6 and 7 are the 

farthest from the reported key parameters reported in [2], with 35% and 40% difference, 

respectively. However, the first yielding load does not greatly affect the overall cyclic 

nonlinear response of the sub-component due to the fact that first yielding occurs under 

relatively small connection rotation demands; thus, the nonlinear zone of response is 

considerably more influential. Additionally, the unloading elastic stiffness is not affected 

by the calculated Py value due to the fact that the formulation of the initial elastic stiffness, 

Ko, is independent of Py. As result, the values obtained in the current study with Eqn. (3.1)-

(3.9)that were reported by [2] for numerical simulation of double-angles in bending present 

very good correlation with the key parameter values reported by Shen and Astaneh [2].  

The difference obtained during the comparison between the modeling key 

parameters obtained in the current study and the ones reported by Shen and Astaneh [2] 

(i.e. between 0.2 to 16%) could have been produced due to some sensitivity of the 

formulation [i.e. Eqn. (3.1) through (3.9)]. Indeed, the key parameter values presented in 
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the current study were calculated considering the geometric dimensions and material 

properties in Imperial units; however, if the input data (i.e. geometry and material 

properties) is put in using the SI units as given in the publication [2], the values of “% 

Error” are bigger than the ones obtained if the closest available dimensions in Imperial 

units are used. This sensitivity of the Angle Segment Component has to be carefully 

addressed because small changes in the input data can produce significant variations in the 

response of the component.  

The cyclic tensile load-displacement response of the Bolted-Angle Segment in 

Bending sub-component (Section 3.2.2.1) developed in OpenSees for the current study is 

compared with the cyclic response obtained with the model proposed by Shen and Astaneh 

[2] for the Specimen 6 as shown in Figure 4.3(a). The cyclic response of the Shen and 

Astaneh model for the Specimen 6 [2] is taken directly from published figures and is shown 

as the thicker solid line in the background of Figure 4.3(a), while the response of the sub-

component obtained in OpenSees is represented by thinner dash-dotted line curve in the 

same figure. Additionally, the cyclic response of the Bolted-Angle Segment in Bending sub-

component obtained in OpenSees is compared with the cyclic response obtained in the 

experimental test [6] for the Specimen  6 [Figure 4.3(b)]. Clearly, the sub-component does 

a very good job simulating the cyclic nonlinear behavior of double-angle connections 

subjected to tension and compression axial forces (i.e. pulling and pushing forces, 

respectively). Indeed, the simulation carried using the OpenSees material developed in this 

study produces very similar results of strength, stiffness, displacement capacity and cyclic 

behavior to the model response reported in [2] and the experimental tests presented in [6]. 

Even though the value of load at first yielding of the angle, Py, greatly differs from the 

values reported, it is clear that the cyclic nonlinear response of the sub-component is 
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minimally affected. The comparison graphs for the other two specimens without bolt slip 

(i.e. Specimens 5 and 7) are shown in Appendix C (Sec.C.1).      

Besides the comparison between the calculations and the experimental results, there 

are some conclusions from the literature [3, 6, 7] that are also worth mentioning here. First, 

by increasing the angle thickness while keeping the same connection configuration, the 

strength and displacement capacity of the sub-component increases. On the other hand, 

when the column gauge length, g1, decreases, the strength and displacement capacity are 

reduced. Furthermore, the nonlinear portion of the response dominates the double-angle in 

bending behavior more than the elastic response considering that the ultimate strength of 

the angle segment can be two to three times the yielding strength, and the ultimate 

displacement can be 8 to 10 times the yielding displacement.  

 

Figure 4.3(a) - OpenSees response vs Shen and Astaneh [2] response – Specimen 6 
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Figure 4.3(b) - OpenSees vs Experimental response [6] response – Specimen 6 

4.2.2 Bolt Slip Sub-Component Validation  

The Bolt Slip sub-component is modeled in OpenSees using a zero-length nonlinear 

spring element to which the Bolt Slip component uniaxial material with tag number 10 

shown in Figure 3.15 is assigned. For validation of the Bolt Slip component using the 

experimental results from double-angle bending tests in which bolt slip was observed [6], 

the Bolt Slip nonlinear spring is connected in series with the previously defined nonlinear 

spring that represents the Angle Segment sub component (similar to the arrangement in 

Figure 3.23 but without the Beam Bolt spring) For defining bolt slip behavior, it is 

necessary to define frictional coefficients and normal forces for determining the load at 

which slip occurs, Pslip. The pretension load in the 3/4in beam bolts is set to be equal to 

28.10 kips (i.e. 125kN) as stated in [6], and the cyclic friction factor, c, is assumed to be 
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equal to 0.25 based on the study [2]. A displacement control analysis is executed by 

imposing the previously described displacement history [Figure 4.2] to the free end of the 

set of zero-length springs in series. The response from the OpenSees model is compared 

with those from Specimens 1, 2, and 3 [Table 4-1] in which bolt slip was observed.    

The effect of the bolt slip in the Angle Segment Component in OpenSees is validated 

against the cyclic response of the Shen and Astaneh model  [2] for the Specimen 3 as shown 

in Figure 4.4(a). The response obtained in OpenSees (i.e. thinner blue curve) has very good 

agreement with the model response obtained by Shen and Astaneh [2]. The strength and 

displacement capacity [obtained with Equations (3.1) through (3.9)] is approximately 1 to 

8%, different from those reported by Shen and Astaneh [2], which is considered to be 

acceptable. Additionally, the backbone loading stiffness in the nonlinear region has a very 

good match to the response reported by Shen and Astaneh [2] with a difference of about 

7%, as well as the reloading stiffness. However, the initial unloading stiffness, which is 

assumed to be the same as the elastic initial stiffness in the model, differs from the model 

by approximately 40%. Furthermore, the effect of the Bolt Slip in the Angle Segment 

Component modeled in OpenSees is compared with the cyclic response obtained in the 

experimental test [6] for the Specimen 3 as shown in Figure 4.4(b). The predicted hysteretic 

response obtained with OpenSees shows good agreement with the experimental response 

reported in the study [6] for the Specimen 3. The strength and displacement capacity of the 

double-angle segment is overestimated by approximately 10%. On the other hand, the 

backbone elastic and nonlinear stiffness appear to be in agreement with the ones depicted 

in the experimental response, as checked by visual inspection. A modest overestimation in 

the prediction of the second yielding load is also observed. The bolt slip is well predicted 

in both the loading and reloading zones. Additionally, the negative displacements observed 

in the experimental response can be the result of ovalization of the bolt holes due to bearing 
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of the bolt in the angle legs. However, these negative displacements were not included in 

the imposed displacement history in the OpenSees model [Figure 4.2]  

Clearly, the OpenSees model is able to accurately simulate the bolt slip effect by 

producing the sudden loss of stiffness [i.e. flat zones in Figure 4.4(a) and (b)] when the 

friction load of the beam bolt is reached, and this stiffness is recovered when the bolt 

reengages against the edge of the bolt hole. The contribution of the Bolt Slip sub-

component is evident in the loading branch as well as in the reloading branch of the cyclic 

response, which agrees well with the expected behavior as shown in Figure 4.4(b). The 

comparison graphs for the other two tests with bolt slip (i.e. Specimens 1 and 2) are shown 

in Appendix C (Sec.C.1). 

 

Figure 4.4(a) - OpenSees response vs Shen and Astaneh [2] response – Specimen 3 
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Figure 4.4(b) - OpenSees vs Experimental response [6] response – Specimen 3 

The effect of the Contact in the Angle Segment Component will be discussed in 

Section 4.4.3.  

4.3 EVALUATION OF OTHER SUB-COMPONENTS RESPONSE  

Most of the sub-components are not able to be validated individually due to lack of 

experimental results for every specific sub-component. In this section, the hysteretic 

response of the sub-component models in OpenSees are shown for those subcomponents 

that were not previously validated, and the assumptions made to define their behavior are 

described. The three sub components that are described in this section are: 1) Beam Bolt, 

2) Concrete in Compression, and 3) Steel Reinforcement in Tension. Later, in Sections 4.4 

and 4.5, the response of an entire connection including these sub-components will be 

validated against experimental connection test results.  
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4.3.1 Beam Bolt Sub Component 

The Beam Bolt sub-component, as described previously in Section 3.2.4.3, is 

represented by a model that is defined based on two limit states: 1) failure in bearing 

strength at bolt holes, and 2) failure of the beam bolts in shear. This force-displacement 

relationship is defined for each loading direction based on the failure mode that controls 

under positive displacements and under negative displacements. On that basis, the 

constitutive relationship definition can take on one of three scenarios: 1) failure due to 

bearing strength controlling in both tension and compression loading directions, 2) failure 

due to shear in the bolts controlling in both tension and compression loading directions, or 

3) failure due to bearing strength controlling in one direction and failure due to shear in 

bolts controlling in the other direction.  The hysteretic response of the sub component 

depends on which of these scenarios controls, and the force and displacement values used 

to define the backbone curve are based on AISC Specifications (2010) [38] strength 

equations and rotation demands reported in FEMA 355D [37].  

The Beam Bolt sub-component is modelled in OpenSees using a zero-length 

nonlinear spring element with one end fixed and the other free to move in the axial 

direction. The Beam Bolt uniaxial material with tag 11 [Figure 3.22] is assigned to this 

nonlinear spring. The cyclic history of displacements used to evaluate this sub component 

includes positive and negative displacements as presented in Figure 4.5.    

The hysteretic response of the Beam Bolt sub-component in OpenSees is presented 

for the three scenarios in Figure 4.6 through 4.8 and is discussed in the following 

paragraphs. These three graphs present the envelope curve and hysteretic response to 

demonstrate the response associated with each one of the scenarios previously mentioned. 

Sample calculations to define the key parameters of the Bolt Slip uniaxial material model 

are presented in Appendix B.   
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Figure 4.5 - Beam Bolt sub-component displacement history 

 

Figure 4.6 depicts response from the alternative scenario when bearing strength 

governs in both tension and compression. As intended, the monotonic and the hysteretic 

response obtained in OpenSees match the proposed behavior shown in Figure 3.16 through 

3.19. This pinched hysteretic response is defined to represent the loss of stiffness after 

unloading due to ovalization of the bolt holes, and the sudden increase of stiffness as the 

bolt reengages with the bolt hole. The cyclic growth of the size of the bolt hole is 

represented by plastic deformations in both directions of loading. Additionally, the 

negative post-peak slope in the tensile direction represents ductile tear-out of the bolt hole, 

while the constant peak strength in the compression loading direction represents ductile 

hole elongation without the possibility of tear-out.  
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Figure 4.6 - Beam Bolt response - bearing strength governs in tension and compression 

Figure 4.7 shows the monotonic and hysteretic response for the scenario when shear 

failure of the bolts governs in both tension and compression. Both types of response 

obtained in OpenSees match the proposed behavior in Figure 3.18 through 3.20.  The cyclic 

response has a fuller hysteresis in order to simulate the nonlinear behavior and energy 

dissipation of the bolts cyclically yielding under shear forces. Based on the assumed 

hysteretic material defined in OpenSees, the bolt initially unloads with the elastic stiffness, 

and then changes stiffness during reloading. The reloading stiffness parameters are taken 

as described in Section 3.2.4.3 due to the lack of experimental data to evaluate. A sudden 

loss of capacity after reaching the ultimate bolt shear strength is defined in order to simulate 

a brittle failure.  

The response of the Beam Bolt sub component when both limit states govern (i.e. 

bearing strength and shear in bolts) in different loading directions is presented in Figure 

4.8. In this specific example, the bearing strength failure mode governs in tension while 

the shear in bolts failure mode governs in compression. However, it is possible to have bolt 

shear and bearing strength control in the tension and compression direction, respectively. 
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The hysteretic response obtained in OpenSees matches the assumed behavior shown in 

Figure 3.21.  The cyclic response for this case is assumed to be a combination of the two 

previous cyclic responses in order to simulate the loss of stiffness because of ovalization 

of the bolt hole and the change of stiffness due to the reverse loading of the bolt in shear; 

however, this combined cyclic response is merely an assumption in the absence of 

experimental data. Further research on cyclic response of bolts with these combined limit 

states is necessary to further improve and/or validate this assumption.  

 

Figure 4.7 - Beam Bolt response - shear in bolts governs in tension and compression 

 

Figure 4.8 - Beam Bolt response - bearing governs in tension & shear in compression 
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4.3.2 Concrete in Compression Sub-Component 

The constitutive relationship that defines the hysteretic behavior of the concrete 

slab in compression contains more uncertainty in its formulation and response considering 

the lack of specific experimental tests as explained in Section 3.2.7.1. On that basis, there 

is no experimental data to directly validate the Concrete in Compression sub-component 

individually; thus, its hysteretic response will be presented and discussed. The Concrete in 

Compression sub-component will be included in a complete model of a composite double-

angle connection that is compared with experimental results later in Section 4.5.  

In order to obtain the hysteretic response of this sub component, it is modelled by 

a nonlinear spring element with one end fixed and the other free for axial displacements. 

The geometric configuration (see Figure B.1) and strength of the materials considered for 

the concrete slab in the detailed example in Appendix B were assumed for this 

demonstration. The Concrete in Compression uniaxial material with tag number 16 is 

assigned to this element [Figure 3.31]. In addition, the response is obtained by conducting 

a displacement control analysis with the cyclic displacement history presented in Figure 

4.9. The calculation of the constitutive curve key parameters is presented in Appendix B.   

 

 

Figure 4.9 - Displacement history Concrete in Compression 
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Figure 4.10 shows the monotonic and hysteretic response of the Concrete in 

Compression sub-component which agrees with the behavior proposed in Section 3.2.7.3. 

The hysteretic response is assumed to simulate the loss of capacity and stiffness due to 

cracking produced under cyclic loading imposed in the concrete slab.   

 

Figure 4.10 - Concrete in Compression sub-component response 

4.3.3 Steel in Tension Sub Component 

Similarly, the Steel Reinforcement in Tension sub-component is modelled as a zero-

length nonlinear spring element with material tag number 21(as shown in Figure 3.34) with 

the same boundary conditions of the previous sub components. Furthermore, it is subjected 

to a displacement control test with a positive displacement history as shown in Figure 4.11. 

The hysteretic response of the Steel Reinforcement in Tension sub-component 

obtained in OpenSees is presented in Figure 4.12 which was modelled based on behavior 

described in Sections 3.2.7.2 and 3.2.7.3.   
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Figure 4.11 - Displacement history Steel Reinforcement in Tension 

 

Figure 4.12 - Steel Reinforcement in Tension sub-component response 

The response of the other sub-components not presented yet (i.e. Contact and 

Binding) is not presented in the current section since their individual response is elastic. 

Instead, their influence in the response of the connection is presented and discussed later 

in Sections 4.4.3 and 4.5.  

The response of the different sub-component models in OpenSees are in good 

agreement with the assumed behavior discussed in Chapter 2 and 3 on which the OpenSees 
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model parameters were based. In general, the sub-component constitutive relationships that 

are validated against experimental results show that are able to produce a reasonable 

approximation of the real response of the components. Additionally, OpenSees is able to 

reproduce the assumed response of the other sub-components which are not validated 

against experimental tests, but are based on theoretical models and assumptions. On that 

basis, these components are applied to complete models of bare steel and composite 

connections, and the connection responses are compared to experimental results in the 

following sections. 

4.4 COMPONENT MODEL VALIDATION – BARE STEEL CONNECTION 

The validation of the component model for bare steel connections is carried out by 

first, building the component model in OpenSees, and then, comparing simulated response 

with experimental results by Abolmaali et al. [5]. In order to reproduce the experimental 

results reported in the literature, the OpenSees models are built according to the test setup 

characteristics (i.e. geometry, boundary conditions, etc.) and assumptions listed in the 

study. However, some information such as beam bolt separation, connection location 

within the beam depth, among others, that was not reported is assumed based on usual 

practice. It is important to note that the experiments used in this validation were not used 

in any part of the model development. 

The experimental tests performed by Abolmaali et al. [5] are bolted-bolted double-

angle shear connections subjected to cyclic loads and displacements in order to obtain the 

hysteretic moment-rotation response of the bare steel connection. The test setup consists 

of a stub column attached to a rigid support. A cantilever beam is connected to the stub 

column by means of a double-angle shear connection, and load is applied at the free end of 

the beam as shown in Figure 2.39. Due to the fact that the information about the 

experimental tests is reported in SI units, the comparison is performed in these units. 
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Nonetheless, the configuration of the experimental tests, as well as the information required 

to build the component model in OpenSees, are presented in both SI and Imperial unit 

systems. Table 4-5 shows information on the connection configuration of the twelve 

connection specimens reported in the literature [5] which are used for validation of the 

proposed component model. A general schematic of the connection is presented in Figure 

4.13, where the geometric variables given in Table 4-5 are defined.  

The component model for bare steel connections is compared with each of the 

experimental tests listed in Table 4-5. The OpenSees input script (in the tcl programming 

language [36]) to build and analyze the proposed component model is given in Appendix 

A (Sec.A.3). In general terms, the input data required in the script are: 1) connection 

geometry, and 2) mechanical properties of the connection components. A reverse cyclic 

displacement control analysis is executed to simulate the cyclic loading of the experiments. 

This type of analysis is performed with a modified script based on the one developed by 

Mazzoni and Mackenna [2006] available for free use in the web [36].  
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Table 4-5 - Double-angle connection test specimens configuration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

# of 

bolts   

n

(mm) (in) (mm) (in) (mm) (in) (mm) (in) (ea) International US International US

1 DW-BB-102-6-19-114-3-406 102 4 6 0.25 19 0.75 114 4.5 3 W410x67 W16x45 L102x102x6 L4x4x1/4 Angle yielding

2 DW-BB-102-6-19-114-4-406 102 4 6 0.25 19 0.75 114 4.5 4 W410x67 W16x45 L102x102x6 L4x4x1/4 Angle yielding

3 DW-BB-102-16-19-114-4-406 102 4 16 0.625 19 0.75 114 4.5 4 W410x67 W16x45 L102x102x16 L4x4x5/8 Web bearing

4 DW-BB-102-6-19-114-5-533 102 4 6 0.25 19 0.75 114 4.5 5 W460x349 W21x62 L102x102x6 L4x4x1/4 Angle yielding

5 DW-BB-102-10-19-114-5-533 102 4 10 0.4 19 0.75 114 4.5 5 W460x349 W21x62 L102x102x10 L4x4x3/8 Angle yielding

6 DW-BB-102-10-19-114-3-406 102 4 10 0.4 19 0.75 114 4.5 3 W410x67 W16x45 L102x102x10 L4x4x3/8 Angle yielding

7 DW-BB-102-10-19-114-4-406 102 4 10 0.4 19 0.75 114 4.5 4 W410x67 W16x45 L102x102x10 L4x4x3/8 Angle yielding

8 DW-BB-127-13-16-114-5-610 127 5 13 0.5 16 0.63 114 4.5 5 W610x82 W24x55 L127x127x13 L5x5x1/2 Web bearing

9 DW-BB-127-19-19-114-5-610 127 5 19 0.75 19 0.75 114 4.5 5 W610x82 W24x55 L127x127x19 L5x5x3/4 Web bearing

10 DW-BB-102-13-19-114-4-610 102 4 13 0.5 19 0.75 114 4.5 4 W610x82 W24x55 L102x102x13 L4x4x1/2 Web bearing

11 DW-BB-127-10-16-114-4-610 127 5 10 0.4 16 0.63 114 4.5 4 W610x82 W24x55 L127x127x10 L5x5x3/8 A. yiel./Web b.

12 DW-BB-127-10-16-114-6-610 127 5 10 0.4 16 0.63 114 4.5 6 W610x82 W24x55 L127x127x10 L5x5x3/8 Angle yielding

Failure modeTest #
Angle ShapeBeam Shape

Angle leg 

length        

a & b

Angle 

thickness     

t L

 Bolt 

diameter    

d b

Gauge        

gcTest Designation
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Figure 4.13 - Double-angle shear connection test specimens detail
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First, the configuration of the experimental test setup is simplified (i.e. idealized 

boundary conditions are assumed) and modeled in OpenSees. The connection is modeled 

in two-dimensions, so out-of-plane effects are not considered, and shear deformations are 

not taken into account. Since it was not explicitly stated in the literature [5], the centroid 

of the connection bolt group was assumed to match with centerline of the beam. Figure 

4.14 and 4.15 are schematics of the bare steel connection and its component model, 

respectively, for Specimen 6. The shear connection is divided into double-angle segments, 

located at the centerline of each bolt, that are represented by nonlinear spring elements 

whose behavior depends on the Double Angle Component uniaxial material with tag 

number 14. According to [5], the stub column with section W8x67 (i.e. W200x100) is 

assumed to be stiff enough to prohibit column rotations during the tests. Based on that 

assumptions, the connection between the nonlinear springs and the column is assumed as 

fixed. To simulate the transmission of vertical shear due to gravity loads from the beam to 

the connection, a vertical spring “Zerolength” element is placed in the location of each 

beam bolt whose constitutive relationship assigned is the one defined for Shearing of the 

Bolts [Figure 3.18] Additionally, plane sections are assumed to remain plane in the beam 

web, so the nonlinear springs are connected to the beam centerline by rigid beam links. In 

the experimental study, no yielding or stability issues in the beam are reported during the 

tests, so the beam is modeled as an Elastic Beam Element that is 70in. long (i.e. 1780mm). 

No binding between the column and beam flanges was reported, so the Binding Component 

was not considered in this model. The same assumptions were considered to model the 

other eleven experimental tests. Results for two specimens that will be discussed later in 

this chapter, and results for the remaining specimens will be presented in Appendix C (Sec. 

C.2). 
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Figure 4.14 - Connection Configuration - Specimen 6 

 

 

Figure 4.15 - Component model - Specimen 6 
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After building the component model in OpenSees a reverse cyclic displacement 

controlled analysis is carried out. The node at the free end of the beam (node 2 in Figure 

4.15) is the control node over which the displacement history in Figure 4.16 is applied in 

the vertical direction.    

 

Figure 4.16 - Displacement history Bare Steel Connection Component Model 

4.4.1 Response of Bare Steel Model Controlled by Angle Yielding Failure 

The moment-rotation response of the connection in OpenSees is presented in Figure 

4.17. The blurred lines in the background represent the hysteretic response obtained during 

the experimental tests (taken directly from the figures published in [5]), whereas the 

component model response is represented by the thinner dashed blue lines. The information 

reported for the experimental tests (i.e. peak-forces, stiffness, energy dissipation, etc.) is 

limited, so most of the validation is done by visual inspection. The general moment-rotation 

response of the component model has a similar shape and magnitude as the experimental 

response of the shear connection. The difference between the peak flexural capacity in the 

model and the experiment is approximately 8%. Additionally, the loss of stiffness in the 

response due to the bolt slip is evident in the flat region of the moment-rotation curve. As 
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shown in Figure 4.17, the unloading stiffness obtained following rotations larger than 

approximately 0.01 rad is in good agreement with the one obtained with the experiments. 

The initial stiffness of the model is approximately 40% smaller than the experiment. 

However, the hysteretic response of the model under large rotations is not greatly affected 

by this difference in initial stiffness.  

 

Figure 4.17 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 6 [5] 

Figure 4.18 can be used to demonstrate the impact of different sub-components in 

the moment-rotation response of the connection. In this figure, four different curves are 

shown that represent the response of the shear connection with different sub-components 

considered in the component model. For instance, the curve with the caption “Angle” (i.e. 

orange solid line) represents the response of the connection modeled only with the Bolted-

Angle Segments in Bending sub-component (material tag 1). Next, the curve with caption 

“Angle/Contact” (i.e. the blue dotted line) represents the response of the connection 

considering the Bolted-Angle Segments in Bending and Contact sub-components (material 

tag 6). The curve with caption “Angle/Contact/B.slip” (i.e. the dash-dotted yellow line) 
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represents the response of the connection considering the Bolted-Angle Segments in 

Bending, Contact, and Bolt Slip sub-components (materials 6 and 10 combined in series). 

Finally, the curve with caption “Angle/Contact/B.slip/Bolts” (i.e. the solid black line) 

represents the response of the Double- Angle Component which considers all the bare steel 

sub-components: Bolted-Angle Segments in Bending, Contact, Bolt Slip, and Beam Bolt 

(material tag 14 as shown in Figure 3.23). By comparing how the connection response 

changes with the addition of each sub-component, as will be discussed in the following 

paragraph, one can better understand the contribution and interaction of the sub-

components in the double-angle component model.    

 

Figure 4.18 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 6 
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 According to the component model responses shown in Figure 4.18, each 

subcomponent contributes in a different form to the strength and shape of the response of 

the shear connection. The hysteretic contribution of the angle in bending is the most 

important in terms of energy dissipated. In fact, the total energy dissipated following the 

cycle at 0.05rad for this sub-component is bigger than the energy dissipated by other sub 

components. Note that this angle bending sub-component can yield under tensile and 

compressive loading, which will never happen in an actual double-angle connection due to 

the presence of the column. Thus, when the effect of the contact between the column flange 

and the angle heels is included via addition of the Contact sub-component, the stiffness 

and capacity of the connection increases significantly as depicted for the second curve (i.e. 

the blue dotted line labeled “Angle/Contact”). Additionally, when bolt slip is considered, 

it is produced a loss of stiffness (i.e. flat region) in rotations less than approximately 0.01rad 

until the bolts reengage with the hole edge. This effect does not reduce the capacity of the 

connection but improves the ductility of the connection by increasing its deformation 

capacity. It is noted that the contribution of the beam bolts in the response of this particular 

connection is not significant due to the fact that the black and yellow curves are very 

similar. This behavior is consistent with the experimental observations [5], as “Angle 

yielding” (and not “Web bearing”) was the reported failure mode [Table 4-5]. When 

“Angle yielding” controls, the angle in bending dominates the inelastic response while the 

beam bolts remain in their elastic range. 

4.4.2 Response of Bare Steel Model Controlled by Web Bearing Failure 

In addition to the “Angle yielding” failure mode, the “Web bearing” failure mode 

was reported. According to [5], the first failure mode was defined as “Angle Yielding” 

when yielding is produced due to “excessive” rotations (i.e. over 0.05 rad), while the 

second failure mode was defined as “Web bearing”  when ovalization of the bolt holes in 
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the web beam were observed due to the beam bolts bearing on the web of the beam. An 

example of the component model response when “Angle yielding” was observed has been 

presented in the preceding paragraphs. To understand the contribution of the sub-

components and the response of a connection controlled by the web-bearing failure mode, 

the numerical and experimental results from Test 3 will be evaluated. 

The hysteretic response in Figure 4.19 has characteristics that define the behavior 

of a connection failing due to web bearing. First, pinching of the hysteresis (i.e. the flat 

region in the loading and reloading regions and the sudden increase of stiffness after these 

flat regions) is more evident than in the previous example. The elongation of the bolt holes 

(i.e. ovalization) is apparent considering that the increase of stiffness during reloading is 

more delayed during cycles of larger rotations. The hysteretic loops are symmetric and the 

peak positive capacity predicted is approximately 8% different from the peak positive 

moment capacity in the experiments. Additionally, the predicted unloading stiffness 

matches well with the one reported. Nevertheless, the initial stiffness is still about 40% 

different than the experimental results, similar to the initial stiffness prediction for Test 6 

described previously. In addition, the predicted response overestimates and underestimates 

the connection capacity and the amount of energy dissipated in the zones of negative and 

positive moments, respectively. The exact cause of this asymmetric response during the 

experimental tests is unknown. In the current study, the component model is simulated 

assuming that the beam bolts are concentric with the bolt holes and that the bolt group 

centroid matches with the center line of the beam, producing a symmetric response in 

OpenSees. These assumptions are made due to the lack of such details in the published 

information [5]. The variation of these assumptions can produce asymmetry in the 

connection component model response, and may represent one such explanation for the 

experimental asymmetry in response.   
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Figure 4.19 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results [5] - Test 3 

 

Figure 4.20 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 3 
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As was done previously for the specimen controlled by “Angle yielding” (i.e. Test 

6) the influence of the different sub-components in the total connection response is 

evaluated as shown in Figure 4.20. Different from the previous example, in this 

experimental test the bearing of the bolts on the beam web is the limit state that controls. 

Because this specimen (i.e. Test 3) had thicker angles than the previously presented 

specimen (i.e. Test 6), the contribution of the angle is higher in magnitude; however, the 

shape of the response and the change in response characteristics with the addition of the 

Contact and Bolt Slip sub-components is very similar to those for the previously presented 

specimen [Figure 4.18]. Where the response characteristics of Test 3 begin to differ 

significantly from Test 6 is with the addition of the bolt bearing sub-component. By 

comparing the curves that consider the bearing effect (i.e. the black solid line) and the one 

that does not (i.e. the yellow dash-dotted line), it is clear that the bearing on the web is the 

sub component that controls and that defines the failure of the shear connection, because 

there is loss of stiffness and capacity in this shear connection when the bolt bearing effect 

is included in the model. Hence, after the shank of the bolts engages with the bolt hole, the 

response of the connection is controlled by bearing on the web, as defined by the Beam 

Bolt sub component.  

By assessing the effect of including different sub-components in the whole response 

of the component model, one can better understand the mechanisms that contribute most 

to the strength, hysteretic pinching, and loss of capacity (i.e. failure mode) in the 

connection. In this study, the component model was compared with the experimental 

response of twelve bare steel shear connection specimens tested by Abolmaali et al. [5]. 

From these experimental studies, seven tests are reported to have failed by “Angle 

yielding” and the other five tests by “Web Bearing”. One experiment of each type of failure 

mode was presented in this chapter, and the results obtained from the other ten experiments 
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are shown in Appendix C (Sec.C.2). Additionally, Table 4-6 presents a comparison 

between the predicted (“Analytical”) and experimental results for maximum moment 

capacity and initial stiffness of the moment-rotation response under positive rotations. 

Clearly, the component model greatly underestimates the value of initial stiffness of the 

moment-rotation response of the connections, but the predicted capacity is close to the 

reported values (with ±12%) for most of the tests. The predicted capacity for the Test 4 is 

approximately 60% different from the one reported in the literature [5]; however, the peak 

capacity in the region of negative rotations is about 8% different. The peak capacity is 

overestimated in the positive rotations region and very close in the negative rotations 

region, again due to the unexplained asymmetric response of the test specimens. Moreover, 

by visual inspection, the hysteretic response of the component model has good agreement 

with the general behavior reported for most of the tests (i.e. comparison of the moment-

rotation responses is shown in Appendix C, Sec.C.2).  

Table 4-6 - Validation Results - Bare Steel Connection Component Model 

 

In this section, the contribution of different sub-components in the moment-rotation 

response of the component model has been presented. Similarly, the next section 

Experimental Analytical Error Experimental Analytical Error

(kN-m/rad) (kN-m/rad) (%) (kN-m) (kN-m) (%)

1 DW-BB-102-6-19-114-3-406 1189 874 -26 12 9 -25

2 DW-BB-102-6-19-114-4-406 2966 2400 -19 21 20 -5

3 DW-BB-102-16-19-114-4-406 18649 10400 -44 63 61 -3

4 DW-BB-102-6-19-114-5-533 11187 4900 -56 33 52 58

5 DW-BB-102-10-19-114-5-533 21990 11000 -50 61 66 8

6 DW-BB-102-10-19-114-3-406 6074 3700 -39 19 21 11

7 DW-BB-102-10-19-114-4-406 13812 6200 -55 39 39 0

8 DW-BB-127-13-16-114-5-610 19268 4100 -79 80 71 -11

9 DW-BB-127-19-19-114-5-610 35482 13000 -63 92 81 -12

10 DW-BB-102-13-19-114-4-610 12204 1950 -84 50 44 -12

11 DW-BB-127-10-16-114-4-610 5690 6000 5 37 38 3

12 DW-BB-127-10-16-114-6-610 17854 6400 -64 93 91 -2

Test # Test Designation

Initial Stiffness Ultimate Moment 
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investigates the response of each individual sub-component in the connection to understand 

how each component response varies by considering different response mechanisms.  

4.4.3 Component Response Analysis – Bare Steel Connection 

Just as every component contributes differently to the response of the connection 

(as discussed previously), the individual sub-components also impact the response of each 

component. The bare steel component model is formed by Double-Angle Components 

represented by nonlinear springs [Figure 4.15]. These components are the result of the 

combination of sub-components such as Bolted-Angle Segments in Bending, Contact, Bolt 

Slip, and Beam Bolt Components, as described in Chapter 3 [Figure 3.23]. The impact of 

every sub-component in the response of the Double-Angle Components is evaluated for 

two shear connections with different failure modes (i.e. “Angle yielding” in Test 6 and 

“Web Bearing” in Test 3) in this section.     

For this numerical analysis, the nonlinear spring in the top of the component model 

is under consideration. First, the specimen that failed due to “Angle yielding”, Test 6, will 

be considered. The connection model is loaded just as described in Section 4.4, but instead 

of evaluating the connection response, the force-displacement response of the individual 

component at the top of the connection is evaluated considering inclusion of different sub-

component mechanisms. The contribution of each sub-component to the nonlinear spring 

(i.e. component) response is evaluated by changing the corresponding uniaxial materials 

of the sub-components during the modeling. Figure 4.21 shows the response of the 

nonlinear spring when only the Bolted-Angle Segment in Bending sub-component is 

considered. Exclusively for this case, the connection is subjected to negative cyclic 

displacements in order to obtain positive deformations in the nonlinear spring (as part of a 

connection subjected to full positive and negative cyclic loading) evaluated. Figure 4.22 

shows, in addition, the response of the nonlinear spring with the inclusion of the Contact 
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sub-component (i.e. dotted blue line), which exhibits a large increase in stiffness in 

compression when the angle comes in contact with the column flange under negative 

displacements. Figure 4.23 presents the response of the nonlinear spring including the Bolt 

Slip sub-component (i.e. dash-dotted yellow line). Note that the consideration of the Bolt 

Slip sub-component produces the expected loss of stiffness after the slip force due to bolt 

pretension is achieved (i.e. 51.25kN) and extends the response 1mm (i.e. 1/32in) in the 

negative displacement direction due to bolt slip in both directions of loading. Finally, 

Figure 4.24 shows the final response of the Double-Angle Component considering the 

previously mentioned three sub-components plus the Beam Bolt sub-component (i.e. solid 

black line). Note that when compared to the response in Figure 4.23, the contribution of 

the Beam Bolt sub-component is modest in this example because the yielding of the angle 

is controlling in this tests. 

 

Figure 4.21 - Component Analysis I - Test 6 
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Figure 4.22 - Component Analysis II - Test 6 

 

Figure 4.23 - Component Analysis III - Test 6 
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Figure 4.24 - Component Analysis IV - Test 6 

To compare the component response of a specimen with a different mode of failure, 

the nonlinear spring in the top of the component model for Test 3 is analyzed to represent 

the case of failure due to bearing of the bolts on the web of the beam. Figure 4.25 presents 

the response of the nonlinear spring under analysis considering the contribution of the 

different sub-components, as explained before. Different from Figure 4.24, the contribution 

of the Beam Bolt sub-component is very influential in this case, as the component response 

including the Beam Bolt sub-component is very different from the previous responses not 

including the Beam Bolt effect. Thus, this component-level analysis considering different 

sub-component responses indicates that bearing of the bolt on the beam web controls the 

response of the Double-Angle Component. The effects produces by the Contact and Bolt 

Slip are also evident in the response; however, the effect of the Beam Bolt sub-component 

is dominant in the final response and produce a significant change in capacity and 

component deformation demands. The plastic deformations in the zones of positive and 
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negative displacements due to the inclusion of the Beam Bolt sub-component represent the 

ovalization of the bolt holes.    

 

Figure 4.25 - Component Analysis V - Test 3 

The component model for bare steel bolted-bolted double-angle connections is 

validated against experimental tests and is capable of simulating connection behavior 

associated with two common failure modes, namely failure due to excessive angle bending 

(Section 4.4.1) and failure due to bolt bearing on the beam web (Section 4.4.2). The 

contribution of each response mechanism, which is simulated by each sub-component (i.e. 

Bolted-Angle Segment in Bending, Contact, Bolt Slip, Beam Bolt), was evaluated at the 

connection-level (Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2) and at the component-level (Section 4.4.3). By 

evaluating the connection or component response when progressively including more sub-

components, the governing failure mode can be inferred as the sub-component that causes 
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the largest impact in the overall response, as was demonstrated for the “Angle yielding” 

and the “Web Bearing” failure modes in the previous sections.   

4.5 COMPONENT MODEL VALIDATION – COMPOSITE CONNECTION 

As an extension of the previous section on validation of the component model for 

bare steel connections, this section evaluates the application of the component model for 

composite connections including interaction with the concrete slab. The proposed model is 

created in OpenSees as described in Chapter 3, and the simulated connection response is 

compared with experimental results reported in the literature [34]. Different from the bare 

steel connections, the number of cyclic experimental tests of composite double-angle shear 

connections reported in the literature are very limited. In the current study, the component 

model is compared to only one experimental test conducted by Leon [1990]. Similar to the 

assumptions made previously for the bare steel connection tests, the test setup is simplified 

by assuming a rigid column, that the composite beam cross-section remains plane and that 

all inelasticity occurs in the connections and slab components. Additionally, the steel beam 

and the steel deck concrete slab is considered to be fully composite, with no slip between 

these two elements. Note that as described in Section 3.2.7.1, the concrete effective width 

is assumed to be equal to the column flange width [4, 9, 40], and the effective length was 

taken equal to 1.5 times the depth of the column as suggested by [11]. The effective width 

of the steel reinforcement consider to work in tension  was taken equal to 7 times the width 

of column flange as suggested by [45].  Figure 4.26 presents a schematic of the composite 

double-angle shear connection used in the validation, and Figure 4.27 represents the 

corresponding component model.  
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Figure 4.26 - Composite Connection - Experimental Test conf. (adopted from [34]) 

 

 

Figure 4.27 - Composite Connection - Component Model 
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Although binding between the bottom beam flange and the column was not 

observed in the experiment, the Binding component is included in this model (as shown in 

Figure 4.27) as its contribution will later be evaluated under larger rotational demands than 

were observed in the test. Even though the component model (source code provided in 

Appendix A, Sec.A.3) is created in Imperial units, the comparison is carried out in 

International (SI) units, to be consistent with the results provided in the literature. 

 

Figure 4.28 - Comparison of Component Model (OpenSees) and Experimental response 

of composite connection [34] 

As was done for the bare steel component model, a displacement history slightly 

different from the one used in the test was used for the composite connection component 

model. Also, similar to the previous bare steel tests, relatively little information is given in 

the experimental response other than plots provided; thus, much of the comparison is 

visual. Figure 4.28 shows a comparison between the component model and experimental 

response of the composite shear connection. For purposes of evaluating the contribution of 

the slab in the connection response, the response of the same connection without 
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considering the contribution of the concrete slab nor the steel reinforcement (i.e. the line 

labeled “Bare Steel – OpenSees”) is also shown on the same axes. The component model 

of the composite connection does a reasonable job predicting the moment capacity with an 

overestimation of approximately 10%. Additionally, it is observed that the unloading 

stiffness of the composite connection model in the positive and negative moment regions 

is similar to that observed in the experiment. Nonetheless, there are several aspects of the 

general hysteretic response of the component model that do not accurately predict the 

experimental hysteretic response. It is clear that the model underestimates the capacity at 

low rotation demands, as well as the initial stiffness of the connection. In addition, the 

model underestimates the negative moment capacity of the connection after unloading from 

positive rotations. Thus, it is noticed by visual inspection that the area encompassed in the 

hysteretic loops of the component model response is considerably smaller than that of the 

experimental response. This difference of area suggests that the predicted energy dissipated 

is smaller than the obtained during the experimental test. Additionally, the simulation of 

the component model was stopped before failing in order to compare the moment capacity, 

stiffness and hysteretic response with the experimental response. Indeed, the composite 

component model had more rotational capacity than the one presented in the Figure 4.28, 

suggesting that the proposed component model for composite connections overestimates 

the rotational capacity of the connection. Leon [34] stated that the drop of negative moment 

capacity (Figure 4.28) was caused by excessive slippage of the connection; however, the 

proposed component model was not able to simulate that response. 

Furthermore, by comparing the response of the component models for bare steel 

and composite connections, it is evident that the contribution of steel reinforcement and 

concrete slab is significant. The concrete slab in compression has an important contribution 

by increasing the stiffness and positive moment capacity, resulting in a capacity of 
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approximately twice the capacity of the bare steel response. Moreover, in the zone of 

negative moments, the steel reinforcement in the slab generates a significant increase in 

connection stiffness, and the peak moment capacity increased by about three times the 

moment obtained with the bare steel model. Hence, the contribution of the concrete slab 

and the reinforcement steel greatly affects the response of the component model, producing 

different distribution of forces in the connection in both directions of loading. 

Although the peak flexural capacities of the composite connection model were 

similar to those observed in the test, this was based on one assumed concrete slab model 

(including concrete in compression and steel reinforcement in tension)  from some that 

have been proposed in the literature (see Section 3.2.7). There are several uncertainties 

associated with concrete slab and steel reinforcement effective width and length that cannot 

be evaluated at the component model level. To demonstrate the effect of the uncertainties 

of the composite slab modeling assumptions on the connection response, the same 

connection was analyzed only changing the assumed effective width and effective length 

used in determination of the concrete slab component constitutive model. Here the effective 

width was taken equal to the column width plus two times the depth of the column, based 

on a distribution of the compressive forces (i.e. struts) at 45 degrees as the mechanism 2 

shown in Figure 3.26 [44]. The effective length, Leffe, was taken equal to distance from 

the column flange to the center line of the bolt column in the shear connection as proposed 

by [42]. In order to obtain a clear idea of the effects of varying the effective concrete width 

and effective length, the connection was subjected to larger rotations than the ones 

considered previously. Figure 4.29 shows the comparison between the response obtained 

with the first set of assumptions and the response with the modified effective concrete 

width and length effective. Clearly the variation of the effective width and the effective 

length in the component model produces a significant change in strength and capacity of 
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the connection. The positive moment capacity as well as the initial stiffness is reduced, 

while the negative moment capacity is amplified momentarily and reduced quicker than 

the initial component model. Although the steel reinforcement considered was the same, 

an increase in the negative moment capacity in the response is observed which can be 

attributed to a variation in the distribution of the forces in the component model after 

modifying the effective width and the effective length. Thus, the uncertainty in the key 

parameters to define the concrete slab behavior in the component model can affect not only 

the moment capacity and stiffness, but also the distribution of forces inside of the 

component model, which leads to a variation in the moment-rotation response of the 

connection modeled.       

 

 

Figure 4.29 - Comparison of composite component models different Beffe and Leffec 
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The only cyclic experiment test of composite bolted-bolted double-angle shear 

connection from the literature [34] was only tested at low rotation demands (i.e. up to 

0.02rad); thus, there is little data to validate the composite connection component model at 

large rotations. On that basis, the response presented in Figure 4.28 and compared with the 

experimental results does not represent the contribution and failure modes of all the 

components considered in the model. According to the literature [4], when composite shear 

connections are subjected to large cyclic rotation demands, the moment-rotation response 

of the connection shows different phenomena. First, the concrete slab and steel 

reinforcement produce high capacity and stiffness in the response during the early part of 

the test (typically up to 0.05rad for composite shear tab connections [4]). Second, the 

response suffers gradual loss of capacity due to cracking of the concrete until the concrete 

slab is not contributing anymore (typically around rotations between 0.04 to 0.1rad for 

composite shear tab connections [4]). Then, the shear steel connection dominates the 

response after severe concrete crushing. Finally, during large rotations, a sudden increase 

in stiffness and moment capacity under negative bending is produced due to binding 

between the bottom flange of the beam and the column flange. The rotation demand at 

which the phenomenon occurs depends on the gap between the beam and the column, and 

the beam depth. In order to check if the proposed component model is able to simulate 

these phenomena, the component model shown in Figure 4.27 is subjected to a reverse 

cyclic displacement control test by imposing ten cycles staring from 1 inch until 10 inches 

of displacement with increments of 1 inch. The response is presented in Figure 4.28. 
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Figure 4.30 - Composite Connection - Component Model Response 

Note that, the proposed component model is able to capture the aforementioned 

effects in the response of the composite connection. For example, around +0.07rad the 

concrete slab begins to crush, resulting in a loss of positive moment capacity. At -0.10rad 

in rotation, the large increase in stiffness and negative moment capacity is due to binding 

between the bottom beam flange and the column. However, due to lack of experimental 

data, it is not possible to compare the component model response with a real tests. This is 

a serious hindrance in order to propose and validate a robust and reliable component model 

for composite double-angle shear connections. Thus, future experimental research on 

composite double-angle shear connections should include cycle testing up to large rotation 

demands to fill this gap in data.    

The following section discusses the potential of this component model to be applied 

to predict response of future experimental tests. The potential benefits and limitations of 

its application are discussed. 
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4.6 COMPONENT MODEL APPLICATION 

In addition to comparing the response of the proposed component model obtained 

in OpenSees with previous experimental results, the application of this model in a practical 

example is also presented. This application is prediction of the response of a double-angle 

shear connection test that is planned to be conducted at UT-Austin in Fall 2015. A 

cruciform test setup [Figure 4.31] is modeled in OpenSees including two bolted-bolted 

double-angle shear connections represented by the proposed component model. The beams 

and column are modelled as Elastic Beam Elements and it is assumed that there is sufficient 

lateral bracing to prevent stability-related failures during the test. Additionally, due to the 

fact that the analysis carried out is a plane analysis, out-of-plane effects are not taken into 

account. In the model itself, it is assumed that the outer ends of the beams (i.e. nodes 2 & 

3 in Figure 4.31) are roller supports which are free to move laterally and to rotate. 

Furthermore, as will be done in the test, a moment of magnitude equal to 3908 k-in and a 

downwards displacement equal to 0.625 inches at the support nodes 2 and 3 are applied in 

order to simulate the gravity demands on the beams at midspan. Point loads equal to 27.07 

kips are applied on both beams at a location 87 inches from the centerline of the column, 

which represents the gravity loads from a beam loading the girder at that location. In 

addition, the column bottom end (i.e. node 4) is modeled as a pinned support able to rotate 

whereas the top end (i.e. node 5) of the beam is not constrained. Figure 4.32 shows the 

component model of the double-angle web shear connection (Figure 4.33) used to connect 

the beams to the column in this cruciform test setup. The zero length elements modelling 

the nonlinear springs of the component model are connected directly to the column 

centerline. Finally, a displacement controlled test is conducted by applying a cyclic history 

displacement [Figure 4.34] on node 5.      
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Figure 4.31 - Test setup schematic [Courtesy of Sean Donahue] 

 

Figure 4.32 - Double-angle shear connection – Component model 
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Figure 4.33 - Double-angle shear conn. detail -Test setup [Courtesy of Sean Donahue] 

 

Figure 4.34 - Test setup analysis - displacement history 

 Figure 4.35 shows the hysteretic response of the component model representing the 

double-angle shear connection in the right side of the column. The hysteretic response in 

Figure 4.35is asymmetric, such that at +0.04rad the moment strength is approximately 
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equal to 120k-in, whereas at -0.04rad the negative moment strength is approximately equal 

to 100k-in before the sudden increase in resistance. This asymmetry is believed to be partly 

due to the initial loading (i.e. gravity loads, moments at the ends of the beam, and 

deflections in the supports 2 and 3) before starting the cyclic loading. Additionally, the 

sudden increase of moment capacity and stiffness at the approximate rotation -0.06rad 

which is produced due to the binding between the bottom beam flange and the column 

flange is observed. This phenomenon depends on the clearance between the beam and the 

column flange and for this case is equal to 1/2in. The analysis carried out in this connection 

was conducted until failure of the connection that occurred when a displacement equal to 

10inch was applied on the top of the column. Also, note that bottom flange local buckling 

due to binding is not included in the model.  

 

 

Figure 4.35 - Bare Steel Connection - Component model response  
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Figure 4.36 - Load-Drift response - Test setup (Bare Steel) 

Furthermore, the bare steel component model representing the connection depicted 

in Figure 4.33 as part of the test setup in the Error! Reference source not found. was able 

to predict the hysteretic response in very short times (i.e. less than half of a minute) and 

without complications due to convergence during the analysis, which may be valuable for 

quick evaluation of design iterations or preliminary test predictions without  requiring the 

significant modeling time and computational time associated with detailed finite element 

modelling. 

Additionally, a simulation of the test setup in Figure 4.31 with the double-angle 

shear connection in Figure 4.33 including the composite concrete slab (i.e. the concrete 

slab detail in Figure 4.26 was used here) on top of the beams was carried out. The moment-

rotation response of the connection on the right side of the column is shown in Figure 4.37. 

From Figure 4.37, it is clear that the inclusion of the concrete slab in the component model 

produced a significant change in the response. First, the peak positive moment capacity 
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increased to approximately twice the value of the maximum positive moment in the bare 

steel component model. Additionally, the steel reinforcement produced a tremendous 

increase in the peak negative moment capacity of the response with respect to the bare steel 

model. Deterioration of the moment capacity of the connection is observed in the positive 

and negative moment regions; however, this deterioration is not produced from 

degradation, or crushing, of the concrete. The drops in moment capacity are produced for 

the failure of two of the nonlinear springs representing Double-Angle Segment Components 

(i.e. double-angle segments including the effect of bolt slip, contact and the beam bolts). 

On the other hand, the nonlinear spring representing the Concrete Slab Component did not 

fail during the analysis. Additionally, the sudden increase in negative moment capacity and 

stiffness due to binding of the bottom beam flange and the column flange happened earlier 

than in the bare steel component model (i.e. at approximately 0.05rad of rotation). Clearly, 

the inclusion of the Concrete Slab Component affects significantly the model response as 

well as the distribution of the forces in the connection producing unexpected effects in the 

response. Figure 4.38 presents the load-drift response of the test setup considering the 

concrete slab in the component model. Further research about the behavior of the sub-

components conforming the Concrete Slab Component and its applicability in component 

models is required.  
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Figure 4.37 - Composite connection - Component model response 

 

Figure 4.38 - Load-Drift response - Test setup (Composite Connection) 
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 The bare steel component model proposed herein has shown good agreement with 

experimental data reported in literature and no major problems in its application during 

nonlinear analysis. On that basis, it is recommended to extend its applicability to system-

level analysis of the gravity system of a building and to encourage the improvement of the 

computational efficiency of the components conforming the bare steel component model. 

On the other hand, the composite component model has shown significant limitations and 

uncertainties in its response. The lack of understanding about the behavior of composite 

deck concrete slab and its interaction with the steel connections limits the ability of 

modeling this component through nonlinear spring elements. The author recommends 

more research to better understand the behavior of the composite concrete slab in steel 

structures in order to assess the feasibility of simulating this component by nonlinear 

springs. 

4.7 SUMMARY 

The topics covered in Chapter 4 are the followings: 

 The sub-components Angle Segment Component and the Bolt Slip sub components 

were validated by comparing their individual responses obtained in OpenSees with 

the corresponding experimental test responses reported in the literature. 

 The sub-components Beam Bolt, Concrete in Compression, and Steel 

Reinforcement in Tension were evaluated by analyzing their individual response in 

OpenSees. Suggestions and assumptions considered in defining the hysteretic 

response of the aforementioned sub-components were provided.  

 The component model for bare steel bolted-bolted double-angle shear connections 

was validated by comparing the response from OpenSees models with experimental 

test responses reported in the literature. The response of the bare steel component 

model was evaluated and validated for two common modes of failure. 
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 Evaluation of the Double-Angle Component sub-components and their individual 

impact in the response of the Double-Angle Component was carried out by 

providing the individual response of each sub-component. The criteria to define 

modes of failure based on the analysis of the sub-components was described.  

 Validation of the composite component model was performed in this chapter by 

comparing the model with a single cyclic experiment reported in the literature. The 

uncertainty and variability of the results based on lack of understanding of the 

behavior of composite concrete slab was analyzed. 

 The bare steel and composite component models were applied in the analysis of a 

planned test to be conducted at UT-Austin. The responses of both models in 

OpenSees were presented, as well as their potential and limitations of their 

applicability in system level analysis were discussed. 
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Chapter 5. Summary and Conclusions  

The purpose of the current research work was to better understand the cyclic 

nonlinear behavior of bare steel and composite double-angle web shear connections and to 

propose a simplified component model capable of simulating their hysteretic response. The 

proposed component model was created in OpenSees by combining components and sub-

components developed in previous research. A summary of the topics covered in this thesis 

is presented below: 

5.1 SUMMARY 

5.1.1 Literature Review 

The main aspects of the literature review can be summarized as follows: 

 The component model methodology has been studied for several decades in order 

to provide analysis tools to engineers in order to conduct nonlinear analysis in a 

simplified manner; however its applicability has been constrained by limitations of 

software to apply such methodology. 

 Concerning connections of steel structural members, most of the work about 

component models reported in the literature is focused in partially-restrained and 

moment connections. Little research has been dedicated to proposed component 

models for shear connections. 

 The cyclic behavior of double-angle shear connections has been studied in few 

research projects, and component models to represent their behavior have been 

proposed based on those projects. Nonetheless, those component models neglect 

some connection components that can greatly contribute to the response of the 

connection. 
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 Different force-displacement constitutive relationships that define the response of axial 

nonlinear springs to represent components of shear connections have been developed 

for double-angle shear connection components. Explicit effort has been made in the 

study and modelling of double-angle segments under tensile demands.  

 Component models for composite connections have been studied and presented in 

previous studies; however, most of these studies are intended for monotonic 

analysis instead of cyclic analysis. 

 Limited amount of experimental data on the cyclic behavior of double-angle shear 

connections is provided in the literature.  

5.1.2 Double-Angle Shear Connection Component Model 

A component model capable of simulating the hysteretic response of double-angle shear 

connections was presented and is summarize below: 

 An explanation of the applicability of component models in the nonlinear analysis 

of steel structures is provided, as well as a procedure to define and simulate 

component models made up of rigid beams and deformable axial spring elements 

in OpenSees. 

 The proposed component model in OpenSees is composed of three main nonlinear 

spring components: 1) Double-Angle, 2) Binding, and 3) Concrete Slab.  

 The Double-Angle Component simulates the behavior of bolted-angle connection 

segments subjected to cyclic tensile demands including effects such as slip of bolts 

(i.e. Bolt Slip Component) and the contribution of the connected bolts (i.e. Beam 

Bolt Component) in the response of the connection.    

 The Bolt Slip effect is produced when the friction force (i.e. pretension load by 

cyclic coefficient of friction) in the beam bolts is surpassed by the tensile or 
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compressive (i.e. pulling or pushing) forces in the bolts produced by cyclic moment 

demands. 

 The Beam Bolt Component is defined based on two limit states: 1) Bearing Strength 

at Holes, and 2) Shearing of the Bolts. The constitutive relationship defining the 

behavior of the Beam Bolt Component can be defined by either Bearing Strength at 

Holes, Shearing of the Bolts, or both at the same time depending on the 

characteristics of the connection. 

 The effect produced by the contact between the bottom beam flange and the column 

flange is simulated by the Binding Component which is activated when the gap 

between the column and the beam is closed after large rotation demands. 

 The composite concrete slab is simulated by the nonlinear spring Concrete Slab 

Component which considers the contribution of the concrete in compression (i.e. 

Concrete in Compression Component) and the steel reinforcement in tension (i.e. 

Steel Reinforcement Component). The Concrete in Compression sub-component 

considers degradation in strength and stiffness while the Steel Reinforcement sub-

component takes into account strain hardening after yielding of the reinforcement.  

 Chapter 3 contains a detailed explanation about the structure of the main 

components as well as the assumptions and formulation required to define the 

constitutive relationships representing those components.  

 The application of the main components in a component model is described in 

Chapter 3 as well.  

5.1.3 Component Model Validation 

A validation of the individual components as well as the proposed component model for 

double-angle shear connections was carried out, and a summary is presented below: 
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 Due to lack of experimental data to compare every single component of the model, 

just two sub-components (i.e. Angle Segment Component and Bolt Slip Component) 

were validate by comparing their individual response in OpenSees with 

experimental results.  

 The other sub-components (i.e. Beam Bolt, Concrete in Compression, and Steel 

Reinforcement in Tension) were evaluated by analyzing their response in OpenSees 

according to the assumptions made in Chapter 3.  

 The bare steel component model for double-angle shear connections was validated 

by comparing the response in OpenSees with experimental results provided in the 

literature. Two types of failure mode were analyzed (i.e. “Angle yielding” and 

“Web bearing”). Additionally, the effect of every sub-component (i.e. Angle 

Segment in Bending, Bolt Slip, and Contact) in the response of the connection was 

analyzed. 

 The Double-Angle Component was evaluated by analyzing the effect of every sub-

component (i.e. Angle Segment in Bending, Bolt Slip, and Contact) in the final 

response of this component in OpenSees. This type of analysis allows the user to 

better understand the role of each sub-component in the Double-Angle Component 

and to predict likely modes of failure. 

 Validation of the composite component model with a single experimental test 

reported in the literature was provided. The limitations and issues concerning this 

particular model were highlighted.  

 In addition to validating the component model, an application of the bare steel and 

composite component model was performed by simulating the response of a 

planned test with a cruciform column and two beams connected by two double-
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angle shear connections in OpenSees. The pros and cons of the applicability of each 

component model was presented. 

5.2 CONCLUSIONS 

During the current research study several conclusions about the simulation of double-angle 

shear connections via component models arose, and are listed below: 

 Component models composed of rigid bars and deformable spring elements 

intended to simulate the response of steel connections is a methodology that 

possesses pros and cons related to their applicability in the analysis and the results 

obtained after the analysis. 

 Component models for steel connections are able to be easily defined and modeled 

by arranging rigid and deformable elements according to the geometry of the 

connection. This straight forward applicability in analysis makes this methodology 

appealing to be applied in common practice. However, its applicability is not 

practical when the formulation to define constitutive relationships is cumbersome 

and sensitive to input assumptions. 

 Component models provide more reliable results when the constitutive 

relationships related to the components involved in the analysis have been derived 

based on mechanical analysis instead of empirical formulations. The empirical 

formulation to define constitutive relationships has shown high levels of sensitivity 

in the calculation of key parameters (i.e. small variation in input data can produce 

high differences in the results), while the analytical formulations are more stable.  

 One characteristic of component models for shear connections is their capacity to 

consider several potential connection limit states from various components in order 

to obtain a general model able to capture as much details as possible in the 

response. However, when too many details are considered in the analysis (i.e. 
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especially rigid or very flexible component responses), the component model in 

OpenSees can be more sensitive to convergence problems, which may not me 

acceptable for highly nonlinear analysis of very large gravity framing systems. 

 Uncertainties in the formulation of constitutive relationships to simulate the 

behavior of slab- related connection components (i.e. effective width of concrete 

in compression, effective length of concrete, and others) generates uncertainties in 

the response and unexpected distribution of forces in the component model.  

 Backbone curves are not sufficient to properly represent the cyclic behavior of 

components. Additionally, specific hysteretic rules are necessary to closely 

approximate the cyclic response of the components. Variation of assumptions in 

the hysteretic behavior of a single component can highly affect the response of the 

component model; thus, further research is necessary to better characterize the 

cyclic response of some components.  

 OpenSees possesses a large library of uniaxial materials which can be combined 

to obtain new materials with the hysteretic characteristics needed to represent 

specific components. Nonetheless, if the combination of uniaxial materials 

involves several rigid and/or very flexible materials, the response of the 

components, and thus the response of the component model, may have difficulty 

converging which may limit the applicability of the methodology for large gravity 

system models. 

 In order to create a reliable component model, it is required to use components 

whose constitutive relationships have been validated with experimental results. On 

that basis, the uncertainties and problems related to general assumptions (i.e. 

convergence problems and wrong distribution of forces) could be avoided. 
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 When the component model in OpenSees is comprised of reliable sub-components 

(i.e. Angle in Bending, Bolt Slip, Contact, etc.), analysis of the impact of every sub-

component in the response of the connection can be carried out and its mode of 

failure may be predicted.  

 Lack of experimental data of cyclic tests of individual components as well as bare 

steel and composite double-angle connections in the literature limits the possibility 

to define robust constitutive relationships for components such as Concrete Slab, 

which are necessary to better understand their interaction with the steel 

components in the connection.    

 The bare steel component model proposed in the current study has shown good 

agreement with the cyclic experimental results provided in the literature not only 

for its individual components, but also for the whole component model response. 

Additionally, the component model was applied to analyze a proposed test setup 

as a feasibility study for future use of the proposed model.  

 On the other hand, the proposed composite component model has shown that the 

uncertainties in the concrete slab component formulation and its interaction with 

other steel components greatly affect the response of the connection by producing 

uncertainty in the results and potentially incorrect distribution of forces in the 

component model.  

 Additionally, other effects that may contribute in the response of the composite 

component model such as the slip between the concrete slab and the steel beam 

and the contribution of the concrete between the column flanges were not 

considered in the component model in order to avoid introducing additional 

convergence problems. In fact, if the main two sub-components that define the 

response of the Concrete Slab Component (i.e. Concrete in Compression, and Steel 
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Reinforcement in Tension) are not well understood, the inclusion of other effects 

related to the concrete slab contribution is pointless. 

 Even though the proposed bare steel component model has shown good 

performance, its applicability in system level analysis in OpenSees may be 

cumbersome. First, the modelling of shear connections with a component model 

in a frame with multiple bays and levels can be tedious and sensitive to errors, what 

rests simplicity in the application of the model However, further automation of the 

model building process may be beneficial. Additionally, the likelihood of having 

convergence problems can increase with large models due to the fact that several 

rigid and flexible elements will be part of the nonlinear analysis and may be 

experiencing large changes in stiffness simultaneously.  

5.3 FUTURE WORK 

Based on the previously mentioned conclusions, some recommendations for future work 

are outlined below: 

 The bare steel component model can be improved in order to be applicable in 

system level nonlinear analysis (i.e.2D frame analysis) in OpenSees. The main 

problem related to this component model is the convergence problems that can 

occur if several connections are model in the same analysis due to the presence of 

several rigid and flexible uniaxial materials. Thus, in order to have a better 

performance of the bare steel component model, the author suggests to create new 

uniaxial materials which can provide the specified response in a single material 

instead of combining existing uniaxial materials to obtain the specific component 

response. 

 The bare steel component can be used in parametric analysis in order to obtain 

responses of several connection variations using analytical models. When used in 
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conjunction with experimental data and additional results obtained from detailed 

finite element analysis, these results can be used to develop a moment-rotation 

constitutive relationship and hysteretic rules for a rotational spring. This rotational 

spring would be able to represent the nonlinear hysteretic behavior of double-angle 

shear connections, and thus, it would be a powerful element to simulate this type 

of shear connections in nonlinear analysis in OpenSees and other commercial 

structural software. Note that previous researchers have proposed moment-rotation 

backbone response for bare steel and composite shear connections [4] but these 

proposed models lack definition of hysteretic response for use in cyclic analysis. 

 More research about the cyclic behavior of composite concrete slab in steel 

structures is required. In those studies, it is important to keep track of the gradual 

degradation of the concrete during the test in order to define parameters such as 

the effective width of the concrete in compression and the effective length in 

compression. Additionally, the effect of steel reinforcement and its gradual 

yielding under cyclic tests should be assessed. Other effects, such as the slip 

between the concrete slab and the steel beam, and the contribution of the concrete 

between the column flanges should also be investigated. 

 Improvement in the constitutive relationships for concrete in compression and steel 

reinforcement in tension can be attained with experimental observations and 

mechanical analysis. If these improvements in the constitutive relationships are 

reached and the components are able to produce reliable responses, the composite 

component model can be applied in element level analysis (i.e. analysis of a single 

connection) but its application in large system-level analyses may be limited due 

to convergence issues and computational demands.      
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Appendix A  

The proposed component model has been developed in OpenSees, which is an open-

source object-oriented package intended to simulate the response of structures that are exposed 

to hazards such as earthquakes. In the current Appendix, descriptions of the elements and 

uniaxial materials used to create the script in OpenSees are presented (Sec.A.1), the 

modifications made to a predefined uniaxial material in OpenSees to obtain the new uniaxial 

material “AngleSegBend” is described (Sec.A.2), and finally the tcl script developed to create 

the component model in OpenSees is shown (Sec.A.3).   

A.1 ELEMENTS AND UNIAXIAL MATERIALS IN OPENSEES 

As mentioned before, OpenSees contains a broad library of elements, uniaxial 

materials, analytical tools and other objects intended for modeling and analysis of 

structures. In the proposed component model, different elements and uniaxial materials 

have been used to develop the component model script in OpenSees. Description of those 

elements and uniaxial materials is given below that has been taken and modified from [36]. 

A.1.1 Uniaxial Materials in OpenSees 

The UniaxialMaterial is a command used in OpenSees to create an object that 

represents constitutive relationships (i.e. force-displacement, moment-rotation, or stress-

strain curves) to be assigned to elements. When used in an extensional zero length element, 

as was done in this project, the uniaxial material response is in terms of force vs 

deformation. The definition of this command in a tcl script is the following: 

uniaxialMaterial matType? matTag? Arg1? Arg2? …. 

 

Where matType? is the type of uniaxial material to be defined, matTag? is the label 

assigned to this specific uniaxial material, and Arg1? and Arg2? are arguments to be 

defined depending on every uniaxial material. 
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A.1.1.1 ElasticBilin Uniaxial Material 

This command is used to define an elastic-bilinear uniaxial material object as 

shown in Figure A.1. This bilinear material follows the same path during loading and 

unloading. The arguments required to define this uniaxial material are stated below: 

 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticBilin $matTag $EP1 $EP2 $epsP2 <$EN1 $EN2 $epsN2> 

 

Where:  

$matTag Integer tag of the uniaxial material 

$EP1  Slope of the tension branch for strain between 0 and $epsP 

$EP2  Slope of the tension branch for strain bigger than $epsP 

$epsP2  Strain at which the branch in tension changes slope 

$EN1
*
  Slope of the compression branch for strain between 0 and $epsN 

$EN2*  Slope of the compression branch for strain bigger than $epsN 

$epsN2* Strain at which the branch in compression changes slope 

 

Figure A.1 - Elastic Bilinear Uniaxial Material Response [36] 

                                                 
* Optional 
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A.1.1.2 Elastic-No Tension Material 

This command is used to define a uniaxial material object with an elastic response 

in compression and no response in tension (i.e. no stiffness and no capacity in tension) as 

shown in Figure A.2. The arguments required to define this uniaxial material are: 

 

uniaxialMaterial ENT $matTag $E  

 

Where:  

$matTag Integer tag of the uniaxial material 

$E  Slope of the elastic response in compression 

 

Figure A.2 - Elastic No Tension Uniaxial Material Response [36] 

A.1.1.3 Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Material 

This command is used to define an elastic-perfectly plastic uniaxial material object 

in tension and compression as shown in Figure A.3. The arguments require to define this 

uniaxial material are stated below: 

 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticPP $matTag $E $epsyP <$epsyN $eps0>  

Where:  

$matTag Integer tag of the uniaxial material 
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$E  Slope of the elastic branch in tension and compression 

$epsyP  Strain at which the material reaches the plastic state in tension 

$epsyN
*
 Strain at which the material reaches the plastic state in compression 

$eps0*  Initial strain (default=0)  

 

Figure A.3 - Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Uniaxial Material Response [36] 

A.1.1.4 Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Gap Material 

This command is used to define an elastic-perfectly plastic uniaxial material object 

with an initial gap in tension or compression as shown in Figure A.4 (a) and (b), 

respectively. The arguments required to define this uniaxial material are: 
 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticPPGap $matTag $E $Fy $gap <$eta> <damage> 

 

Where:  

$matTag Integer tag of the uniaxial material 

$E  Slope of the elastic branch in tension or in compression 

$Fy  Stress or force at which the material reaches plastic state  

                                                 
* Optional 
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$gap  Initial gap (i.e. strain or deformation) in tension or compression  

$eta
*
  Hardening of the material after yielding (default=0) 

$damage* String that defines accumulative damage in the material (default=0)  

 

Figure A.4 - Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Gap Uniaxial Material Response [36] 

A.1.1.5 Hysteretic Material 

This command is used to define a hysteretic trilinear uniaxial material object 

[Figure A.5] able to simulate pinching in force and deformation, damage because of 

ductility and energy, and degradation of unloading stiffness based on ductility. The 

arguments to define this uniaxial material are stated below: 

 

uniaxialMaterial Hysteretic $matTag $s1p $e1p $s2p $e2p <$s3p $e3p> $s1n $e1n $s2n 

         $e2n <$s3n $e3n> $pinchX $pinchY $damage1 $damage2     

         <$beta>  

 

 

                                                 
* Optional 
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Where:  

 

$matTag  Integer tag of the uniaxial material 

$s1p, $e1p Stress and strain (or force and deformation) at first yielding         

of the envelope in tension 

$s2p, $e2p Stress and strain (or force and deformation) at second 

yielding of the envelope in tension 

$s3p
*
, $e3p* Stress and strain (or force and deformation) at maximum 

capacity of the envelope in tension 

$s1n, $e1n Stress and strain (or force and deformation) at first yielding         

of the envelope in compression 

$s2n, $e2n Stress and strain (or force and deformation) at second 

yielding of the envelope in compression 

$s3n*, $e3n* Stress and strain (or force and deformation) at maximum 

capacity of the envelope in compression 

$pinchX Pinching factor for strain or deformation during reloading 

$pinchY Pinching factor for stress or force during reloading 

$damage1 Damage due to ductility 

$damage2 Damage due to energy 

$beta* Exponent to define the loss of stiffness during unloading due 

to ductility   

 

 

                                                 
* Optional 
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Figure A.5 - Hysteretic Uniaxial Material Response [36] 

A.1.1.6 AngleSegBend Material 

This command is used to create a uniaxial material to simulate the response of the 

Bolted-Angle Segment in Bending component described in Section 3.2.2.1 and shown in 

Figure 3.6 of the current study. This uniaxial material is a new uniaxial material that is 

based on a modification of an existing material in OpenSees library. The arguments 

required to define this uniaxial material are presented below: 

 

uniaxialMaterial AngleSegBend $matTag $s1p $e1p $s2p $e2p <$s3p $e3p> $s1n $e1n   

$s2n $e2n <$s3n $e3n> $pinchX $pinchY $damage1 

$damage2 <$beta>  

Where:  

 

$matTag  Integer tag of the uniaxial material 

$s1p, $e1p Force [i.e. Eqn.(3.1)] and deformation at first yielding of the 

angle in tension 
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$s2p, $e2p Force [i.e. Eqn.(3.4) or (3.5)] and deformation at the 

beginning yielding of the angle in tension 

$s3p, $e3p Force [i.e. Eqn.(3.6) or (3.7)] and deformation [i.e. Eqn.(3.8) 

or (3.9)] at the maximum capacity of the angle in tension 

$s1n, $e1n -s1p and -e1p, respectively 
*
  

$s2n, $e2n -s2p and –e2p, respectively *  

$s3n, $e3n -s3p and –e3p, respectively * 

$pinchX Pinching factor for strain or deformation during reloading 

$pinchY Pinching factor for stress or force during reloading 

$damage1 Damage due to ductility not considered (equal to zero)  

$damage2 Damage due to energy not considered (equal to zero) 

$beta* Exponent to define the loss of stiffness during unloading due 

to ductility not considered (equal to zero)  

A.1.1.7 Series Material 

This command is used to create a uniaxial material object that combines two or 

more previously defined uniaxial materials in series as shown in Figure A.6. The arguments 

required to define this uniaxial materials are:  

 

uniaxialMaterial Series $matTag $tag1 $tag2 ... 

Where:  

$matTag  Integer tag of the uniaxial material 

$tag1, $tag2, … Integer tag numbers of the uniaxial materials being 

connected in series. Two or more uniaxial materials can be 

combined. 

                                                 
* This value is not expected to be used in the connection model since the AngleSegBend material will 

always be used in series with an elastic bilinear material that is flexible in compression (Section 3.2.2.3) 
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Figure A.6 - Series Uniaxial Material Response [36] 

A.1.1.8 Parallel Material 

This command is used to create a uniaxial material object that combines two or 

more previously defined uniaxial materials in parallel as shown in Figure A.7. The 

arguments required to define this uniaxial materials are:  

uniaxialMaterial Parallel $matTag $tag1 $tag2 ... 

Where:  

$matTag  Integer tag of the uniaxial material 

$tag1, $tag2, … Integer tag numbers of uniaxial materials being connected in 

parallel. Two or more uniaxial materials can be combined. 

 

Figure A.7 - Parallel Uniaxial Material Response [36] 
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A.1.1.9 MinMax Material 

This command is used to create a uniaxial material object that defines lower and/or 

upper limits for strains or deformations of a certain uniaxial material. After surpassing 

those defined strain or deformation limits, the stress or force response of the uniaxial 

material is equal to zero. The arguments to create this uniaxial material are the following: 

 

uniaxialMaterial MinMax $matTag $otherTag <-min $minStrain> <-max $maxStrain> 

Where:  

$matTag  Integer tag of the uniaxial material 

$otherTag  Integer tag numbers of uniaxial material to be limited 

$minStrain
*
  Lower limit of strain or deformation (Default=-1.0e16) 

$maxStrain*  Upper limit of strain or deformation (Default=1.0e16) 

A.1.1.10 Concrete04 Material (Popovics Concrete Material) 

This command is used to create a Popovics concrete uniaxial material object that 

considers degraded linear unloading/reloading in compression according to the Karsan-

Jirsa model [36] [Figure 3.25] and tensile strength with exponential decay. The arguments 

to create this uniaxial material are: 

uniaxialMaterial Concrete04 $matTag $fc $ec $ecu $Ec <$fct $et> <$beta> 

Where:  

$matTag Integer tag of the uniaxial material 

$fc  Concrete compressive strength at 28 days (negative) [Eqn.(3.30)] 

$ec  Concrete deformation maximum strength [Eqn.(3.32)] 

$ecu  Concrete deformation crushing strength [Eqn.(3.31)] 

$Ec  Concrete elastic initial stiffness [Eqn.(3.28)] 

                                                 
* Optional 
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$fct
*
  Maximum concrete tensile strength 

$et*  Concrete deformation at maximum tensile strength 

$beta*  Exponential coefficient to define residual strength in tension 

A.1.1.11 Steel01 Material  

This command is used to create a steel uniaxial material object with kinematic 

hardening and optional isotropic hardening as shown in Figure A.8. The arguments 

required to define this uniaxial material are the following: 

 

uniaxialMaterial Steel01 $matTag $Fy $E0 $b <$a1 $a2 $a3 $a4> 

Where:  

$matTag  Integer tag of the uniaxial material 

$Fy   Yielding strength of the steel reinforcement [Eqn.(3.34)] 

$E0   Initial elastic stiffness [Eqn.(3.35)] 

$b   Strain hardening ratio [Eqn.(3.36)] 

$a1, $a2, $a3, $a4* Isotropic hardening arguments (not used in the current study) 

 

Figure A.8 - Steel01 Uniaxial Material Response [36] 

                                                 
* Optional 
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A.1.2 Elements in OpenSees 

A.1.2.1 Elastic Beam Column Element  

This command creates a line elastic beam-column element object in OpenSees. The 

arguments required to define this line element depend on the number of dimensions in 

which the model is created. The arguments required to define an Elastic Beam Column 

Element in two dimensions are the following: 

element elasticBeamColumn $eleTag $iNode $jNode $A $E $Iz $transfTag               

                                                <-mass $massDens> <-cMass> 

Where:  

$eleTag  Integer tag of the line element 

$iNode, $jNode End nodes of the element 

$A   Cross-section area of the element 

$E   Young’s modulus of the element material 

$Iz   Second moment of inertia about the local z-axis 

$transfTag  Type of coordinate-transformation object (i.e. linear) 

$massDens
*
  Element mass per unit of length  

A.1.2.2 Zerolength Element  

This command is used to create a zero length element (i.e. spring element) object 

whose two final nodes are located in the initial position. The response of this element is 

defined by a uniaxial material object which defines the force-displacement response of the 

zero length element in a specific direction. The arguments required to define this type of 

element are the following: 

element zeroLength $eleTag $iNode $jNode -mat $matTag1 $matTag2 ...       

                                –dir $dir1 $dir2 ... 

                                                 
* Optional 
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Where:  

$eleTag   Integer tag of the line element 

$iNode, $jNode  End nodes of the element 

$matTag1, $matTag2  Integer tag number of the uniaxial materials defining  

                                                the response of the element in different directions 

$dir1, $dir2    Direction of action for the corresponding material 

    1,2, 3-translation about local x,y, z axes, respectively 

    5,6, 7 – rotations about local x,y, z axes, respectively 

 

A.2 MODIFYING PREDEFINED MATERIALS  IN OPENSEES 

In addition of the predefined commands in the OpenSees library, due to the open 

source nature of OpenSees, the user is able to modify or create new materials, elements, or 

procedures in OpenSees to be used during analysis. On that basis, the AngleSegBend 

(Section A.1.1.6) uniaxial material was created based on the Hysteretic uniaxial material. 

Most of the steps followed to modify and create the new uniaxial material were considered 

according to [36]. The steps taken to create the AngleSegBend material are the following: 

 First, the implementation file and header files of the Hysteretic uniaxial material 

(i.e. HystereticMaterial.cpp and HystereticMaterial.h, respectively) were 

downloaded from the developer section of OpenSees web page [36]. 

 Second, the code source file of the Hysteretic material (i.e. HystereticMaterial.cpp) 

is modified in the following parts: 

o At the beginning of the source code file, the symbols “< >” in the statement 

calling the header file (#include <HystereticMaterial.h>) were replaced by 

quotation marks (i.e. “ ”) in order to get (#include "HystereticMaterial.h"). 
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o In order to rename the material, a C routine was included that will be used 

by the interpreter to load the dynamic library with a specific name. The 

process to rename the uniaxial material is detailed in [49]. This routine was 

included after the “#include” statements at the beginning of the 

implementation file. The C routine included is presented on page 181 of this 

thesis.    

o Then, the routine that defines the reverse loading response of the uniaxial 

material was modified by replacing the statement in the code line 289:  

double minmom = negEnvlpStress(TrotMin); 

  with 

    double minmom = negEnvlpStress(TrotMax); 

o Next, the dynamic library  including the new uniaxial material, 

AngleSegBend.dll, was compiled by following the instructions outlined in 

the document “Adding your Code to OpenSees” by McKenna [2012] 

available in [36].  

o The new dynamic library file (i.e.AngleSegBend.dll) was copied and placed 

in the same directory where the executable file of OpenSees was located. 

Additionally, the OpenSees executable file and tcl libraries for 32-bits 

Windows operating system are required to be installed in order to run the 

new dynamic library that includes the AngleSegBend.dll.  
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#ifdef _USRDLL 
#define OPS_Export extern "C" _declspec(dllexport) 
#elif _MACOSX 
#define OPS_Export extern "C" __attribute__((visibility("default"))) 
#else 
#define OPS_Export extern "C" 

#endif 

OPS_Export void * 
OPS_AngleSegBend() 
{ 
  UniaxialMaterial *theMaterial = 0; 
 
  // parse the input line for the material parameters 
 
  int    iData[1]; 
  double dData[17]; 
  int numData; 
  numData = 1; 
  if (OPS_GetIntInput(&numData, iData) != 0) { 
    opserr << "WARNING invalid uniaxialMaterial Hysteretic tag" << endln; 
    return 0; 
  } 
 
  numData = OPS_GetNumRemainingInputArgs(); 
 
  if (numData != 12 && numData != 17) { 
    opserr << "Invalid #args" << endln; 
    return 0; 
  } 
 
  if (OPS_GetDoubleInput(&numData, dData) != 0) { 
    opserr << "Invalid #args 2"; 
    return 0;  
  } 
 
  // create a new material 
 
  theMaterial = new HystereticMaterial(iData[0], dData[0], dData[1],  
       dData[2], dData[3], dData[4], dData[5], dData[6],  
       dData[7], dData[8], dData[9], dData[10], dData[11], 
    dData[12], dData[13], dData[14], dData[15], 
    dData[16]);        
 
  if (theMaterial == 0) { 
    opserr << "WARNING could not create uniaxialMaterial of type Hysteretic\n"; 
    return 0; 
  } 
 
  // return the material 
  return theMaterial; 
} 
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A.3 COMPONENT MODEL TCL CODE 

######################################################################## 

# Nonlinear.Spring.tcl 

# Procedure that creates a zero-length nonlinear spring to represent the behavior of an   

# angle section part of a double-angle web shear connection 

# 

# March 2014 

# Stalin Armijos M. 

# 

# Formal arguments 

#       eleID   - unique element ID for this zero-length elongation spring 

#       nodeC   - node ID in the column 

#       nodeB   - node ID in the beam 

# 

######################################################################## 

proc NonlinearSpring {eleID nodeC nodeB} { 

 

#Set units and general parameters 

set hc 1.0e8;          #    (Very high value) 

set lc 1.0e-8;         #    (Very low value) 

set Pi [expr 2.*asin(1.0)];     #    (PI value) 

 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#************************ MODEL PARAMETERS *************************  

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# (*) values change according to the test) 

 

#COLUMN PROPERTIES (*)  

#W10x77  

 set twcl   0.53; #in     (Column web thickness) 

 set dcl   10.60; #in     (Column depth)  

 set bfcl  10.19; #in     (Column flange width) 

 

#BEAM PROPERTIES (*) 

#W16x26  

 set Abe    7.68; #in^2  (Beam area) 

 set twb    0.25; #in  (Beam web thickness) 

 set Iz   301.0; #in^4   (Beam moment of inertia) 

 

#DOUBLE-ANGLE CONNECTION GEOMETRY  

#General parameters (*) 

set pattern   1; #       (Set parameter depending on the features of the double angles  

            - Options: Pattern 1 or 2 - Check Shen and AStaneh [1999]) 
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#Connection geometry (*) 

 set Lbangle  4.0; #in    (Angle leg length connected to the beam)       

 set Lcangle  4.0; #in    (Angle leg length connected to the column)    

 set L1angle  1.5; #in    (Distance from bolt centerline to beam edge) 

 set L2angle  2.0; #in    (Distance from bolt centerline to angle edge) 

 set suangle   3.5; #in     (Distance from top bolt to top of the beam) 

 set siangle   3.0; #in      (Distance between bolts) 

 set sbangle  1.5; #in      (Distance between bottom bolt to angle edge) 

 set tangle   0.50; #in      (Angle thickness)      

 set bdia      0.75; #in      (Bolt diameter)     

 set g1angle  2.0; #in      (Dist. from the angle to the bolt center line on the column) 

 set g2angle  2.0; #in      (Dist. from the angle to the bolt center line on the beam) 

 set wa          6.0; #in      (Two times the length of the double-angle section - 2*w) 

 set ns           4.0; #ea      (Number of double-angle segments) 

 set cle          1.0; #in      (Clear distance between column flange and beam web) 

 

#MATERIAL PROPERTIES (*) 

#-Angles 

 set Ea    29000.; #ksi   (Steel modulus of elasticity)  

 set Fya    36.00; #ksi    (Minimum yield stress - from tensile coupon test) 

 set Fua    58.00; #ksi    (Minimum tensile stress - from tensile coupon test) 

 set eu     0.250; #         (Ultimate tensile strain - from tensile coupon tests)  

 set ufc       0.25;  #         (Average cyclic friction coefficient - from cyclic tests) 

#-Beam (A992) 

 set Fybe        50.; #ksi   (Minimum yield stress - Table 2-4 AISC Manual-14ed) 

 set Fube        65.; #ksi   (Tensile stress - Table 2-4 AISC Manual-14ed) 

#-HS Bolts (A325) 

 set Fybo         90.; #ksi   (Nominal stress in tension - Table 5.1 Specifications for 

Structural Joints Using HSB) 

 set Fubo        120.; #ksi   (Ultimate stress in tension -  Fy/Fu=0.75 assumed) 

 set Fv            67.5; #ksi   (Nominal stress in shear, threads included, non-uniform  

      reduction excluded (Fv=54./0.8)) 

 set Pt         28.10; #k     (Bolt pretension = to 70% of the bolt tensile strength) 

#-Concrete&steel 

 set fc                4.0; #ksi   (Maximum concrete stress in compression) 

 set tconc           3.0; #in    (Concrete slab thickness) 

#-Steel reinforcement 

 set nbars           8.0; #ea    (Number of steel bars in tension) 

 set bsect         0.20; #in^2  (Steel rebars section)  

 set fyre            60.0; #ksi   (Minimum yield stress of steel rebars) 
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#ANGLE IN BENDING - Model parameters (Shen and Astaneh [1999]) 

#Values needed to define models' parameters 

 set Laa                  [expr $wa*$ns/2.]; #in       (Angle length) 

 set dbg        [expr ($ns-1.)*$siangle]; #in        (Dist. from top to bottom bolt 

  centerlines) 

 set Ia  [expr $wa*pow($tangle,3)/12.]; #in^4  (Moment of inertia of the double 

   -angle section) 

 set a     [expr ($Lcangle-$g1angle)/2.]; #in      (Dist. btw the plastic hinge and 

  the center line of the bolt - Pattern 2) 

 set bhole      [expr $bdia+0.0625]; #in       (Bolt hole diameter) 

 set barea   [expr $Pi*pow($bdia,2)/4.]; #in^2  (Bolt area) 

 

 set Mya [expr $wa*pow($tangle,2)*$Fya/6.]; #k-in   (Yield moment capacity of 

    the double-angle section)  

 set Mpa [expr $wa*pow($tangle,2)*$Fya/4.]; #k-in   (Plastic moment capacity of 

    the double-angle section) 

 set Np  [expr ($wa/2.-$bhole)*$tangle*$Fya]; #k      (Plastic tension capacity of 

            one angle section) 

 set Tb        [expr $barea*$Fybo]; #k       (Ultimate strength of one 

    column bolt in tension)              

 

set Ko  [expr 12.*$Ea*$Ia*(1.3.*$g2angle/(4.*($g1angle+$g2angle)))/pow($g1angle,3)]; 

#k/in (Initial stiffness of the double-angle section) 

  

set Kt  [expr 3.*$Ea*$Ia*(1.-3.*$g2angle/(8.*$g1angle+6.*$g2angle))/pow($g1angle,3)]; 

#k/in (Tangent stiffness btw first and second yielding loads) 

 

set Py  [expr $Mya*((4.*$g1angle+$g2angle)/($g1angle*(2.*$g1angle+$g2angle)))];       

#k    (First yielding load of the double-angle section)  

 

if {$pattern == 1} { 

 set Ps [expr 2.*$Mpa/($g1angle-$tangle-$bhole/2.)];     

 #k  (Second yielding load of the double-angle section - Pattern 1) 

set du [expr 2*($g1angle-$tangle)*$eu*sqrt($tangle/(($g1angle-$tangle)*$eu))];    

#in (Maximum deformation of the double-angle section - Pattern 1) 

 set alpha [expr atan($du/($g1angle-$tangle))]; #rad  

 set Pu [expr 2.*$Np*sin($alpha)];       

 #k (Ultimate load of the double-angle section - Pattern 1) 

} { 

set Ps [expr $Mpa*(2.-$bhole/$wa)/($g1angle-$tangle/2.)];   

 #k  (Second yielding load of the double-angle section - Pattern 2) 

 set du [expr ($g1angle+$a)*tan($eu)];      

 #in   (Maximum deformation of the double-angle section - Pattern 2) 
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 set Pu [expr 2*$Tb-($wa*pow($tangle,2)*$Fya)/(2*$a)];    

 #k    (Ultimate load of the double-angle section - Pattern 2) 

 }; 

 

 set dy  [expr $Py/$Ko]; #in   (Def. of the double-angle section at 

 first yielding) 

 set ds  [expr ($Ps-$Py+$Kt*$dy)/$Kt]; #in    (Def. of the double-angle section at  

        second yielding) 

 set Kg  [expr ($Pu-$Ps)/($du-$ds)]; #k/in       (Stiffness of the double-angle section 

 btw second yielding and ult. load) 

 

#BOLT SLIP - Model parameters (Shen and Astaneh [1999]) 

 set Epp                        571.; #k/in (High initial stiffness) 

 set Fric      [expr $Pt*$ufc]; #k       (Friction force in beam bolts) 

 set eric   [expr $Fric/$Epp]; #in (Very small elongation) 

  

#CONTACT (GAP ELEMENT)- Model parameters (De Stefano et al [1994]) 

set kgap  [expr 0.25*$twcl*$Ea*$wa/(($Laa/2)*log(1+$dcl/$Laa))];  

#k/in    (Stiffness of the gap element) 

 

#BOLTS IN SHEAR AND BEARING ON PLATES   

#Model parameters (Main and Sadek [2012]) 

 

#-Bearing strength at bolt holes 

#Web beam (when deformation at the bolt hole is not a design consideration - Section 5.3 

#Specifications for Structural Joints Using HSB)  

  

#Spring in tension 

 set Lcw        [expr $L1angle-$bhole/2.0];  #in 

 set Rnbwty1      [expr 1.5*$Lcw*$twb*$Fybe];  #k 

 set Rnbwty2      [expr 3.0*$bdia*$twb*$Fybe];  #k 

 set Rnbwtu1      [expr 1.5*$Lcw*$twb*$Fube];  #k 

 set Rnbwtu2       [expr 3.0*$bdia*$twb*$Fube];  #k 

 

 if {$Rnbwty1 <= $Rnbwty2} { 

  set Rnbwty $Rnbwty1 

  set Rnbwtu $Rnbwtu1 

  } { 

  set Rnbwty $Rnbwty2 

  set Rnbwtu $Rnbwtu2 

  }; 
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 #Spring in compression   

 set Rnbwcy [expr 3.0*$bdia*$twb*$Fybe];  #k 

 set Rnbwcu [expr 3.0*$bdia*$twb*$Fube];  #k 

 

#Double Angle (when def. at the bolt hole is not a design consideration-Section 5.3 

#Specifications for Structural Joints Using HSB)  

 #Spring in tension  

set Lca         [expr $L2angle-$bhole/2.0]; #in 

 set Rnanty1        [expr 1.5*$Lca*($tangle*2)*$Fya]; #k  

 set Rnanty2       [expr 3.0*$bdia*($tangle*2)*$Fya]; #k  

 set Rnantu1        [expr 1.5*$Lca*($tangle*2)*$Fua]; #k  

 set Rnantu2     [expr 3.0*$bdia*($tangle*2)*$Fua]; #k  

  

 if {$Rnanty1 <= $Rnanty2} { 

  set Rnanty $Rnanty1 

  set Rnantu $Rnantu1 

  } { 

  set Rnanty $Rnanty2 

  set Rnantu $Rnantu2 

  }; 

  

 #Spring in compression   

 set Rnancy [expr 3.0*$bdia*($tangle*2)*$Fya];  #k 

 set Rnancu [expr 3.0*$bdia*($tangle*2)*$Fua];  #k 

  

#-Bolt shear 

 #Spring in Tension&Compression 

 set Rnbty [expr 0.75*$Fv*$barea*2.0];  #k 

 set Rnbcy      $Rnbty;  #k 

 set Rnbtu           [expr $Fv*$barea*2.0]; #k 

 set Rnbcu       $Rnbtu; #k 

  

#Model Parameters 

set kc   [expr 28000.*($dbg-5.6)];  #k.in/rad (Rotational connection stiffness –  

    FEMA 355D Eq [5-19]) 

if {$ns == 3} { 

 set ssi [expr 2.*pow($siangle,2)];       

 #in^2     (Summatory of square of partial distances from center of rotation)      

 } elseif {$ns == 4} { 

 set ssi [expr 2.*(pow($siangle*0.5,2)+pow($siangle*1.5,2))];    

 #in^2     (Summatory of square of partial distances from center of rotation) 

 } elseif {$ns == 5} { 

 set ssi [expr 2.*(pow($siangle,2)+pow($siangle*2.0,2))];      

 #in^2     (Summatory of square of partial distances from center of rotation) 
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 } elseif {$ns == 6} { 

 set ssi[expr 2*(pow($siangle*0.5,2)+pow($siangle*1.5,2)+pow($siangle*2.5,2))];  

#in^2     (Summatory of square of partial distances from center of rotation) 

 } elseif {$ns == 7} { 

 set ssi [expr 2.*(pow($siangle,2)+pow($siangle*2.0,2)+pow($siangle*3.0,2))];     

#in^2     (Summatory of square of partial distances from center of rotation) 

 } else { 

 set ssi [expr 2.*pow($siangle,2)];        

 #in^2     (Summatory of square of partial distances from center of rotation)      

 }; 

 

set k                                           [expr $kc/$ssi];  #k/in   (Initial stiffness bolt spring) 

set du [expr 0.085*$dbg-0.0018*pow($dbg,2)];  #in  (Bolt deformation at maximum 

   strength-It is assumed ymax=dbg/2) 

#Constitutive relationship - Tension zone  

set aa 0.; 

 

if {$Rnbwty <= $Rnanty && $Rnbwty <= $Rnbty} { 

 set ty          $Rnbwty;    #k    (Bearing on beam web controls) 

 set tu         $Rnbwtu;    #k 

 set tf                   0.;    #k 

 set dyt [expr $ty/$k];    #in  

 set dft              $Lcw;    #in 

 set aa          1;       

 } elseif {$Rnanty <= $Rnbwty && $Rnanty <= $Rnbty} { 

 set ty           $Rnanty;    #k    (Bearing on angle legs controls) 

 set tu           $Rnantu;    #k 

 set tf         0.;    #k 

 set dyt [expr $ty/$k];    #in 

 set dft    $Lca;    #in 

 set aa          1; 

 } else { 

 set ty            $Rnbty;  #k    (Shear in bolts controls) 

 set tu            $Rnbtu;  #k 

 set tf                     0.;  #k 

 set dyt   [expr $ty/$k];  #in 

 set dft [expr 1.15*$du];  #in 

 set aa            2; 

 }; 
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#Constitutive relationship - Compression zone  

 

if {$Rnbwcy <= $Rnancy && $Rnbwcy <= $Rnbcy} { 

 set cy         $Rnbwcy;  #k    (Bearing on beam web controls)     

 set cu      $Rnbwcu;  #k 

 set cf      [expr $cu*0.95];  #k 

 set dyc         [expr $cy/$k];  #in 

 set dfc     [expr $Lcw*10.];  #in 

 set bb                    1; 

 } elseif {$Rnancy <= $Rnbwcy && $Rnancy <= $Rnbcy} { 

 set cy                    $Rnancy;  #k    (Bearing on angle legs controls)  

 set cu                    $Rnancu;  #k 

 set cf        [expr $cu*0.95];  #k 

 set dyc           [expr $cy/$k];  #in 

 set dfc        [expr $Lca*10.];  #in 

 set bb                     1; 

 } else { 

 set cy                      $Rnbcy;  #k    (Shear in bolts controls) 

 set cu           $Rnbcu;  #k 

 set cf                    0.;  #k 

 set dyc            [expr $cy/$k];  #in 

 set dfc         [expr 1.15*$du];  #in 

 set bb                          2; 

 }; 

if {$aa == 1 && $bb == 1} { 

 set PX  1.0;  #    (Pinching X factor - Bearing on plates controls)     

 set PY  0.1;  #    (Pinching Y factor - Bearing on plates controls) 

  

 } elseif {$aa == 2 && $bb == 2} { 

 set PX  1.0;  #    (Pinching X factor - Shear controls)     

 set PY  1.0;  #    (Pinching Y factor - Shear controls) 

  

 } else { 

 set PX  0.4;  #    (Pinching X factor - Shear or bearing control)     

 set PY  0.01; #    (Pinching Y factor - Shear or bearing control) 

 }; 

 

#CONCRETE SLAB AND STEEL REINFORCEMENT - Model parameters 

#(CONCRETE Rassati et al [2004], and Sadek et al [2008]; REINFORCEMENT Piluso 

#et al [2011]) 

 

set Econc [expr 57000*sqrt($fc*1000.)/1000.]; #ksi    (Concrete modulus of elasticity -      

     ACI318-11) 
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#Concrete in compression 

set lt   [expr 1.5*$dcl];  #in  (Spring length - Length of the concrete slab in compression)   

set beff               $bfcl; #in   (Effective width of the concrete in compression) 

set kconc [expr $Econc*$beff*$tconc/$lt]; #k/in     (Axial stiffness of concrete slab spring) 

set Fcconc  [expr 0.9*$fc*$beff*$tconc]; #k (Compression strength of conc. slab spring) 

set eoconc      [expr 1.71*$fc/$Econc]; #   (Strain at peak compressive strength – 

         Todeschini "Behavior of concrete columns 

   reinforced with high strength steel") 

set euconc                     0.0035; #    (Maximum strain of concrete in compression) 

set doconc [expr $lt*$eoconc]; #in  (Def. of the concrete in compression at peak strength) 

set duconc [expr $lt*$euconc]; #in  (Max. deformation of the concrete in compression) 

 

#Concrete in tension 

set ftconc [expr 6.7*sqrt($fc*1000.)/1000.]; #ksi       (Tensile conc. strength - ACI318-11) 

set etconc                  0.0001; #           (Strain at peak tensile strength –  

Reinforced Concrete Mechanics 

and Design, McGregor, pag 72) 

set Ftconc [expr $ftconc*$beff*$tconc]; #k         (Tensile strength of concrete slab spring) 

set dtconc               [expr $etconc*$lt]; #in    (Def. of the concrete in tension at peak strength) 

 

#Steel rebars in tension 

set Ast  [expr nbars*bsect]; #in^2        (Steel reinforcement area in tension) 

set Fysteel        [expr $Ast*$fyre]; #k   (Yielding strength of steel rebars) 

set eosteel           [expr $fyre/$Ea]; #              (Strain at yielding of steel rebars) 

set dtsteel        [expr $eosteel*$lt]; #in            (Def. of steel rebars in tension at yielding) 

set ksteel  [expr $Fysteel/$dtsteel]; #k/in        (Initial elastic stiffness of steel rebars)  

set bhard                         0.01; #              (Strain hardening rate) 

 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#********************** ANGLE IN BENDING ***********  (Select Material 3) 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

uniaxialMaterial Mymat3 [expr $eleID + 1] $Py   $dy   $Ps   $ds   $Pu   $du  -$Py  -$dy   

      -$Ps  -$ds  -$Pu  -$du  1 1 0 0 0;    

 

#             $matTag      $EP1 $EP2 $epsP2 $EN1 $EN2 $epsN2 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticBilin    [expr $eleID + 2] $hc   $hc     1.0       $hc      $lc   -1.9e-6; 

 

#             $matTag                $Tag1                  $Tag2 

uniaxialMaterial Series  [expr $eleID + 3] [expr $eleID + 1] [expr $eleID + 2]; 
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#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#**************** ANGLE IN BENDING + CONTACT ******** (Select Material 6) 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

#              $matTag        $E 

uniaxialMaterial ENT [expr $eleID + 4]  $kgap; 

 

#                           $matTag              $Tag1            $Tag2  

uniaxialMaterial Parallel [expr $eleID + 5] [expr $eleID + 3] [expr $eleID + 4];  

 

#                 $matTag              $otherTag    <-max $maxStrain> 

uniaxialMaterial MinMax [expr $eleID + 6] [expr $eleID + 5] -max  $du;   

 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#*************************** BOLT SLIP ***************** (Select Material 10) 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

#     $matTag             $E   $epsyP  $epsyN  $eps0  

uniaxialMaterial ElasticPP [expr $eleID + 7]  $Epp    $eric     -$eric    0.;        

# (Pretension=125KN, Cyclic friction Coef=0.25) 

 

#               $matTag      $E    $Fy   $gap  

uniaxialMaterial ElasticPPGap [expr $eleID + 8] $hc   $hc    [expr 1./32.];      

# (Distance between bolt and hole=1mm or 1/16") 

#                          $matTag      $E     $Fy  $gap  

uniaxialMaterial ElasticPPGap [expr $eleID + 9] $hc   -$hc  -[expr 1./32.]; 

 

#                         $matTag            $Tag1    $Tag2      $Tag3 

uniaxialMaterial Parallel[expr$eleID+10][expr$eleID+7][expr $eleID+8] [expr $eleID+9]   

 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#**** ANGLE IN BENDING + CONTACT + SLIP + BOLTS **** (Select Material 14) 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

uniaxialMaterial Hysteretic [expr $eleID + 11] $ty   $dyt  $tu  $du  $tf  $dft -$cy -$dyc  

         -$cu -$du -$cf -$dfc  $PX $PY 0 0 0; #Bolt shear/bearing   

 

#               $matTag           $Tag1                    $Tag2   

uniaxialMaterial Parallel [expr $eleID + 12] [expr $eleID + 7] [expr $eleID + 11]; 

 

#                                       $matTag            $otherTag     -min $minSt -max $maxSt 

uniaxialMaterial MinMax [expr $eleID+13] [expr $eleID+12] -min -$dfc  -max $dft;   
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if {$Fric >= $Pu} { 

#                $matTag             $TagAngl   

uniaxialMaterial Series  [expr $eleID + 14] [expr $eleID + 6]; # (Angle in bending) 

  

} { 

#                   $matTag          $TagAngl         $TagSlip           $TagBolts 
uniaxialMaterial Series [expr $eleID+14] [expr $eleID+6] [expr $eleID+10] [expr $eleID+13];    

# (Angle in bending + bolt slip + bolt) 

}; 

 

#Shear strength of the connection 

#             $matTag       $EP1  $EP2 $epsP2  $EN1  $EN2  $epsN2 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticBilin [expr $eleID + 15]  $hc   $lc   0.5e-6       $hc     $lc   -0.5e-6; 

 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#******** CONCRETE SLAB + STEEL REINFORCEMENT ***** (Select Material 23) 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

#Concrete04 Popovics Concrete Material (Concrete in compression) 

#                                  $matTag         $fc       $ec      $ecu     $Ec      <$fct      

$et> <$beta> 

uniaxialMaterial Concrete04  [expr $eleID + 16] -$Fcconc  -$doconc  -$duconc  $kconc    

$Ftconc  $dtconc; 

 

#              $matTag     $EP1 $EP2  $epsP2 $EN1  $EN2  $epsN2 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticBilin [expr $eleID + 17] $lc    $lc        1.0     $hc       $hc      1.0; 

 

#    $matTag          $Tag1   $Tag2 

uniaxialMaterial Series [expr $eleID + 18] [expr $eleID + 16] [expr $eleID + 17]; 

 

#Steel Reinforcement (Steel rebars in tension) 

#    $matTag             $Fy        $E0          $b    

uniaxialMaterial Steel01 [expr $eleID + 19] $Fysteel  $ksteel   $bhard; 

 

#                         $matTag     $EP1 $EP2 $epsP2 $EN1  $EN2 $epsN2 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticBilin [expr $eleID + 20] $hc    $hc    1.0        $lc       $lc      1.0; 

 

#    $matTag          $Tag1             $Tag2 

uniaxialMaterial Series [expr $eleID + 21] [expr $eleID + 19] [expr $eleID + 20]; 

 

#Slab (Concrete slab + Steel reinforcement) 

#                $matTag                  $Tag1             $Tag2 

uniaxialMaterial Parallel [expr $eleID + 22] [expr $eleID + 18] [expr $eleID + 21]; 
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#       $matTag          $otherTag       -min $minStrain 

uniaxialMaterial MinMax [expr $eleID + 23] [expr $eleID + 22] -min -$duconc; 

 

set Fcle [expr $kgap*10.]; 

#       $matTag                    $E     $Fy    $gap  

uniaxialMaterial ElasticPPGap [expr $eleID + 24] $kgap  -$Fcle  -$cle; 

 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#**************************** DEFINE ELEMENTS ************************  

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# Define non-linear links (springs): 

#                      eleTag    ndI        ndJ    -mat          matTag         -dir dir_x 

element zeroLength  $eleID $nodeC $nodeB -mat [expr $eleID + 14]  -dir   1; 

# (Double-Angle Component – Can be defined for other component) 

 

#Vertical Spring  

#                          eleTag              ndI         ndJ     -mat          matTag      -dir dir_y 

element zeroLength [expr $eleID + 1] $nodeC  $nodeB  -mat  [expr $eleID + 15] -dir   2; 

 

} 
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Appendix B    

Section A.3 of Appendix A presents the tcl code developed for the proposed 

component model. In order to clarify the application of equations and assumptions 

described in Chapter 3 in the development of the source code, Section B.1 presents a 

detailed step-by-step example of the calculations and definition of the uniaxial materials 

for the components described in Chapter 3.   

B.1 DETAILED EXAMPLE 

A double-angle shear connection with a solid concrete slab on top [Figure B.1] is 

modeled in OpenSees by applying the proposed component model. Figure B.1 shows the 

geometry and description of the components to be considered in the analysis. Additionally, 

Figure B.2 presents schematically the corresponding variables used in the tcl code 

presented in Section A.3.  

 

Figure B.1 - Composite connection configuration 
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Figure B.2 - Composite connection schematic 

B.1.1 Component Model Calculations 

B.1.1.1 Geometry Definition 

Column Properties (W8x67) 

  in     (Column web thickness) 

  in      (Column depth)     

  in      (Column flange width) 

Beam Properties (W21x62) 

  in2      (Beam area) 

  in       (Beam web thickness) 

  in4      (Beam moment of inertia) 

Double-Angle Connection:  

-General parameters 

 Pattern   1                 (Options: Pattern 1 or 2 - Check Shen and Astaneh [1999]) 

 

twcl 0.57

dcl 9.00

bfcl 8.28

Abe 18.3

twb 0.400

Iz 1330.0
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-Connection geometry (L4x4x3/8) 

  in    (Angle leg length connected to the beam)       

  in    (Angle leg length connected to the column)    

  in    (Distance from bolt centerline to beam edge) 

  in    (Distance from bolt centerline to angle edge) 

  in     (Distance from top bolt to top of the beam) 

  in      (Distance between bolts) 

  in     (Distance between bottom bolt to angle edge) 

  in   (Angle thickness)      

  in       (Bolt diameter)     

  in    (Distance from angle heel to bolt center line on the column) 

  in    (Distance from angle heel to bolt center line on the beam) 

 in      (Twice the length of the double-angle section) 

  ea           (Number of double-angle segments) 

  in            (Clear distance between column flange and beam web) 

Concrete slab: 

  in           (Concrete slab thickness) 

  ea         (# of steel reinf. rebars working in tension) 

  in2      (Steel rebars cross-section area) 

B.1.1.2  Material Properties 

Angles: 

  ksi     (Steel modulus of elasticity)  

  ksi    (Minimum yield stress - from tensile coupon test) 

  ksi    (Minimum tensile stress - from tensile coupon test) 

             (Ultimate tensile strain - from tensile coupon tests)  

Lbangle 4.0

Lcangle 4.0

L1angle 1.5

L2angle 1.5

suangle 3.0

siangle 3.0

sbangle 1.5

tangle 0.375

bdia 0.75

g1angle 2.0

g2angle 2.0

wa 2 siangle 6

nss 5.0

cle 1.0

tconc 4.0

nbars 8.0

bsect 0.20

Ea 29000

Fya 51.95

Fua 76.40

eu 0.25
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            (Average cyclic friction coefficient - from cyclic tests reported) 

Beam (A992): 

  ksi      (Minimum yield stress - Table 2-4 AISC Manual-14ed) 

  ksi      (Tensile stress - Table 2-4 AISC Manual-14ed) 

HS Bolts (A325): 

  ksi    (Nominal stress in tension - Table 5.1 Spec. for Structural   

                    Joints Using HSB) 

  ksi   (Ultimate stress in tensios - relationship Fy/Fu=0.75 assumed) 

  ksi    (Nominal stress in shear, threads included, non-uniform 

       reduction excluded (Fv=54./0.8)) 

  k       (Bolt pretension equal to 70% of the bolt tensile strength) 

Concrete: 

  ksi      (Maximum concrete strength in compression) 

Steel reinforcement: 

  ksi    (Minimum yield stress of steel rebars) 

B.1.1.3  Calculation of key parameters to define uniaxial materials 

Constants:  

     (Very high value)  

     (Very low value) 

  

B.1.1.3.1  Bolted-Angle Segment in Bending Component  (Shen and Astaneh [2000]) 

   -Values needed to define model key parameters 

 in                                                      (Angle length) 

 in     (Distance from top to bottom bolt centerlines) 

ufc 0.25

Fybe 50

Fube 65

Fybo 90

Fubo 120

Fv 67.50

Pt 28.10

fc 4.0

fyre 60.0

hc 1.0 10
8



lc 1.0 10
8



Pi  3.14

La
wa nss

2
15

dbg nss 1( ) siangle 12
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 in4        (Moment of inertia of the double-angle section) 

 in                  (Distance btw the plastic hinge and the  

                                         centerline of the bolt - Figure 2.12b) 

 

in                               (Bolt hole diameter) 

in2                             (Bolt area) 

k-in      (Yield moment cap. of the double-angle)  

k-in  (Plastic moment cap. of the double-angle) 

k      (Plastic tension cap. of one angle) 

  

k     (Ultimate strength of one column bolt in tension)              

  

  

k/in (Initial stiffn. Eq.(3.2) 

 

k/in (Tangent stif. Eq.(3.3) 

 

k   (First yielding load Eqn.(3.1) 

 

 

 

 

Ia
wa tangle

3


12
0.03

a
Lcangle g1angle

2
1

bhole bdia
1

16
 0.81

barea
 bdia

2

4
0.44

Mya
wa tangle

2
 Fya

6
7.31

Mpa
wa tangle

2
 Fya

4
10.96

Np
wa

2
bhole









tangle Fya 42.62

Tb barea Fybo 39.76

Ko
12 Ea Ia

g1angle
3

1
3 g2angle

4 g1angle g2angle( )










716.86

Kt
3 Ea Ia

g1angle
3

1
3 g2angle

8 g1angle 6 g2angle( )










225.3

Py
4 g1angle g2angle

g1angle 2 g1angle g2angle( )
Mya 6.09
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-Definition of key parameters for Pattern 1: 

 

in                  (Def. of the double-angle section at 1st yielding) 

k             (Second yielding load - Eqn.(3.4) 

in     (Def. of the double-angle section at 2nd yielding) 

in        (Max. def. - Eqn.(3.8) 

 

rad 

 

k                                            (Ultimate load - Eqn.(3.6) 

 

 

-Definition of key parameters for Pattern 2 (Deformation Pattern 1 is the deformation 

pattern for this example; however, the calculations for Pattern 2 are given as example): 

 

 

in                 (Def. of the double-angle section at 1st yielding) 

k                         (Second yielding load - Eqn.(3.5) 

in      (Def. of the double-angle sec. at 2nd yielding) 

 

k                                   (Ultimate load - Eqn.(3.7) 

 

in                      (Max. def. - Eqn.(3.9) 

dy
Py

Ko
8.49 10

3


Ps
2 Mpa

g1angle tangle
bhole

2


17.98

ds
Ps Py Kt dy( )

Kt
0.06

du 2 g1angle tangle( ) eu
tangle

g1angle tangle( ) eu
 0.78

alpha atan
du

g1angle tangle









0.45

Pu 2 Np sin alpha( ) 36.91

dy2
Py

Ko
8.49 10

3


Ps2

Mpa 2
bhole

wa












g1angle
tangle

2


11.27

ds2
Ps2 Py Kt dy2( )

Kt
0.03

Pu2 2 Tb
wa tangle

2
 Fya

2a
 57.61

du2 g1angle a( ) tan eu( ) 0.77
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B.1.1.3.2 Bolt Slip Component - (Shen and Astaneh model [2000]) 

   k/in                                                                        (High initial stiffness) 

 

k                                       (Friction force in beam bolts -  Eqn.(3.11) 

in                                                                    (Very small elongation) 

 

B.1.1.3.3 Contact Component - (De Stefano et al. model [1994]) 

   k/in       (High initial stiffness - Eqn.(3.10) 

 

B.1.1.3.4 Beam Bolt Component - (Main and Sadek [2012]) 

 Bearing strength at bolt holes (limit state) 

 

o Web beam bearing in tension (pulling forces) 

 

in             (Clear edge distance of the beam - Eqn.(3.16) 

k  (Yield. cap. in tension - tearing-out-Eqn.(3.12) 

k   (Yield cap. in tension - excessive def.-Eqn.(3.12) 

 

k  (Ult, capac. in tension - tearing-out-Eqn.(3.13) 

k (Ult. capac. in tension-excessive def.-Eqn.(3.13) 

 

o Web beam bearing in compression (pushing forces) 

 

k     (Yield. cap. in comp.- excessive def.- Eqn.(3.14) 

k (Ult. capac. in comp. - excessive def.- Eqn.(3.15) 

 

 

 

 

Epp 570

Fric Pt ufc 7.03

eric
Fric

Epp
0.01

kgap
1

2

twcl Ea
wa

2


La

2
ln 1

dcl

La












 7.03 10
3



Lcw L1angle
bhole

2
 1.09

Rnbwty1 1.5 Lcw twb Fybe 32.81

Rnbwty2 3.0 bdia twb Fybe 45

Rnbwtu1 1.5 Lcw twb Fube 42.66

Rnbwtu2 3.0 bdia twb Fube 58.5

Rnbwcy 3.0 bdia twb Fybe 45

Rnbwcu 3.0 bdia twb Fube 58.5
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o Double-angle bearing in tension (pulling forces) 

 

in           (Clear edge distance of the angles - Eqn.(3.16) 

k (Yield. cap. in tension-tearing-out-Eqn.(3.12) 

k       (Yield. cap. – excessive elong. - Eqn.(3.12) 

 

k   (Ult. cap. in tension - tearing-out-Eqn.(3.13) 

k         (Ult. cap. - excessive elong. - Eqn.(3.13) 

 

o Double-angle bearing in compression (pushing forces) 

 

k (Yield. cap. in comp.-excessive el. Eqn.(3.14) 

k (Ult. cap. in comp.-excessive el.- Eqn.(3.15) 

 

 Bolt shear (limit state) 

 

k                  (Yielding capacity in tension - Eqn.(3.23) 

k                         (Yielding capacity in compression - Eqn.(3.25) 

k                          (Ultimate capacity in tension - Eqn.(3.24) 

k                         (Ultimate capacity in compression - Eqn.(3.26) 

 

 Check of governing limit state: 

 

                        (Web Beam Bearing governs in tension zone)        

 

             (Shearing in the Bolts governs in compression zone)    

 

 Constitutive relationship deformations 

 

 k.in/rad                  (Rotational connection stiffness - Eqn.(3.17) 

in2    (Sum of square of partial distances from CR) 

k/in                        (Initial stiffness bolt spring - Eqn.(3.18)

in    (Bolt def. at maximum strength - Eqn.(3.22) 

 

 

 

 

Lca L2angle
bhole

2
 1.09

Rnanty1 1.5 Lca tangle 2 Fya 63.92

Rnanty2 3 bdia tangle 2 Fya 87.67

Rnantu1 1.5 Lca tangle 2 Fua 94.01

Rnantu2 3 bdia tangle 2 Fua 128.93

Rnancy 3.0 bdia tangle 2 Fya 87.67

Rnancu 3.0 bdia tangle 2 Fua 128.93

Rnbty 0.75 Fv barea 2 44.73

Rnbcy Rnbty 44.73

Rnbtu Fv barea 2 59.64

Rnbcu Rnbtu 59.64

Rnbwty1 Rnbty Rnanty1

Rnbcy Rnbwcy Rnancy

kc 28000 dbg 5.6( )

ssi 2 siangle
2

 2 2 siangle( )
2

 90

k
kc

ssi
1.99 10

3


dub 0.085 dbg 0.0018 dbg
2

 0.76
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o Tension zone 

 

in                            (Yielding deformation tension zone) 

 in                                    (Deformation at maximum tensile demand) 

in                  (Ultimate deformation tension zone) 

 

o Compression zone 

 

in                   (Yielding deformation compression zone) 

in        (Deformation at maximum compressive demand) 

in        (Ultimate deformation compression zone) 

 

 Pinching factors 

 

  (Web Beam Bearing governs in tension and Shearing in the  

     Bolts governs in compression)       

 

B.1.1.3.5 Concrete Slab Component   

CONCRETE Rassati et al [2004], and Sadek et al. [2008]  

REINFORCEMENT Piluso et al [2011] 

 

        (Concrete modulus of elasticity - Eqn.(3.28) 

 Concrete in Compression sub-component 

in         (Spring length - Length of the concrete slab in compression)  

in                           (Effective length of concrete in compression) 

in                (Effective width of concrete in compression) 

k/in  (Axial stiffness of the spring – Eqn.(3.27) 

k   (Comp. strength Concrete Slab spring-Eq.(3.30) 

dyt
Rnbwty1

k
0.02

dut dub

dft Lcw 1.09

dyc
Rnbcy

k
0.02

duc dub 0.76

dfc 1.15 duc 0.87

PX 0.4 PY 0.01

Econc
57000 fc 1000

1000
3.6 10

3


lt 1.5 dcl 13.5

Leff lt 13.5

beff bfcl 8.28

kconc
Econc beff tconc

Leff
8.84 10

3


Fconc 0.9 fc beff tconc 119.23
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            (Strain at peak concrete strength - Eq.(3.33)  

                        (Maximum strain of concrete in compression)

in          (Concrete def. in comp.at peak strength-Eq.(3.32) 

in             (Max. def. of the concrete in comp. - Eqn.(3.31) 

 

 Concrete in Tension 

*NOTE: concrete in tension is not considered in the proposed component model; however, 

it has to be defined in the uniaxial material Concrete04 in OpenSees. 

 

ksi                 (Tensile strength of concrete - ACI318-11) 

                     (Strain at peak tensile strength - [46] pag 72) 

k       (Tensile strength of Concrete Slab spring) 

in     (Def. of the concrete in tension at peak strength) 

 

 Steel Reinforcement in Tension sub-component 

in2      (Steel reinforcement area in tension) 

k             (Yielding strength of steel rebars - Eqn.(3.34) 

         (Strain at yielding of steel rebars) 

in           (Deformation of steel rebars in tension at yielding) 

k/in     (Initial elastic stiffness of steel rebars - Eqn.(3.35) 

                      (Strain hardening rate) 

 

eoconc 1.71
fc

Econc
 1.9 10

3


euconc 0.0035

doconc eoconc Leff 0.03

duconc euconc Leff 0.05

ftconc
6.7 fc 1000

1000
0.42

etconc 0.0001

Ftconc ftconcbeff tconc 14.03

dtconc etconc Leff 1.35 10
3



Ast nbars bsect 1.6

Fysteel Ast fyre 96

eosteel
fyre

Ea
2.07 10

3


dsteel eosteel Leff 0.03

ksteel
Fysteel

dsteel
3.44 10

3


bhard 0.01
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B.1.1.4 Definition of uniaxial materials in OpenSees  

B.1.1.4.1 Double-Angle Component 

 Angle Segment Component (Sec.3.2.2, Sec.A.1.1.6, and Sec.B.1.1.3.1)  

uniaxialMaterial AngleSegBend:                   

$matTag $s1p $e1p $s2p $e2p $s3p $e3p $s1n $e1n $s2n $e2n $s3n $e3n $Px $Py $D1 $D2  

       1       Py     dy     Ps     ds     Pu    du    -Py   -dy    -Ps   -ds   -Pu   -du        1    1     0     0     

 

                   $matTag $EP1 $EP2 $epsP2 $EN1 $EN2 $epsN2    (Sec.A.1.1.1) 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticBilin    2         hc      hc      1.0        hc       lc        lc        (Sec.B.1.1.3) 

 

                 $matTag $Tag1 $Tag2                   (Sec.A.1.1.7) 

uniaxialMaterial Series        3            1         2         [Figure 3.8] 

 

 Contact Component (Sec.3.2.2.2, and Sec.B.1.1.3.3)  

            $matTag     $E                              (Sec.A.1.1.2) 

uniaxialMaterial ENT    4          kgap                (Sec.B.1.1.3.3) 

 

                $matTag  $Tag1 $Tag2                 (Sec.A.1.1.8)  

uniaxialMaterial Parallel      5            3        4        [Figure 3.10] 

 

              $matTag  $otherTag  <-max $maxStrain>                (Sec.A.1.1.9) 

uniaxialMaterial MinMax     6    5              -max  $du;                                (Sec.B.1.1.3.1) 
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 Bolt Slip Component (Sec.3.2.3, and Sec.B.1.1.3.2)  

        $matTag   $E   $epsyP  $epsyN $ep0               (Sec.A.1.1.3)      

uniaxialMaterial ElasticPP     7       Epp      eric       -eric      0.             (Sec.B.1.1.3.2) 

 

               $matTag   $E    $Fy    $gap                 (Sec.A.1.1.4) 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticPPGap  8          hc      hc     1/32             (Sec.B.1.1.3) 

   

             $matTag   $E     $Fy  $gap                 (Sec.A.1.1.4) 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticPPGap   9          hc      -hc  -1/32                (Sec.B.1.1.3) 

 

      $matTag  $Tag1 $Tag2 $Tag3     (Sec.A.1.1.8) 

uniaxialMaterial Parallel      10           7         8         9                                        [Figure 3.15] 

 

 Beam Bolts Component (Sec.3.2.4, and Sec.B.1.1.3.4)  

uniaxialMaterial Hysteretic:              (Sec.A.1.1.5, and Sec.B.1.1.3.4) 

$matTag $s1p $e1p $s2p $e2p $s3p $e3p $s1n $e1n $s2n $e2n $s3n $e3n $Px $Py $D1 $D2  

      11  Rnbwty  dyt  Rnbwtu  dut  0. dft -Rnbcy -dyc -Rnbcu -duc 0. -dfc   PX    PY   0     0     

 

      $matTag  $Tag1 $Tag2                 (Sec.A.1.1.8)   

uniaxialMaterial Parallel      12          7       11       [Figure 3.22] 

 

            $matTag $otherTag -min $minStrain -max $maxStrain (Sec. A.1.1.9) 

uniaxialMaterial MinMax   13        12       -min -dfc             -max dft;   
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 Double-Angle Component (Sec.3.2.5)  

                 $matTag  $TagAngl $TagSlip $TagBolts               (Sec.A.1.1.7) 

uniaxialMaterial Series        14               6             10           13    [Figure 3.23] 

 

B.1.1.4.2 Concrete Slab Component 

 Concrete in Compression Component (Sec.3.2.7.1, Sec.A.1.1.10 and 

Sec.B.1.1.3.5)  

         $matTag        $fc       $ec         $ecu      $Ec      $fct      $et 

uniaxialMaterial Concrete04     16    -Fcconc  -doconc  -duconc  kconc  Ftconc  dtconc 

 

             $matTag $EP1 $EP2 $epsP2 $EN1 $EN2 $epsN2 (Sec.A.1.1.1) 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticBilin    17         lc      lc     1.0         hc       hc       1.0        (Sec.B.1.1.3) 

 

         $matTag  $Tag1 $Tag2                 (Sec.A.1.1.7) 

uniaxialMaterial Series        18          16       17       [Figure 3.31] 

 

 Steel Reinforcement in Tension Component (Sec.3.2.7.2, and Sec.B.1.1.3.5)  

                 $matTag  $Fy     $E0       $b               (Sec.A.1.1.11)   

uniaxialMaterial Steel01     19   Fysteel  ksteel   bhard             (Sec.B.1.1.3.5) 

 

           $matTag $EP1 $EP2 $epsP2 $EN1 $EN2 $epsN2 (Sec.A.1.1.1) 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticBilin    20       hc      hc      1.0         lc        lc       1.0        (Sec.B.1.1.3) 
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             $matTag  $Tag1 $Tag2                  (Sec.A.1.1.7) 

uniaxialMaterial Series     21       19       20        [Figure 3.34] 

 Concrete Slab Component (Sec.3.2.7.3)  

                 $matTag  $Tag1 $Tag2                 (Sec.A.1.1.8) 

uniaxialMaterial Parallel     22         18      21        [Figure 3.35] 

 

       $matTag $otherTag  <-min $minStrain>     (Sec.A.1.1.9) 

uniaxialMaterial MinMax     23    22      -min -duconc; 

 

B.1.1.4.3 Binding Component 

              $matTag   $E       $Fy      $gap                    (Sec.A.1.1.4) 

uniaxialMaterial ElasticPPGap    24      kgap  10*kgap  -cle;                       (Sec.B.1.1.3.3) 
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Appendix C    

C.1 SUB-COMPONENTS VALIDATION [SHEN AND ASTANEH (1999)]  

 

 

 

Figure C.1 - OpenSees response vs Shen and Astaneh [2] response – Specimen 1 
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Figure C.2 - OpenSees vs Experimental response [6] response – Specimen 1 
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Figure C.3 - OpenSees response vs Shen and Astaneh [2] response – Specimen 2 

 

Figure C.4 - OpenSees vs Experimental response [6] response – Specimen 2 
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Figure C.5 - OpenSees response vs Shen and Astaneh [2] response – Specimen 3 

 

Figure C.6 - OpenSees vs Experimental response [6] response – Specimen 3 
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Figure C.7 - OpenSees response vs Shen and Astaneh [2] response – Specimen 5 
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Figure C.8 - OpenSees vs Experimental response [6] response – Specimen 5 
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Figure C.9 - OpenSees response vs Shen and Astaneh [2] response – Specimen 6 

 

Figure C.10 - OpenSees vs Experimental response [6] response – Specimen 6 
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Figure C.11 - OpenSees response vs Shen and Astaneh [2] response – Specimen 7 

 

Figure C.12 - OpenSees vs Experimental response [6] response – Specimen 7 
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C.2 COMPONENT MODEL VALIDATION  BARE STEEL CONNECTION [ABOLMAALI 

(2000)] 

 

Figure C.13 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 1 [5] 

 

Figure C.14 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 1 
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Figure C.15 - Component Analysis - Test 1 

 

 

Figure C.16 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 2 [5] 
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Figure C.17 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 2 

 

Figure C.18 - Component Analysis - Test 2 
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Figure C.19 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 3 [5] 

 

Figure C.20 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 3 
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Figure C.21 - Component Analysis - Test 3 

 

Figure C.22 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 4 [5] 
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Figure C.23 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 4 

 

Figure C.24 - Component Analysis - Test 4 
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Figure C.25 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 5 [5] 

 

Figure C.26 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 5 
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Figure C.27 - Component Analysis - Test 5 

 

 

Figure C.28 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 6 [5] 
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Figure C.29 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 6 

 

Figure C.30 - Component Analysis - Test 6 
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Figure C.31 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 7 [5] 

 

Figure C.32 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 7 
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Figure C.33 - Component Analysis - Test 7 

 

 

Figure C.34 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 8 [5] 
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Figure C.35 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 8 

 

Figure C.36 - Component Analysis - Test 8 
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Figure C.37 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 9 [5] 

 

Figure C.38 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 9 
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Figure C.39 - Component Analysis - Test 9 

 

Figure C.40 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 10 [5] 
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Figure C.41 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 10 

 

Figure C.42 - Component Analysis - Test 10 
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Figure C.43 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 11 [5] 

 

Figure C.44 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 11 
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Figure C.45 - Component Analysis - Test 11 

 

Figure C.46 - Comparison of Bare Steel Connection Component Model and Experimental 

Results - Test 12 [5] 
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Figure C.47 - Comparison of sub-component contribution in Bare Steel Connection 

Component Model - Test 12 

 

Figure C.48 - Component Analysis - Test 12 
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